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THE MASTER WORK IN AMERICAN MUSICAL EDUCATION 
DR. WILLIAM MAS 
Snl,. 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
By DR. WILLIAM MASON 
A Method of Permanent Importance 
in Piano Teaching 
mmm 
fsM#"1- 
Richter, Dreyschock and Liszt led Dr. 
Mason to realize that the subject of piano 
altogether new and broader treatment. As a result he pro- 
o all teachers and students of 
teaching demanded 
duced Touch and Technic—of unsurpassed value 
THE MOST ENTHUSIASTICALLY ENDORSED MUSICAL WORK OF ITS KIND 
The Life Work of Our Greatest 
clearly that the exercises 
gog have been preserved in his life work, 
Touch and Technic, so that they are just 
they 
IN FOUR BOOKS 
PART II. The Scales 
Rhythmically Treated 
(School of Brilliant Pas¬ 
sages) . 
laying' 
PRICE OF EACH, $1.00 
as useful for teachers to-day 
Dr. Mason. 
when taught personally by 
FRANZ LISZT I. J. PADEREWSKI RAFAEL JOSEFFY 0. GABRILOWITSCH 
A more valuable work has never been offered to teachers. Liberal discount allowed. Sent on inspection upon application to publisher. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., PUBLISHERS, IMPORTERS, DEALERS, SHEET MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
STRICH&ZEIDLER ■ PIANOS « and PLAYER-PIANOS of G Built especially for people of high artistic discrimination who appreciate the difference between good and best. Your Correspondence solicited E. 140th St. and Jackson Ave., : New York City 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressi 
Greatest Educational Work of the Age 
Mathews Standard 
Graded Course of 
Studies™Pianoforte 
Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS 
The Leadinf Muiical Wriler and 
Educator of the Present Time A COMPLETE course of standard 
Etudes and Studies arranged 
in a progressive order, selected 
from the best composers for the cul¬ 
tivation of technic, taste and sight 
reading, carefully edited, fingered, 
phrased, and annotated and supple¬ 
mented with complete directions for 
the application of Mason’s “System 
of Touch and Technic ” for the pro¬ 
duction of a modern style of playing. 
Thirty years ago Music Teaching in 
America was for thfe most part con¬ 
ducted in the most slip-shod and ex¬ 
travagant ihauner imaginable. The 
teach eri were not to blame for the 
for educational purposes, 
they to blame if they did not have the 
experience to select the best studies 
for the right time. The Graded Course 
idea is an' original creation of the 
Presser House. TheStandard Graded 
Course has succeeded because it was 
built along the lines which years of ex¬ 
perience hail shown to be necessary. 
CHIEF ADVANTAGES 
VARIETY 
STANDARD 
CONCERT ETUDES 
FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
THEO. PRESSER COMPANY 
1712 Chestnut S 
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10 Days 
Free Trial! 
EO. PRESSER COMPANY “ON SALE” PLAN 
Help the busy professional musician evolved by the Theo. Presser Com 
appreciated as the “On Sale” plan, 
le selection of the best obtainable pieces RETURNED MUSIC: Regular selections f 
^experts. “On Sale” should be returned together but one 
as to the probable sale of . the pieces, selections for particular purposes, within thirty c 
undertone. SETTLEMENTS: Settlements are ’ 
times to select from for every purpose. June or July). 
. as though the music wa. pur- NEW MUSIC AND NOV! 
sgSHtsg 
*KS IN MUSIC EDI 
PIANO.-COLLECTIONS-FOUR HANDS—Con. 
TWO PIANISTS. $1 00 
VOCAL METOODS AND STUDIES 
al and Picturesque in Musit, by E. R. 
VESwewill send* 
** you the violin 
of your choice 
for the full ten days’ 
trial. Play on it— 
test it in every way 
before you decide 
whether you wish 
to buy or not. 
Com pare it 
with other in¬ 
struments— 
then if you are 
not more than 
satisfied 
send it back at 
our expense. 
You do^not 
pay us a penny 
for the use of 
the violin. Write 
Your Choice of Violins 
Write todav for our new Violin 
W^-JrSS'SSSSSs 
“-sm 
WuruTzer 
Send the Coupon! 
Put your name and address on 
SIsS 
/.rf*sk- 
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whether produced in America or Eu 
°U7he Un*teci States and Cat 
is spoken, the most satisfactory terms ?' 
gj[ 
And the last thing she 
does before she leaves 
her dressing table and 
puts the powder on, is to 
gently apply with the 
tips of her dainty fin¬ 
gers, Pond’s Extract Company’s Vanishing Cream 
The fragrant, skin-softening cream, with its non- 
oily qualities, can be applied immediately before , 
going out. It vanishes at once from the skin, 1 
leaving behind it the faint odor of elegance and 
distinction. 
SOLD IN SOc AND 25c JARS 
A 10c tube will be sent with the compliments of \ 
the manufacturers to readers of The Etude, provided \ 
4c is enclosed to cover postage—or a sample tube will 
be mailed free on request. Address Pond’s Extract Co., 
127 Hudson St., New York City. 
POND’S ^mpony's 
Vanishing Cream 
old Cream, Tooth Paste, Soap. 
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In person to this Urge 1 
he Parcel Poet bridges all \ 
ir studio to our store. 1 
. nmojiinnn 
PUBLISHERS OF 
THE ETUDE, AN IN¬ 
DISPENSABLE MONTHLY 
HELP TO MUSIC TEACH¬ 
ERS AND MUSIC LOVERS 
A modern, progressive monthly which has 
won the largest musical audience in the 
world by presenting just those things which 
make music in the home fascinating, in¬ 
spiring, educational and entertaining. Sub¬ 
scription price, $1.50 • year. 
THE ETUDE 
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PRESSER ANNEX 
CATALOGS \ 
THAT ARE VERI- \ 
TABLE CLASSIFIED % 
GUIDES OF MUSICAL % 
WORKS UPON REQUEST % 
% 
Singers’ Hand Book—Piano Study Guide— I 
Hand Book for Violin Music—Choir and 
• Chorus Hand Book—Hand Book for Pipe 
and Reed Organ—Hand Book for 4, 6, 8 
and 12 Hands—Complete Catalog of Vocal 
and Instrumental Music—Thematic Catalogs 
• refill 
*■* of floor dntft 
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of thoroughly tr.med mu* tW, 
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THEO. PRESSER COMPANY “ON SALE” PLAN 
Of all the many successful plans to help the busy professional musician evolved by the Theo. Presser Company, none has been so highly 
appreciated as the “On Sale” plan. 
RETURNED MUSIC: Regular selections for the teaching season, and new Music 
"On Sale” should be returned together but once during the year; special "On Sale" 
selections for particular purposes, within thirty days. 
SETTLEMENTS: Settlements are to be made at least once a year (preferably in 
June or July). 
NEW MUSIC AND NOVELTIES ON SALE 
GENEROUS SUPPLY: You secure an ample selection of the best obtainable pieces 
for your needs, taken from our immense stocks by experts. 
NO OBLIGATION: You give no guarantee as to the probable sale of the pieces, 
paying only for what you use and return the remainder to us. 
CONVENIENCE: A stock on hand at all times to select from for every purpose. 
Manilla wrappers to keep it :n good condition. 
DISCOUNTS: We give you the same large discounts as though the music was pur¬ 
chased outright. Pend your order, no preliminary correspondence is necessary 
SATISFACTION: Supply us with comprehensive information so that our experts 
may be guided in picking out just the right kind of music. Name a few pieces or studies. 
Satisfaction is guaranteed. 
From November lo May we shall be glad to send every month a small selection of 
about ten pieces of new music or novelties, under the same conditions as our regular "On 
Sale” plan. This includes new and useful compositions for piano, voice, octavo, organ 
and violin. Mention which branches you are interested in. 
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SELIrk in AMERICAN musical eduche MOST USED WORKS IN MUSIC EDUCATION 
iUCH and TECHNIC 
E§ MARKS. E. F. Writing 
PIANO INSTRUCTORS 
=5 ABBOTT. |\ 
= _ . Kn.wl.dge .(Ih. p 
= BATCHELLOR-LANDON. Music 
Method. For Ih. use <4 mi 
M ' BEGINNER’S MCTHOD. The m 
By DR. WILLIAM MASON 
of Permanent Importance I The Life Work of Our Greatest 
P^no Teaching | American Piano Teacher 
CZERNl;"Mr. .S;,<r Three" 
= BEYER, F. Elsm 
Sg FIRST STEPS ~ 
§§ hudsonTi 
= KOHLER. LOUIS.3 
1 landoST^'a 
= tag. lolrodi §§ Foundation K 
If WAGNEr’Ie0,d!1S1 
PIANO STUDY. The first nil 
k for 
h™ontccl s^;l.:lvpti°-i,,,c0p-141 
HELLER, STEPHEN. ThrSP 
Juh»h«'«.udi.s from .hen 
“ 25 Melodious Studi 30 Progressive Stud 
25 Studies, Op. 47 
HERZ. H. Scales end E 
KLEINE PISCHNA 
KOHLER, • - 
SXV: 
m- IIS volumes, ,u g 
IN F01 
lo grades 
PART 1 
Rhythr 
Pf*MI 
of Mr**; 
production of 
PIANO TECHNICS AND STimirc 
BACH J. s. Lilli. Preludes a„d - 
« for **>\Piano. 
BERTT^^sfut't' t. Op. 29 K, Op. 100. 
BUGBEE;^5-^8'^ 
™$R. F°“5SWi«C Op. 100 
“ S Kff 
. L. First Studies. Op. 50 
..tile Studies. Op. 157 
verteirL^r/o0;,^ Small School of Velocity, fa *242 
Canons,* Op.1]* Hundped* Short Two-Part 
LEJEAL.A. Concentrated Terlmi 
LEMOINE, H. 50 Juvenile s,j n ,, 
LESCHETIZKY METHOD. The M.del^P.au.., 
LOESCHHORN* A. “stu^rto vola. ' 
selected from the bes? arran*rd 
“un or technic, taste ar>A ,^Lcomp?*rr* 
eZ7eiPh/i^ 
System of Touch and' 
" m°Jern ^le ofpl™;ngTmhn" 'or th 
PHILLIP, I. Exercise. e 
„ studies. Strengthei" h !'n,iL0" l,ni«a. 
Preparatory S«h.o! 5 tJSA h*"d 
“ Seh essentials " D*d>' Praclke S?ho„| „f Technic An , 
“ , oo 
SARTORIO A. ,2 .nstructive p- « S 
THEO. PRESSER CO p " 
... .. rRES 
PIANO TECHNICS AND STIDIES-Ca: 
PIANO COLLECTIONS 
- Tea BrvBsea* Ortaw Saadws. 0* IRA ■■ 
SCHMITT. A. Pr^rt^Eswtiw. 0*11. 
SCHMOLL. A. Stadias sad Sta>r Ptanlat 
L third. Iearth »d fifth h*n.«4 
STANDARD CONCERT ETUDES 
STRF.ABBOG. L. Twelve Vvlede Sndta OfO 
“ Twelve F,., sad Aleiedieas Stalin.M 
VETTER. HERMANN. Kdo/k raoduuSido 
I 24 Octave Studies. Op. 141 
r. Plane Stashes 
CRGAN WORKS 
: AND MODERN GEMS la R«f <h» ! 
aixuuN. C. W. Reed Or ran Mvlhrd I 
Scheel of Reed Organ Pis ring, 4 «ls„I rld!l ( 
OREM. P w. The Organ Plata 
Callection 
ORGAN REPERTOIRE Pipe Or-sn 
PRESSER. THEO Vele-it, Stair.. F**k'‘ 1 
Rocer^^SSTv^i.^, 
STANDARD ORG ANIST. Pipe Orgs. , 
WHITINC. GEO. E. 24 Staff. •" 
Ihe Pipe Organ. To follow the dea«<»! , 
The Boginnor'. Pipe Organ Book. A , 
technical practical iaatructa 
ser Building 
BEETHOVEN. Selectiona from Piano Work.. 
“ Easier Piano Compoaition.. 
CHAMINADE, C. Album. 
CHOPIN, F. Complete Waltzes . 
“ Lighter Compositions for Piano. 
“ Complete Nocturne.... 
“ Selected, Works (I. Phillip).. 
CLEMENTI, M. Sonatina, for Piano. 
CRAMM, H. M. New Tune, and Rhymes for 
Little Pianist.. 
EASY DANCE ALBUM. 
ENGELM ANN, H. 24 Piece, fa Small Hands 
“ Album of Eaay Pieces. 26 most popular teach¬ 
ing piecea. 
“ Album of Favorite Pieces. His best drawing 
room piecea, including “Melody of Love” . 
FIRST DANCE ALBUM. 
FIRST PARLOR PIECES. 
FIRST RECITAL PIECES. 
FIRST SONATINAS. 
FIRST PIECES IN THE CLASSICS. 
GRIEG, ED. First Poor Gynt Suite, Op. 46. 
GURLlf T. Album Loaves la the Young. 
“ Album of Selected Compositions (Mathews).. 
HANDEL ALBUM (Prosser). 
HAYDN, J. Sonatas, Vol. I. 
“ Sonataa.Vol.il. 
HUDSON. Musical Poems fa Children. D 
KROGMANN.C.W. Five-. 
LICHNER, H. Sonatina., 0p<. 4,49,66. 
LISZT, F. Album. 
“ Consolations and Lon Dream.. 
LITTLE HOME PLAYER. Piano or Organ. 
MacDOUGALL. Studio. in Melody-Pla 
Carefully prepared material lor ' 
to develop taste. 2 rol.., each 
MacDOWELL, EDWARD. 6 Poems, 
MASTER PIECES. The 21 best com: 
MATHEWi 's*reStand idard First and Second G 
‘ Standard Third and Fourth Grade Pieces . 
‘ Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Piece 
Large collections for teaching and recreate 
PIANO COLLECTIONS—Continued 
MENDELSSOHN. Song, Without Word. (Com- ^ 
MODERN DANCE ALBUM. *' 
MODERN DRAWING-ROOM PIECES 
MODERN SONATINAS. ' 
MOZART, W. A. Sonatas, 2 vols., each. .. 
PARLOR and SCHOOL MARCHES . 
PIANO PLAYER’S REPERTOIRE O’ F POPULAR 
POPULAR HOME ALBUM. 
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM 
POPULAR RECITAL REPERTOIRE . 
ROWE, DANIEL. Tone Stories for Boy, 
ng. Op. 68. 
SONATAAUUM;'r*15by Hay< 
Mozart, Beethoron . . 
SONATA ALBUM, Vol. II. 
SONATINA ALBUM (Louie Kohler .... . 
SPAULDfifc! GEo!”.’’ Tomes and Rhymes (w 
hd Dinrsioi 
TREBLE CLEF ALBUM. 
VERY FIRST PIECES, THE .. 50 
YOUNG VIRTUOSO, THE. 75 
PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS 
CHILDHOOD DAYS (Harthan). Instructs Duets 
DUTTON, THEODORA. Mother Goose 
FOUR HAND MISCELLANY. 
FOUR HAND PARLOR PIECES. 
JUVENILE DUET PLAYERS. 
LOW, JOS. Teacher and Pupil, two book 
MARCH ALBUM. .. 
M0SZK0WSKI, M. Spanish Dances 
NEUMANN, F. Sixteen Four-Hand Pian 
An original musical work in grades 
OPERATIC FOUR HAND ALBUM. 
its for Teacher and Puoil 
PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS—Con. 
TWO PIANISTS. $1 00 
TWO STUDENTS. 1 00 
WOOD, D. D. Musical Zoo. Melodious duets for 
teacher and punil. Words. 75 
YOUNG DUET PLAYERS (Harthan). 50 
VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES 
RCHESI, S. 20 I 
Vocalises for M 
MYER, EDMUND J. 
guide to artistic methods.. 
PETRIE, H. W. Ten Vocal Studies. Meiodiou 
and pleasing, to promote style, flexibility an» 
execution. With text.. . 
REDDALE, F. The School Singer. For norma 
classics; includes a large collection of song 
ROOT, J. aWPUrM0eSthodicai Sight Singing. Th. 
, Through‘the Key's 
Methodical Sight Singing, P 
44 Introductory Lessons in Voice Culture 
44 Guide for Male Voice. 
These works comprise a complete system enti 
Technic and Art of Singing,” for the use of c 
privately, by a most noted teacher of wide expt 
SCAMMEL, A. E. Two part Exercises for Si 
Singing and Class-Work 
SIEBER, F. Elementary Exercises, 36 8-Meai 
Studies, Op. 92, Soprano. 
44 Op. 93, Mezzo-Soprano. 
44 Op. 94, Alt . 
VACCAI, N. Practical Italian Vocal Method 
WHELPTON, G. Vocal Studies for Soprano 
Tenor. Combines technical studies 
artistic work for style and finish. 
44 Student’s Manual of Sight Singing. Cl 
VOCAL COLLECTIONS 
BUGBEE, L. A. Mu,id Thought. lor Little Tot. . 
CHURCH AND HOME. Sstred Songs, High Voice 
“ Sacred Songs, Low Voice 
GALLOWAY, TOD B. Friendship Songs!.. ..!!!! 
“ Seven Memory Songs.. 
JUVENILE SONG BOOK. 
SACRED DUETS. For all Voices.  
SENOUR, CARO. Juvenile Musical Poems. 29 
Children’s songs for school, kindergarten and 
MUSICAL THEORY, REFERENCE BOOKS, 
GENERAL MUSICAL I ITERATURE 
BALTZELL, W. J. History e? Music.$1 75 
BENDER, G. C. Business Manual for Music 
Teachers. ] 00 
BOWMAN, E. M. Master Lessons in Pianoforte 
Playing. A Series: “Letters from a Musi¬ 
cian to His Nephew’* by this leading Ameri¬ 
can teacher.. t An 
CLARKE, H. A. Harmony, A Text-Book. 125 
44 Key to Harmony, A Text-Book. 50 
44 Counterpoint, Strict and Free. 100 
44 Pronouncing Dictionary. 1 00 
^^.?iudent s Pocket Dictionary. 25 COOKE. J. F. Standard History of Music. 1 25 
Music Lore. A first history for stu- 40 Siory lessons dents of all ages 
COOKE, J. F. Great Pianists on the Art ol 
Personal conferences on Technic, interpretation, t 
sion and style with our most distinguished virtuosos 
ELSON, L. C. Mistakes and Disputed Points in 
Music and Music-Teaching... . 
HEACOX, ARTHUR E. Ear Training 
HEPLER, E. A. Studies in Time and Rhythm. 
Covering the average pupil's weaknesses. . . 
PAUER, E. Musical Forms 
PERRY. Descriptive Analyses of Piano Works. . . 
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces. 
books givin~ ’-J ‘ ’ •' 1 
1712 Chestnut St, PHILADELPHIA, PA 
Two g legem 
yses of the best known _  
PROUT, E. A Treatise on Instrumentation 
REDMAN, H. N. Pronouncing Dictiona, 
Musical Terms. 
RIEMANN, Dr. HUGO. Cictionary of Musi 
—O 
STAINER A! 
Terms. 
STAINER, Dr. J. Guide to Beginners in Compo 
STREATF1ELD. Life Stories of Great Compos 
TAPPER. First Studies in Music Biography 
WODELL, F. W. Choir and Chorus Conducting 
VIOLIN 
FRANKLIN, F. A. Operatic Selections . .. 
“ Selected Classics 
HOHMANN, C. H. Practical Violin School, G 
man and English Ten, complete. 
“ Same in 5 Books, each 
KAYSER, H. E. Elementary and Progrea. 
Studies, Op. 20, Book I 
STANDARD VIOLINIST 
STUDENT’S POPULAR ALBUM 
TOURS, B. Complete Instructor (or Violin.. .. 
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SUMMER SESSIONS _ 
I eastern I CONSERVATORIES IsouthernI 
I —1 SCHOOLS-TEACHERS 1 -1 
ESTABLISHED 1857 
DEARfllW CONSERVATORY 
I 1 BALTIMORE, MD. 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
I Is endowment enables it to offer exceptional adoantages in music culture in all grades and branches 
Southern University of Music, Inc. 
MR. & MRS. CROSBY ADAMS 
Annual Summer Classes for Piano Teachers (or (he Study of Teaching Material will be held in 
Montreal, N. C., June 17-30, 1915 
Lincoln, Neb., July 15-28, 1915 
Chicago, It-, Aug. 5-18, ^ str0ng 
'mONTREAtT NORTHCAROLINA 
Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J. 
Training School for Piano Teachers 
and Public Performance. 
Piano Teachers’ Course also by Mail-prepared by 
Frank H. Shepard, Author of “Harmony Simplified’’, 
“Key”, “Graded Lessons in Harmony”, etc. Even 
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
SCHOOLS 
SCHOOLS 
MIDDLE WESTERN 
learn, or learn by correspondence. Af-  „ 
A. AGNES SHEPARD, Artist Teacher. R II I Q 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music COMBS 
H. RAWLINS BAKER = 
B ARTEL™ 
BECKE^SSH^. 
beechwood 
AMERICAN “«• 
CHASE 
CINCINNATI S 
SCHOOL or MUSIC 
The foremost school of fine arts 
in the South. Advantages equal 
to those anywhere. 
Send for Catalogue. ATLANTA, G/ 
COLUMBIA — 
COSMOPOLITAN 
nETRQITrSE 
DANAV^SS 
SCHOOL or MUSIC and 
Combs Broad Street Conservatory 
Gives you individual and careful attention. Your needs ate considered. On e 
to a teacher especially adapted for developing the best tnyou. Daily reports ke>. 
with the entire School. Daily supervision shows you how to work. Four I 
ample opportunity for Public Performance. 
YOU MUST SUCCEED 
for we give you a safe, sound, sure foundation. We JWKr latent ^ 
Training cSISm fo^TefcS, SSwTichorfMuTS^&n. Tuning Cou: 
TORIES. A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Success and Loyalty 
Instruction Throughout the Entire Year 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director_1327-29-31 S. Broad St., Philadelphia 
. LADIES’ DORMI- 
FAUST SCHOOL fiE TUNING 
Piano, Player-Piano, Pipe Organ & Reed Organ Couraea 
Musicians! Make thoae Teachers! Increaae 
wasted hours become a your income, become a 
source of profit. pianoforte tuner. 
Send for FREE Tear Book giving full information 
OliverC. Faust .Principal,27 GainaboroSt.,Boaton,Maa«. 
NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL 
PIANO TUNING 
D. O. BETZ, Director 
COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN 
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSIONS 
SAN FRANCISCO EXPOSITION and NORTH CAROLINA 
Write for further particulars 
MRS. LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD 116 EDNA AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 
BROOKFIELD SUMMER SCHOOL 
OF SINGING 
BROOKFIELD CENTER CONN. Herbert Wilber Greene, Director 
?dl»|n7Ce'i.t= 701 Carnegie Hall, NEW YORK CITY 
School of Music 
/■ Dayton, Va. 
Offers a broad variety of musical courses, 
including Pianoforte, Violin, and other 
stringed instruments. Band and Orches¬ 
tra, with weekly concerts, Pipe Organ, 
Piano Tuning, Voice Culture, Elocu¬ 
tion and Physical Culture, Arts and 
of Shenandoah I 
Collegiate Institute | 
CRAWEngy— 
HAWTHORNE 
fiENRYSSrSi 
INSTITUTE "Ss 
HENNEMAN- 
KNOX 
MINNEAPOLIS.™ 
VOICE 
EASTERN 
MARKS" FALK 
WILLIAM J. 
MOLLICAS1 NEWKIRK,. 
MOULTON: 
NEW YORK’ 
NICHOLS 
LOUISE RINGS&sSFLS 
English, Italian. 63 RABT 34th STREET, NEW YORK, K 
NEW YORK 
NORMAL 
PATTERSON gSgg 
PETERSILEA* 
STOCK “ 
y!m.O. A^Bldg. 1 
MIDDLE WESTERN 
S. CARLTLE GROFF-BRYANT" o, and Lombard College. Galesburg, minois. 
TRACY• 
VIRGIL' 
VIOLIN 
EASTERN 
VIRGIL 
^BoithllnSsi ifistss 
KRIENS 1 
MIDDLE WESTERN 
LICHTENSTEIN' 
CONVERSE COLLEGE EDMON MORRIS, THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES 
PEABODY Jegg BURROWESr 
S.C.I.S 
and SCHOOL OF MUSIC COURTRIGHTI 
FLETCHER" 
OREGON-? 
if P n |i MR. CAM. WILHELM, Teacher, Composer, Musical 
KERN 
MATHEWS 
good money. Mr. Daniels, in I 
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u RETIRED! .P m u HOPE MUSIC RELIEVES BRAIN FAG. 
Walk through the streets of the East Side of lower New 
York, or for that matter any Jewish section of any large American 
city, and you will see here and there old women, and even women 
in middle age with their heads decorated with what s'eems to the. 
American, a very odd flat wig. This wig is very evidently the 
uniform of feminine old age, just as the lace caps and dangling 
gray curls'of our grandmothers pointed out that they were resigned 
to wait for the end. 
Indeed; it was very much the fashion only a few years back to 
emphasize the fact that one was growing old. Men of forty and 
forty-five, who had accumulated enough money to keep them com¬ 
fortably, proudly told their friends that they had “retired.” Have 
you noticed the gradual decrease in our supply of retired men? No 
one can deny that certain circumstances and conditions of bodily 
health compel many musicians to retire in the sixties. There are 
others, however, who not only are in no mood for retiring, but who 
are really growing bigger and bigger in every way. 
It is right and beautiful that old age should be accompanied 
by certain comforts and liberties which hard work should earn for 
the laborer. Not every one, however, is fortunate in this respect. 
But the very fact that one “has enough to live on” is no reason 
why one should drop all active interest in the big momentous things 
of life. Dr. Charles Eliot, President Emeritus of Harvard, at the 
age of eighty, is atnazing the country by articles and addresses as 
youthful, radical and fresh in their thought as though he were in 
his twenties. All honor to him. According to the old-fashioned 
way he would have resigned at sixty-five and gone into a period of 
systematic decay. 
We have been thinking over these things a great deal lately. 
That is the'reason why we have urged Mr. Thomas Tapper to go 
deeply into the subject of helping the musician to pass the “‘dead” 
line. The dead line is an imaginary line, a kind of equator which 
comes iip in the lives of all of us. Sometimes it comes, at twenty. 
We know numbers of musicians who have ceased to grow since 
their twentieth year. Some are still growing at sixty and seventy. 
Mr. Tapper has been putting his whole heart in this article. It 
is simply a part of a very extensive campaign we have been plan¬ 
ning for two years to thrust new life force into the work of those 
who are good enough to travel with us. The Etude Has engaged 
the services of the most forceful writers of the time in the musical 
field (not merely to recount interesting and instructive things, 
although that is the great essential part of our work), but to help 
all of our readers build within themselves the temples of real great¬ 
ness, real musical worth, real life force. 
u GOING AHEAD. M 
The principal of a high school in a I\c,v Fngland city was 
rummaging in the garret of the school. Ht avg up some old 
examination papers that had laid under deepening heavy strata of 
dust for nearly fifty years. With the papers were the answers 
and the. old percentages marked, The teachers re-examined these 
papers and found the marking correct. Then these papers were 
given to pupils in the same grade as those who answered them a 
half century ago. The pupils of fifty years ago are now either 
grandparents, jolly bachelors, merry spinsters, or “spirits of just 
men made perfect.” The pupils of to-day beat their ancestors 
over thirty per cent. Have we made the same advance in music 
study? 
If you have any doubt whether music has justified its adoption 
in public schools read the article of Mr. Enoch Pearson in this issue 
and you will be convinced in every detail. More than that, show 
it to every one who tries to tell you that music paid for by the ta 
payers is a “fads and frills” imposition upon the long-suffering 
public. Once more, use this same ammunition to knock down the 
same enemies of our art who go about prating that music is merely 
an expensive pastime for school girls. 
Among the many experiments made to show the remarkable 
effect of music upon the brain those conducted in the Philadeipi 
public schools are notably interesting. School men have long known 
that it is possible to ascertain the line of fatigue in the work of the 
pupil. Sometimes this is done by firing out a long list of words of 
all kinds, cat, dog, fire, grass, peach, house, tree, stone, mug, rose, 
plate, one right after the other, and then asking the class of pupils 
to write down as many as can be remembered. 
In this way educators have, from time to time, experimented 
with pupils to determine at what hour in the school day the several 
subjects taught can most successfully be brought to their attention. 
By a series of similar tests, scientifically conducted, it has been 
found that at the opening of school at 9 o’clock, the line of mental 
fatigue, as it is called, is at its highest point, gradually falling until 
somewhat restored by the mid-forenoon recess and again continuing 
to fall until it reaches its lowest point for the session at 12 o’clock. 
At the opening of the afternoon session, it is found to stand some¬ 
what higher than it did at 12 o’clock, and also than it did at the 
time of recess, again falling until the close of school in the after¬ 
noon, when it reaches its lowest point for the day. 
Duplicating these experiments and applying music as a'restora¬ 
tive, Mr. Pearson found that the effect of singing upon the line of 
fatigue was even more marked than either the mid-forenoon or the 
noon recess. Taking an eighth year class of pupils, for example, 
the line of fatigue was found at 1.30 to be at a given point. At 
2.30 it was found to have dropped a certain per cent, and at 3.30 
to a. still lower point. These tests were applied to the same class 
for a period of four weeks with approximately the same daily result. 
Then for four weeks a tep-minute recess was given at 2.30 and 
a test applied immediately thereafter with the uniform result of 
materially raising the line, which insured a mWh higher 3.30 point 
than was obtained without the recess. Subsequently for four weeks 
a ten-minute sing wag substituted at 2.3.0 for the recess, when it was 
found that the line was restored to a much higher point than it was 
by the recess, with a consequent much smaller drop at 3.30. The 
same, experiment was conducted between the opening of school in 
the morning and the mid-forenoon recess and between the mid-fore¬ 
noon recess and noon with like results. 
The practical application of this means that a class of pupils 
obtaining a given general average in arithmetic, for example, for 
the year, will obtain a much higher average during the same period 
if a daily ten-minute music lesson immediately precedes the arith¬ 
metic lesson. 
Can musicians ask for a more remarkable, more convincin°- 
means of estimating the real value of music in our daily life? ° 
These experiments are so convincing in their character that 
the zealous musician will find it difficult to refrain from passin¬ 
gs editorial on to his “laymen” friends who ought to know some¬ 
thing of the tonic value of music. Not until the public as a 
whole is brought to see that music has a real utilitarian worth 
will the art receive the respect it deserves. 
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COMPELLING 
SUCCESS 
rT"vHE really great 
man laughs at the 
dead line. Failure is 
only a spur to urge him 
on to greater height^. 
At 56 Handel failed as 
an Opera composer and 
managpr, but before he 
was 57 he had won suc¬ 
cess with the oratorio. 
Even though you have 
passed the dead line be¬ 
fore you realized that 
you were going back¬ 
ward, there is still a 
glorious chance if you 
fight for it. Success is 
for those who command 
it. 
THE ETUDE 
THE' AGES OF MAN 
The above diagram was circulated by The Bell Telephone Company 
first issued by a large industrial company for the benefit of its worker* The artmle Fassing 
the Dead Line in Music Study” on the following page shows that the dead lm ^ J „ 
any age, twenty as well as forty or seventy and that many music workers do come back, 
that is “make good,” after the age of fifty and sixty. It is one of the most stimulating articles 
The Etude has ever presented. 
MAKE OR 
BREAK 
QUCCESS comes to 
■ most people between 
the ages of thirty and 
fifty. The tragedy of 
the dead line is its un¬ 
suspected certainty. If 
you have come to the 
place in your career 
where you realize that 
it is a case of “make of 
break,” let nothing stop 
you. Beethoven, instead 
of being shut in by his 
deafness,, which came on 
at the age of 30, came 
out farther and farther 
in the terms of his 
genius. 
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE OPERA. 
Though the leit-motiv is usually.; associated with 
Wagner, who certainly developed its use in opera to the 
highest possible pitch, yet he was by no means the first 
to use it. Weber uses it in his Der Freisch&ts, and the 
suggestive music given to the Statue in Mozart’s Don 
Giovanni indicates that in this, as in so many other 
matters, Mozart saw far into the future of music. 
Opera in its beginning was confined to the rich, and 
was given only in the palaces of the nobility under 
princely patronage. The first opera-house open to the 
general public and run on a commercial basis was the 
Teatro di San Cassiano in Venice, 1637. The proprie¬ 
tors were Benedetto Ferrari, a noted theorbo player, 
and Francesco .Manelli da Tivoli. Ferrari wrote the 
words and Manelli the music of the first' opera pro¬ 
duced there, Andromeda. The venture was a success. 
In the opera of the eighteenth century the rules re¬ 
garding the leading characters were very strict. The 
orthodox number of principal characters was six—three 
women and three men, or at most three wometa and 
four men. The first woman, or prima dontta as she was 
(and still is) called, was always a high soprano, and 
the second or third a contralto. The first man (primo 
uomo) was an artificial soprano. So sttict waS this 
rule that it obtained even when the hero of the piece 
had such a role to play as that .of Hercules! The 
second man was either a soprano like the first, or an 
artificial contralto, while thp third was a tenor,. Only 
when a fourth man was introduced was there a part 
for a basso. ' 
Spectacular operatic productions are now the order 
of the day, and we read of the gorgeous presentations 
at the New York Metropolitan, or at other magnificent 
opera-houses with no more than passing interest. ‘ But 
the spectacular element in opera is, no new thing. 
When Freschi produced his Berenice at Padua the 
attractions included choruses of 100 Virgins, 109 
Soldiers, and 100 Horsemen in iron armor; besides 4p 
Cornets, on horseback; 6 mounted Trumpeters; 6 
Drummers; 6 Ensigns; 6 S&'ckbuts; 6 Flutes; 12 Min¬ 
strels, playing on Turkish'and other instruments; 6 
Pages; 3 Sergeants; 6 Cyjfibaleers; 12 Huntsmen; 12 
Grooms; 12 Charioteers; 2 Lions, led by 2 Turks; 2 led 
Elephants; Berenice’s Triumphal Car, drawn by 4 
Horses; a Forest filled yvith Wild-boar, Deer, and 
Bears, and other splendors, too numerous to mention. 
In contrast to this mammoth production, it may be 
mentioned that Pistocchi’s teandro (1679) and Girelto 
(1682) were performed by puppets, and Ziano’s Damira 
placata by mechanical figures, as large as life, while the 
real singers officiated behind the scenes. 
JOHN MILTON, COMPOSER. 
John Milton, the, poet, occupies in literature about 
the same position that Bach does in music. Both were 
inspired by profound religious emotions, and both 
wrote in mighty.epic forms. It is generally known, of 
course, that Milton was a keen musician, and there are 
frequent references Jo music in his works. It is less 
well known—or at least, less frequently remembered— 
that John Milton the poet was the son of John Milton, 
the musician. The elder John Milton was the son of a 
Well-to-do English farmer who lived near Oxford and 
was born about 1563. He is said to have spent his early 
days at Christ Church, Oxford. His father was a bigoted 
Roman Catholjc, and on account of the fact that he 
was himself an equally bigoted Protestant, he was 
forced to leave home and essay his fortune in London. 
Here he prospered,in business and was also lucky 
enough to inherit a .-fortune, with which he eventually 
retired to Buckinghamshire. His musical reputation is 
based on a number of compositions, mostly of a reli¬ 
gious character, which (display sound musicianship but no 
remarkable genius, jle is said by his grandson Phillips 
—who got it from n<*| less than John Milton the poet— 
to have written a fotjy-part piotet entitled In Nomine, 
for which he received a gold chain from a Polish prince, 
visiting Oxford. It has been conjectured that this 
prince was A'.bertus Alasco, vaiode or palatinate of 
Siradia in Poland. 
LIFE’S HARP STRINGS. 
14& they or'e and as they might be. 
Psychologists tell, us that less than twenty per cent, 
of the men and women who set out to do great things 
ever attain unusual results. The harp on the left 
pictures this percentage;—two strings in tune ; eight are 
broken. The second picture shows how many might 
succeed (counting qpt all those who through disease, 
accident and fortune,seemed doomed to failure).- That 
is, nine men in ten ought to make good. Nine strings 
in tune with only offe broken string. This illustration 
refers to Mr. Tappers article on the following page. 
YOUR LIST OF MEMORIZED PIECES. 
BY LEONORA SILL ASHTON. 
The student who has finished her course of music 
study must guard against a certain selfishness in regard 
to the repertoire. All of our friends do not care for 
light, gay music: neither do they all care for cradle 
songs, and songs without words: and perhaps only a 
few would really enjoy a movement from a Beethoven 
sonata, or a Bach prelude. Therefore, have a wide 
latitude in your list of pieces, which you keep ready 
for performance, and try to keep something on hand, 
for each class of listeners. 
In the high realms of concert playing, a de Pachmann 
may indulge his own exclusive, taste, in the • perform¬ 
ance of one style of music, but even here this is an 
exception. 
Look at one of Paderewski’s or Bauer’s programs; 
what a wide range of musical style and thought they 
represent. You may do likewise in your own smaller 
way. 
Perhaps you have a fondness for dreamy, -ocking 
rhythms and plaintive melodies. They are very beauti¬ 
ful, it is true; but to some a barcarolle or a Russian 
“Fragment” is sad; and these people find .their feelings 
disturbed and irritated by whgt is pensive. When 
they ask you to play for them then, have a bright 
little waltz ready or a playful Schumann number, that 
will make them smile, and wake in their hearts the 
cheerfulness that they love.. .If. on the contrary, you 
are fond of the gay, dancing pieces, and care only for 
what sparkles with runs and embellishments: then 
force yourself fo learn some quiet compositions. You 
will need them for your own good, as well as for the 
good of others. Quiet music need not necessarily be 
sad; and the mere practise of it will help to settle 
you in your work, and give your music strength and 
repose. In every group of listeners there will be 
one or two who appreciate and love the works of the 
old masters: Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, and of course 
you will have these names represented on your list. 
Most people on being asked to play usually respond 
by playing their favorite piece; nor are they to be 
blamed, as one naturally plays best that which one 
hkes best. Nevertheless, there is a fine courtesy in 
playing that which is most in tune with one’s immed¬ 
iate environment, and. in tjie broadest sense, it is the 
most artistic thing to do. It demands, however, a care- 
lully selected repertoire covering a wide variety of 
pieces in many different mdods. 
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Passing the Dead Line in Music Study 
By THOMAS TAPPER 
Have you come to a dead standstill in your work? 
Are you at loss to know which way to turn? 
Are you drifting along without realizing your ideals? 
If so, you need an awakening of this sort and need it badly. 
Mr, Alfred Hertz, conductor at the Metropolitan 
Opera House, New York, has resigned his position at 
least for the present, for the reason that his work tends 
more and more to become fixed, limited to a few Ger¬ 
man operas that are repeated year after year. In short, 
he is afraid of the consequences to himself of his work 
becoming easier through familiarity and repetition. He 
desires a period of freedom to take stock of himself, 
to keep the imagination from becoming clouded, and 
the initiative from growing sluggish and inactive. 
Here is the gist of the Dead Line: The imagination 
must remain constructive and the initiative spontane¬ 
ous for new endeavor. Inevitable and unrelenting as 
Death itself, the Dead Line threatens the career of 
almost every individual. It is that life meridian at 
which the advancement possible to us all is arrested 
and the worker ceases thereafter to develop. Age has 
little to do with the matter. The Dead Line welcomes 
all; the music student in his ’teens, as well as the artist 
of forty, fifty or seventy. Thus we are surrounded by 
men and women living, breathing, working, talking, 
who are nevertheless the sepulchres of careers long 
since deceased. 
To the musician the tragedy of the Dead Line, the 
passing of his ambition, ideals, hope and faith, his 
service-contribution to mankind, is too terrible for 
words. Thousands of music workers die long before 
they reach their prime, affected by the insidious 
paralysis that1 undermines the springs of action in 
imagination and initiative. 
Let us trace two famous instances in music. Rossini 
and Verdi. The illustrations below tell the story. 
Rossini rises triumphantly year after year until the 
age of thirty-seven. Then his career totters and falls. 
Indolence, self-sufficiency and self-indulgence under¬ 
mine his life-work at the moment when he should 
have been entering upon his amplifying years. 
Verdi climbed steadily upward until late in his 
eighties, when he passed out at the very zenith of his 
career. What' might Rossini have done had he con¬ 
tinued to work and rise as persistently as Verdi did! 
We may come upon the Dead Line at twenty or at 
seventy-five; but while there may be some excuse for 
it at seventy-five, the professional musician should find 
none at the earlier age. History abounds with the 
glorious records of men rich in years who never sus¬ 
pected the existence of a Dead Line. In music Wagner, 
Handel, Bach, Liszt, Verdi, Haydn, and a host of 
others worked with increasing efficiency to the very 
end. 
Often men and women who have filled the passing 
years with the results of increasingly efficient labor 
have worked with the constant handicap of serious ill¬ 
ness. Stevenson wrote as he could between hemor¬ 
rhages of the lungs. Darwin, in a time of convales¬ 
cence, did some of his best work in ten minute periods. 
Beethoven’s glory as a composer increased as his ability 
to hear decreased. . Mary Lamb accomplished all the 
collaborative writing with her brother between fits of 
insanity. Chopin was a chronic invalid. In every such 
instance we find the predominant characteristic to be 
a willed determination to initiate and produce; the 
individual always forging ahead in the conviction ex¬ 
pressed by Victor Hugo—the mind is forever rich be¬ 
yond anything we may draw from it in aTife-time. 
The much-garbled statement attributed to Sir William 
Osier, which gave currency Jo the word “Oslerized,” 
has inflicted untold cruelty upon worthy men of ad¬ 
vanced age. Because a vast number permit themselves 
to decay mentally and physically before life has really 
ripened by no means proves that all are useless after 
a certain set year. The statement attributed to Dr. 
Osier has been disproved time and again. 
The fact that until recent years the Dead Line was 
accepted as inevitable has possibly more to do with the 
life failure of many musicians than anything else. It 
is only very lately indeed that the world has become 
convinced that such a disease as consumption is pre¬ 
ventable and arrestable. In years gone by the consump¬ 
tive was doomed to go first to the patent-medicine man 
then to the undertaker. In much the same manner 
music teachers, pianists and musical directors, bitterly 
accepted the inevitable without making half a fight, 
Instead of approaching middle life with a Dantesque 
“Abandon hope all ye who enter here”, the musician 
should look forward to the golden years with ever-in¬ 
creasing energy, with the spirit of happiness in work, 
new faith and love for the fellow man, new curiosity 
for the great movements of the hour. Granted this he 
will pass the Dead Line as unconsciously and joyously 
as one passes the invisible parallels of latitude at sea. 
The teacher, instrumentalist or singer, who would thus 
pass the Dead Line, must think not upon the Dead Line 
itself, but of those things upon which he must depend 
to carry himself past. 
The Dead Line may be described as a will diminu¬ 
endo ; a gradual decrease of the exercise of will power. 
This may be graphically shown in no better way than 
by the use of the diminuendo sign so familiar to all of 
So long as two lines are separated at all there is a 
possibility of forcing them so far apart as to turn them 
in opposite direction's, thus: 
How shall we detect the diminuendo within ourselves? 
How can we find out whether we are really forging 
ahead on the road to life success or letting ourselves be 
drawn to the brink of a cataract? 
Probably the best way for the musician to tell whether 
he is approaching the Dead Line is to make a wholly 
frank personal inventory of his actual condition. It 
is hard to do this, especially for one who has been accus¬ 
tomed to receive the “plaudits of the audience”, hut it 
must he done. It' reveals to us that we are approaching 
the Dead Line: 
1. When we cast out life into a mechanical mold. 
2..When we avoid making unnecessary motions. 
The person ‘who comes upon an unfamiliar technical 
term in music and decides to let it go by rather than get 
up from his seat at the keyboard to open the dictionary 
four feet away, is no longer fully alive. In this and 
every like case Death has already begun the process of 
destruction, of pulling the organism to pieces because 
it fails to respond to stimuli. That is the one sure sign 
of approaching dissolution, for nature says I need this 
material for some other purpose. I cannot tolerate this 
inaction. 
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3. When the first morning impression is that of an¬ 
other burdensome day—more lessons to give, more un¬ 
skilled hands to guide. . 
4 When the body and its affairs reflect upon the self 
more strongly than the self reflects upon the body and 
its affairs. , , . , 
5. When we forget that the purpose for which we are 
evidently created is increase of insight and power. This 
results in ceaseless inquiry, study, contemplation, ex¬ 
amination, sincere and severe work, not merely in 
musical affairs, but forever amplifying into new lines 
of activity. When these go out of life, Death comes 
in: slowly, surely, silently, stealing away our power 
bit by bit; sealing up our senses, little by little, until 
we are completely mummified. 
6. When activity ceases, and some form of paralysis 
ensues, as for instance when we rely too much in our 
teaching upon what we acquired as students instead of 
solving our musical problems ourselves. 
7. We have crossed the Dead Line when we react to 
the'stimulus of hard work in terms of retreat, fear, in¬ 
dolence, love of ease; when we relax in our quest for 
new musical truths and “let go.” 
Having made a preliminary examination into your 
condition, you can now form some more definite opinion 
of your real status. In answering the following ques¬ 
tions, take stock of yourself as coldly and impersonally 
as though you were doing it for a stranger. Cast up 
your annual income, add $1000.00 a year to the total 
and place yourself in the position of an employer about 
to engage an employe at such a sum. Do not over-rate 
yourself or under-rate yourself in the answers to the 
following. To make your condition as clear to yourself 
as possible, estimate your assets and liabilities by per¬ 
centages : 
THE ETUDE 
I. Determine upon a Long Plan; that is, an ac^Y'^ 
demanding your best dynamic work for some con 
able period of time, say five years, or ten yea”’ 
rest of your life; something to which every day 
contribute a necessary portion of labor for the u 
mate success. , , MPh 
II. Every plan of this kind must be made to' “t 
individual case. Since your goal is determined by tne 
plan and reached by the plan, it becomes immediately 
apparent how important the Long Plan is, how c 
fully one must proceed in laying if out. However, th 
man or woman who has reached the age of forty stan s 
upon a vantage point. Failure and success alike av 
given experiences which must be looked upon as asse s. 
Be- sure that your plan is right. Do not barter snap- 
judgment for a deeply thought out purpose. 
III. Work to get complete control of all that is good 
and all that may be distinctively negative in you. in 
other words, be the master of yourself. Consider your 
career a great organ upon which you may play any 
work if you only make yourself the real master ot 
whatever you set out to do. The organ is responsive to 
him who by persistent practice at the keyboard has won 
absolute command over it. Like the organist we must 
sit at the keyboard of life and become its master. 
Before such an organ as the following you would sit 
with the Will poised for action: 
SELF-EXAMINATION FOR MUSIC 
WORKERS. 
After each of the following questions, place 
such a percentage rating that you believe a 
wholly impartial but compt' 
thetic ' examiner might give y 
1 condition as good as I 
it if I observed all the 
!h I know make for good 
1. Is my physic 
could make 
demands wh 
health? . 
2. Do I look eagerly forward to the develop¬ 
ment of mental and physical technic, so 
that I can do more in music?. 
3. Am I suffering from the results of decreas¬ 
ing will activity? Do I seek leisure and 
comfort where I formerly sought work? 
4. Do I keep constantly in touch with 
great musical thought 
means of regular daily 
best musical books and musical maga¬ 
zines ? . 
5. Do I dread new undertakings, new ideas, 
instead of doing everything in my powo” 
5 day by 
aster t: 
6. Is my life, my practice, my study grad¬ 
ually taking on an automatic, humdrum 
character? Do I do things more and 
more by mechanical routine and less and 
less by intelligent direction?. 
Do I continually seek out new works by 
new composers and give serious atten- 
8. Do I lack initiative 1—the word with four 
“I’s 
... memory failing?. 
10. Are any of my senses impaired—sight? 
11. In my use of imagination, do I picture 
or do I construct new possibilities that 
have to be won by fighting?. 
12. Am I doing something every day in the 
way of self-discipline? Something hard 
to do and persisted in for the sake of 
conquering the smug complacency of 
comfortable habit ? . 
13. Have I ever recorded how I nse the 
twenty-four hours of the day?. 
Add up the percentages and divide by 
thirteen. Should you have a percentage above 
seventy, you are to be congratulated. But if 
you have less, know that this percentage is 
far more likely to go down with advancing 
years than to go up. A percentage below 
seventy points to the Dead-Line a few steps 
ahead on the road. 
_ 
THE VALUE OF A PLAN COVERING MANY YEARS. 
The musician will gain little power for his march 
past the Dead-Line by spasmodic resolves to “do bet¬ 
ter hereafter.” Sudden spurts of practice, the purchase 
of some new book, “sure to revolutionize things,” filling 
a few pages of manuscript music paper with notes now 
and then, are little more than the last flickers of a dying 
flame of youthful enthusiasm. What is needed is a 
long, serious, unrelenting, purposeful campaign. 
Nothing so vitalizes the spiritual, mental and physical 
man as the purpose on which he sets his very soul. A 
Long Plan accomplishes two things. (1) The worker 
treasures every minute of his life, for with these min¬ 
utes he wins his way to the accomplishment of his pur¬ 
pose. (2) By accomplishing his purpose he wins him¬ 
self (always assuming the purpose to be a good one). 
There are many instances of men and women in music 
who have won great success late in life after the most 
baffling failures. It will pay musicians, however, to re¬ 
call the remarkable case of Sir Walter Scott. When 
the great author was fifty-two years of age he was, so 
far as he knew, both rich and famous. Suddenly he 
discovered that through the failure of his publishers 
he was in debt' for $600,000. The course of the average 
man would have been either to blow his brains out or 
give up in everlasting despair, but Walter Scott, maker 
of heroes, was not of that clay. Let us compare his 
case with that of a man written about some years ago 
who lost his fortune at fifty-one and for twenty years 
was a tramp and an outcast. We will call him A. B. 
Scott took his misfortune as an opportunity for 
greater expression of his power, while A. B. took his 
as a closed door to further life. One established a 
Long Plan and went at it; the other ran away. 
OVER THE DEAD-LINE. 
Having appraised one’s efficiency by some such series 
of questions as the above, the next step is to block out a 
plan which may aid in passing the Dead-Line, or indeed 
if one has passed the Dead-Line, map out some means 
by which the former opportunities, desires, ambitions 
and energies may be aroused. 
■Scott’s setback 
and recovery 
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THE CRUCIAL MOMENT IN YOUR CAREER. 
u hie that every human being reaches at It is probable jhat^ev y ^ he must choose the 
some ‘ime, down the mountain or one (though it 
path that leads leads him onward and upward. 
seems impossibie) that leads him t ^ ^ and 
Everyone £ber this fact: The first party that 
then wise to re . Matterhorn examined it from 
S l\CCfoutsides'to "detennin^die approach. The East 
L a sheer perpendicular face, was given up at once 
side, a sheer P R ^ other three sldes were ex. 
as impossible- pronounced inaccessible. Then 
r^teer East wall was once again scrutinized; still it 
before hi . .t .g }n tbat moment that we must 
tain or down, f ;{ we WOuld not drop back 
essay whatever is before us u w 
5ntn the life of inaction. . . , , 
A student of humankind investigating why men be- 
Tf we cling to that, life expands for us , it we let go, 
we slip back, not merely into the past, but into OUR 
simple device of 
rich vital and dynamic Present, by the healthy and 
proper exercise of the Imagination and Initiative we 
are at the same time making for ourselves two Cher 
thinas- (i) The richest possible Past which accumu¬ 
late to make the Present; and (*) The richest pass, 
b Future which ceaselessly emerges from the Present. 
This is what Mr. Alfred Herts seems intent upon 
securing. 
Editorial. 
CLIMB OUT OF THE RUT. 
At the beginning of this article reference has been 
made to the letter of resignation sent by Alfred Hertz 
to the Metropolitan Opera House directorate. To our 
personal knowledge Mr. Hertz’ work at the opera has 
never been finer than during the past year. Indeed he 
has been personally responsible for the great musical 
heights attained in German opera in America during 
the last few years. Yet Mr. Hertz realizes the danger 
of getting in a rut. He saw the need for quick action 
if he were to pass the Dead-Line. The “rut is the 
danger signal of the Dead-Line. It will pay you to 
read Mr. Hertz’ letter carefully. It shows the mind- 
angle of a man of proven strength who proposes to 
grow stronger, who realizes that his fate is in his own 
hands for his own making and who at the height of 
his career has the initiative and courage to act upon 
his convictions. Mr. Hertz’ letter is very interesting 
in itself. It gives us a new interest in Alfred Hertz. 
"I have just started upon my forty-second year, a 
period of life when I have always thought a man ought, 
if his affairs permit, to pause for awhile in order to 
take stock of his past career and map out his future. 
I love my art, operatic conducting, but it is wearing 
and exhausting, and if it is confined, as mine has been 
at the Metropolitan, especially of late years, to com¬ 
paratively few and necessarily often repeated operas, 
there is the possibility that the imagination eventually 
might be blurred and the initiative retarded. 
"It is, I understand, the practice of the leading 
American universities to allow their professors one year 
in every seven for study, contemplation and leisure 
away from the routine of their ordinary work—the 
so-called sabbatical year. As my present contract with 
the Metropolitan Company expires at the end of the 
current season, I have decided, after twice seven years, 
to take a sabbatical year. I expect in the course of this 
period, besides having leisure for repose and study, to 
have occasion to do both concert and operatic conduct¬ 
ing, and this will give me opportunity for a more 
diversified exercise of my art than has been possible 
for a number of years past.” 
A prodigy organist is somewhat rare, yet possibly 
Sir Walter Parratt may have been regarded as such 
in his childhood. His father was organist at an im¬ 
portant church in Huddersfield, England, and the child 
was able to play the organ in church services at the 
age of seven. At the age of ten he once played from 
memory and without notice the entire Forty-eight Pre¬ 
ludes and Fugues of Bach. 
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A Study of Studies Old and New 
Observations upon Technical Elements of Style in Piano Playing 
By the Eminent American Critic 
JAMESJiUNEKER 
i. 
Sitting not so long ago in the company of two wise 
men of music, one of them asked me: “Which fingers 
do you trill with?” I was so startled that I did not 
answer. His companion, a younger pundit, told me 
how he trilled, and being pressed I simply answered, 
Irish-like, with another question: “Why should any¬ 
one trill at all?” Perhaps this shed some light upon 
the subject of the hand in modern piano-playing. The 
supremacy of the finger in the republic of hand, wrist, 
forearm, upper-arm, is gone forever; rather is the 
finger relegated to its just place, a servant of the 
biceps; above all, the triceps, and not as heretofore, 
a tyrannical master. Liszt settled the matter forever. 
To think of Rudolph Willmers and his one-time sensa¬ 
tional chain-trills is not possible nowadays. Trill, if 
you must indulge in that frivolous proceeding, with 
your thumb and fifth finger, it does not matter, but 
trilling for the sheer sake of the trills is as obsolete 
as a piece which only exploits the arpeggio.. The truth 
is the keyboard as a stamping ground for coloratura 
music is no longer possible. The mechanical players 
beat the virtuosi at their own game. Wagner raised 
the essential turn to an integral part of his thematic 
material and thus spiritualized the trill’s aspect. 
Nevertheless, Touch, Tone and Technique throw up 
as many problems for master and student alike, though 
the point of view has completely shifted. Technique 
for technique’s sake is as-extinct as the Dodo. We no 
longer waste time in attempting the equalization of 
finger, for, as Harold Bauer has told us, the process 
is unnatural and unavailing. Nor do we pin 
any faith to the practicing of innumerable exercises— 
that way decay of the spirit lies. But, as Rafael 
Joseffy contends, we must play some studies, not alone 
for style, but also for the sake of endurance. Pupils 
can’t subsist on finger exercises alone. 
AN ARMY OF ETUDES. 
Many yeai?s ago I endeavored to write at length— 
it was at great length—about all the etudes for the 
piano. My attempt naturally failed. Yet I return 
to the vexed question because there must be a solution 
and also because what is one pupil’s meat may be 
another’s poison. Since the days of grand old Carl 
Czerny, instruction books, commonly known as methods, 
began to appear. I shan’t go back to the Medes and 
Persians nor to the woad of the early Britons, so I’ll 
dodge the ancient practice volumes, with their quaint 
blowsy figures and scrolls, that were given pupils who 
wished to master the spinet, virginal and clavichord. 
But to-day there are few who still remember the 
methods of Hummel, Moscheles and Fetis, Henri 
Herz, Kalkbrenner, Lebert and Stark, Richardson— 
founded on the Lebert and Stark—and half a hundred 
other methods. That they have fallen into disuse is 
only natural. They were for the most part hu'ky, 
contained a large amount of useless material, and did 
not quite cover the ground, being too often the reflec¬ 
tion of a one-sided virtuosity. Of late years the pre¬ 
paratory school of Rafael Joseffy and his method for 
the development of a virtuoso technique are the only 
works I am acquainted with that are new and an evo¬ 
lution of the principles advanced by Joseffy’s master, 
the peerless Tausig. 
Coincident with the appearance of the methods sprang 
UP an]aJrny °f etudes. Countless hosts of notes, mar¬ 
shalled into the most fantastic figures, hurled them¬ 
selves at varying velocities and rhythms on the pianistic 
world. Dire were the results. Schools arose and camps 
within camps. There were those in the land that developed 
the left hand at the expense of the right or the other 
way about. Trill and double-note specialists abounded, 
and one could study octaves here, ornaments there, 
stiffness at Stuttgart, relaxation with Deppe, and yet 
no man could truthfully swear that his was the unique 
method. Suddenly in this quagmire of doubt and dumb 
keyboards arose a still, small voice, but the voice of a 
mighty man. This is what he said: There is but one 
god of technique, Bach, and Clementi is his prophet. 
Thus spoke Karl Tausig, and left behind him an imper¬ 
ishable volume of Clementi. , 
It was the opinion of Tausig that only Clementi and 
Chopin have provided studies that perfectly fulfill their 
intention. It was that great pianist’s habit to make use 
of them before all others in the school for the higher 
development of piano playing of which he was the head. 
He used them himself. Furthermore, he asserted that 
by means of those studies Clementi had made known 
and accessible the entire piano literature from Bach to 
Beethoven, just as Chopin and Liszt completed the 
scale of dazzling virtuosity. The Gradus was one 
mighty barrier against the influx of mechanical or 
nonsensical etudes. Then came Von Billow with his 
Cramer edition, . and another step was taken in the 
boiling-down movement. Moreover, the clever Hans 
took the reins in his hands and practically said in his 
preface to the Cramer edition: Here is my list, take 
it and study. You will then become a pianist—if you 
have the talent. Here is his list: Lebert and 
Stark—abomination of angular desolation.; Aloys 
Schmitt’s exercises, with a touch of Heller to give flesh 
and flavor to the old dry bones; Cramer (Billow), 
Heller, Op. 46, Op. 47; Czerny, Daily Exercises and the 
School of Legato and Staccato; Clementi (Tausig) ; 
Moscheles, Op. 70; Henselt Studies, Op. 2 and Op. 5; 
Haberbier Etudes Poesies; Moscheles, Op. 95; Chopin, 
Op. 10 and Op. 25; the concert studies of Liszt and 
Rubenstein; finally, C. V. Alkan with Theodore Kullak’s 
octave studies. 
Now this list doesn’t err on the side of super¬ 
ficiality, nevertheless it is very old fashioned, made 
nearly a half century ago, and in art that time means 
many revolutions in taste and technique. The cry is 
Condense! and thereupon Oscar Raif, who with a wave 
of his pedagogic wand banished all etudes, substituting 
the difficulties in a composition for standard exhaustive 
practice. Certainly a step in piano pedagogics, then 
seemingly nihilistic, but to-day an incarnate principle 
in the Daily Studies of Isidor Philipp. Then said a 
few reasoning men: Why not skeletonize the entire 
system of piano technique, giving it in pure, powerful 
and small doses to the patient, i. e., student? With 
this idea1 Plaidy, Bruno Zwintscher and Riemann have 
literally epitomized the technics of the keyboard. Dr. 
William Mason in his Touch and Technic further diver¬ 
sified this bald material in making the pupil attack it 
with varying touches, rhythms and velocities. In his 
valuable synthetic method, Albert R. Parsons makes 
miracles of music commonplaces for the plastic mind 
of children. Heinrich Germer’s Technics or Mason’s 
are sufficient to form the fingers, wrist and arm, but 
what studies are essential to a student who wishes to 
attain the technical boundaries of the keyboard? Tech¬ 
nics alone will not do, for one does not get figures 
that flow, nor the sequence of musical ideas, nor 
musical endurance, not to mention phrasing and style 
generally. No particular work blends these requisites. 
Piano studies can’t be absolutely discarded without 
serious loss; we lose the suavity and simplicity of 
Cramer, a true pendant to Mozart; the indispensable 
technics and foundational tone and solid touch of 
Clementi, a true forerunner in the technical sense, to 
Beethoven; and then what a loss to piano literature 
would be the suppression of the Chopin, Liszt and 
Rubinstein studies. 
THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY. 
The new psychology in piano pedagogics recognizes 
the labors of the preceding generation of thinkers, 
experimenters and seekers; also recognizes the use at 
the time of a more rigid schematology than is neces¬ 
sary to-day. But the truth is that where the old school 
relentlessly drilled young fingers, giving them nothing 
but musical husks for the imagination, we give instead 
Of finger gymnastics Bach, Bach and again Bach—Bach, 
in whose music floats the past, present and future of 
the tone art. Not only is a young mind taught habits 
of concentration, but the fingers learn self-indepen¬ 
dence ; they weave polyphonically in and out of a simple 
composition, autonomous, varied in touch; in a word, 
the foundation is laid for tone color, all said and done, 
the most difficult of artistic problems, for tone color 
and its possession differentiates a human being from 
a self-playing piano. There is no Bach piano method, 
as some of the Inventions are as difficult as the Fugues. 
But begin with the Little Preludes and exercises and 
the youthful groper soon finds his hands on terra firma; 
then proceed with the two and three part Inventions, 
the Suites, the Italian Concert, the Forty-eight Preludes 
and Fugues in the Well Tempered Clavichord, not 
forgetting the beautiful Fugue in A minor—a separate 
opus with a short prelude, and the glorious Fantasia 
and Fugue. The Liszt-Bach transcriptions, like the 
Tausig transcriptions of the Toccata and Fugue in D 
minor, may be taken up later, much later. Handel, too, 
should be taken up at this period. Before the Clavi¬ 
chord is reached the pupil’s hand is ready for Cramer, 
and some of these agreeable pieces, many poetic, may 
be studied. What could follow Cramer more fitly than 
Clementi as edited by Tausig? But Bach should be the 
daily bread of students and teachers alike. It was 
Chopin’s. 
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In dementi we may discern the seeds of modern 
piano music, and a careful study of him insures nobility 
of tone, freedom of style, and a surety of linger that 
cannot be found elsewhere. Tausig compressed Cle- 
menti into twenty-nine examples, which, with discrimi¬ 
nation, may be reduced to fifteen. .The same procedure 
of elimination may be applied to Cramer, not more than 
one-half of the fifty in the Biilow edition being service¬ 
able in the latter-day curriculum. Von Bulow’s trinity 
of B’s—Bach, Beethoven and Brahms—may be paral¬ 
leled in the literature of piano studies by a trinity o 
C’s—dementi,' Cramer and Chopin. And that leads us 
to the pertinent question: How is that ugly gap 
between dementi and Chopin to be bridged? Bulow 
attempts to supply the bridge by a compound of 
Moscheles, Henselt—who needs special preparatory 
studies to meet his demands on the stretching power 
of the fingers—which is obviously tedious, and in the 
case of Henselt puts the cart before the horse. And 
I fear I do not appreciate the much-vaunted studies by 
the musical Philistine, Moscheles. (Why not Reinecke 
and be done with the matter?) To be sure, they are 
fat and healthy, indeed, almost buxom, but they lack 
just a pinch of the Attic salt that conserves Clementi 
and Cramer. I do not wish to speak irreverently of the 
worthy Moscheles, who was a sound, sincere musician 
and pedagogue. I believe his G minor concerto is the 
greatest conservatory concerto ever written, holding 
the fort even against the two concertos by Mendelssohn ; 
while his several Hommages for two dry pianists serve 
the purpose of driving a man out of art into politics. 
As for the utilitarian, qualities of Op. 70 or Op. 95, i 
see nothing in either of them that has not been better 
done by contemporaries of this composer. For instance, 
in Op. 70 the double-note study is weak when com¬ 
pared with that best of all studies of the kind, Czerny’s 
Toccata in C. In passing let me say that this old Toc¬ 
cata is a remarkable special study and is certainly 
number one in the famous trio of double-note etudes, 
the other two being the Schumann Toccata and the 
G sharp minor study in Op. 25 of Chopin. 
Since I wrote the above my attention was called to 
a new edition (Herzog) of Czerny’s Studies in Perfec¬ 
tion of Style. They will open your eyes when you see 
how the Viennese pedagogue anticipated in figuration 
and style such moderns as Chopin, Henselt, Hans, See¬ 
ling) and others; he even met on his chosen field with 
success Cramer. The first is Henseltian, the second 
Cramer, the fourth would serve as a preparation to 
Chopin’s Winter Wind study in Op. 25—not, of course, 
so complicated in pattern, nor in the mood the slightest 
resemblance; in No. 11 there is a figure favored by 
Rubinstein in his Op. 23, while the bass mounts like the 
sword theme in the Ring! Yes, it sounds comical. - 
admit. No. 14 gives us a rolling bass figure—the com¬ 
monplace melody superimposed in octaves—that may 
be found in Henselt’s Op. 2, also more elaborately 
worked out in Seeling’s study, Lurhne; Clementi bobs 
up in No. 15, Henselt in the following study, and 
Cramer in No. 18; also the succeeding one; and in 
No. 22 reminiscence-hunters will gasp over the more 
than superficial resemblance to Chopin’s Fantaisie Im¬ 
promptu; even a rhythmic problem is solved; finally, in 
No. 23 Henselt and Seeling are recalled—the old, dry- 
as-dust piano teacher, Czerny, anticipated all these 
romantic young chaps. 
FROM HUMMEL TO CHOPIN. 
At one time I believed that the gap I speak of :ould 
be crossed by the two Hummel concertos, for between 
the early Chopin and Hummel there is a certain resem¬ 
blance. For instance, some of the passage work of 
Hummel is singularly like Chopin’s juvenile style, and 
Chopin was extremely fond of playing the Hummel 
concertos. The resemblance is an external one; spirit¬ 
ually there is no kinship between the sleek virtuoso of 
Weimar and the genius of Warsaw. No doubt the 
Perfection studies of Czerny above mentioned might 
serve as a passage to Chopin, and there are studies of 
Kalkbrenner, of virtuoso character; Ries, too, has done 
some good work, notably the first in the Peters set. 
Then there is Edmund Neupert. His hundred daily 
studies are original and his etudes are charming; they 
suggest Grieg, a more virile Grieg. Take the Thalberg 
studies, how much more pianistic, even poetic, than the 
respectable Moscheles’ efforts! I know it is the fashion 
to sneer at Thalberg and his machine-made fantaisies, 
but we must not be blind to the good qualities in his Art 
of Singing on the Piano (with one possible exception— 
Henselt—he was the purest singer of all pianists), his 
etudes Op. 26-one of them in C, a tremolo study, is 
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more useful ttau Gottschalfs TreuuJu-nof . 
Op. 45, a very pretty theme and variations l P 
notes. The truth is Thalberg has written music tto 
cannot be passed over by any fair-minded teacner. 
same objection that is held against Thalbe g d 
good in the case of Moscheles; both are old-fashioned. 
The style in either case is rococo, the 
banal and the tunes trite. But of the two Thalberg P 
pares the hand better for Henselt, Chopin and Liszt 
than does Moscheles, as Biilow so fondly imagl”!.d„., , 
But the greater part of these names are negfig■ 
There is, however, one man who might be sugg > 
a composer who is as much forgotten as Steibelt, who 
wrote a Storm for the piano and thought he was 
good as Beethoven. Joseph Christoph Kessler is th 
one. Chopin dedicated his Preludes, Op. 28, to him, 
and Kessler dedicated his Op. 20, twenty-four studies, 
to Hummel. After he met Chopin at Warsaw he dedi¬ 
cated to him a set of preludes (Op. 31)- Schumann 
admired him, wrote of him, and Liszt—who knew eve y 
body and everythingr-played an etude by Kess 
concert. Withal a well commended young man (he was 
born 1800 at Augsburg; he died at Vienna, 1872). Let 
us examine the four books of studies, too bulky and 
badly fingered. Out of the twenty-four there are ten 
worthy of study; the rest are old-fashioned. Book I, 
Vol I, is in C and is a melody in broken chords pecu 
liarly trying to the fourth finger; the stretches are 
modern, the study is useful. No. II, in A minor, is an 
excellent approach to interlocking figures in modern 
music. Valuable this one. No. III may be recom¬ 
mended as a melody in chord skips. No. TV *s t*8***1 
for the development of the left hand. No. V i 
fusing on account of hand crossing. No. VI serves the 
same purpose as No. IV. If you can play Nos. IV 
and VI of Kessler you need not fear the C minor or 
C sharp minor studies of Chopin (Op. 10), wherein 
the left hand plays such an important role. Book i 
has a study—No. VIII—in octaves, but I shan t em¬ 
phasize its importance, as the Kullak octave school 
should never be absent from your piano rack. JN o. , 
unisonic study, is good and a foundation study for 
effects of this sort. It might be practiced before 
attacking the last movement of the B flat minor 
Sonata by Chopin. That about comprises the value of 
this volume. Book III contains little to commend—a 
study, No. XIII, nasty figures for alternate hands; 
No. XV for the wrist, excellent as preparation for 
Rubinstein’s staccato etude, and No. XVIII, same 
Chopin-like figuration for the right hand. Book IV has 
only a few studies: No. XX for left-hand culture No 
XXI for stretches and a facile thumb, and No. XXIV, 
a very stiff study, bound to strengthen the weaker 
fingers of the left hand. It will repay you to look 
, may find that bridge between 
through Kef!55’ wh?chyi pretend, or imagine, to be 
Clementi and C£opmJ»« ofP clementi, Kessler has 
missing. luc , . , 
studies and temperaments. 
.. - , ™inil can’t be pinioned to the same 
NTofStudies Temperaments are as numerous as 
round of studies That .g why x suggest these 
the sands °f c There are other charming works be- 
various etude* for example. Try Eggeling and 
sides Cramer, H gach or Jadassohns schol- Riemann as preparatory to Bacn, o J 
rly a> kL5 
Sh®ws c sharp minor prelude and fugue is to In Jadassohn s L sna P Then there are some 
be found h°n s William Mason’s Etude Romanza 
on .he so-called Hungarian »1, 
with the ralns^ds.ei^chuetSgmceMS£/«^ Itignonne, 
trians and Russians have written studies for which a 
of great value, for therein may be found a solution 
?or criss-cross rhythmic difficulties. Adolph Carpes 
work on Phrasing and Accentuation attacks the 
rhythmic problem in the most searching and practical 
fashion, and there are no doubt many other kindred 
studies which I have forgotten or else am ignorant of. 
Sufficient for the day are the studies thereof. 
We have now reached the boundaries of the Chopin 
e’udes, that delightful and tremendous region wherein 
the technique-worn student discerns from afar the 
glorious hues, the birds of exotic plumage, the sparkle 
of falling waters, the odors so grateful after so much 
inhalation of Czerny, Clementi and Cramer. What an 
inviting vista! Yet it is not all a paradise of roses. 
Flinty is the road over which the musical pilgrim toils, 
and while his ears covet the beautiful sounds *his fingers 
may bleed. Up the peak of Parnassus he mounts, the 
delectable land of music over yonder. But he will find 
that his best staff has been Bach, his safest guides 
Czerny, Clementi and Cramer. The rest may be dis¬ 
pensed with, not so this trio. You may note that 
with the passage of the years I remain as old-fashioned 
as ever. 
Keep the Emotions Alive with Music 
7By E. W. ABELL 
The great naturalist, Charles R. Darwin, said in the 
latter part of his life that he regretted having allowed 
the emotional side of his nature to die out. It is now 
generally known that our health and happiness suffer 
from suppression of the emotions. The best example 
of perfect health and overflowing joy and activity is 
found in little children, from one to three or four 
years of age. During this stage their emotions have 
full play. They shout with laughter whenever the im¬ 
pulse prompts, or burst into a flood of tears when their 
feelings are wounded. Does anyone believe for a 
moment, that they would continue to he so plump and 
rosy and full of fun, if their emotions were suppressed? 
Pent-up feelings must have an outward expression. 
This applies with equal force to men and women, but 
custom and etiquette step in and balk nature s wise 
provision for our welfare. In this respect women are 
more rational than men. They keep nearer to nature’s 
plan. They talk more, thus giving the feelings larger 
freedom of expression. If their emotions reach the 
overflowing point they go and have a good cry. 
Strange, is it not, that we of the stronger sex sup¬ 
press, in our pride, that which would help us, while we 
smoke, chew, drink, swear and do other harmful things. 
For the very reason that men fight nature’s laws, by 
suppressing the emotions, they are driven to these other 
evil things in the vain search for a substitute. 
There is a substitute far better than those we have 
mentioned. It is music. Through this we can keep 
alive the emotions that mean so much to our health 
and happiness. How stimulated and refreshed one 
arises from the piano when he has put his whole 
thought and sentiment into some favorite piece. How 
quickly the tired feeling disappears, and all looks bright, 
when we grasp the violin and let all of our imprisoned 
emotions flow out through its sensitive and beautiful 
tone. This is the best expression of our inner selves, 
that craves such an outlet, and would otherwise die 
within us from lack of use. 
Of course music, like anything else, can be overdone. 
Herein lurks danger to the professional player. To 
give us an hour or two of enjoyment he spends months 
and years in constant practice. He is, therefore, almost 
too much under the stimulating influence of music. 
The great artists, and those who aim to become such, 
would do well to guard against this danger. They ac¬ 
cumulate what might be called a “surplus charge” of 
music. The professional player may, or may not, real¬ 
ize the situation, but something is apt to happen, unless 
he regularly gets rid of this surplus charge, as the 
cloud relieves its electrical tension by a lightning flash 
to the earth. 
The remedy is simple and easy enough if he will 
apply it. It is to get frequently in touch with a totally 
different atmosphere or environment from his own, as 
“plus” electricity gets in touch with “negative" elec¬ 
tricity during a thunder storm. Fortunately we are 
all impressionable and readily influenced by whatever 
surroundings we put ourselves into. Go to a lecture 
on geology, astronomy, political economy, or whatever 
else you know nothing about and in which you have 
not the slightest interest. That very fact is your sal¬ 
vation. You will get out of your musical self com¬ 
pletely, which you cannot do if you attend exclusively 
those functions in line with your own tastes. 
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1 A New Educational System 
Attracting Wide Attention 
Emile Jaques-Dalcroze and His Method of Rhythmic Development 
From Notes Prepared Especially for The Etude by 
M. Jaques-Dalcroze’s American Exponent 
SENOR PLACIDO DE MONTOLIU 
Instructor In Eurhythmies in the Model School at Bryn Mawr College 
| 
_ SENOR DE MONTOLIU nriiniiiiniTiTunTfTTTrmnTfiTTnnTiTiiTFTTTiTTi'nTiTTTTTniniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii/jiiiiiiiiM 1 EMILE JAQUES-DALCROZE 
[Editor’s Note.—Although the Jaques-Dalcroze system, of 
Eurhythmies was introduced in Europe over ten years ago 
and has since then received wide recognition in various journals here and abroad The Etude has purposely re¬ 
served presenting its principles to its readers until it was 
possible to give them in such manner that a true idea of 
what the system has accomplished could he gained. It must 
be understood that The Etdde does not make propaganda 
for proprietary methods. Enough of the system has been 
openly published in French to make its general principles 
common educational property. Etdde readers should note 
that this system is in no sense a pianoforte method, or a 
violin method or a singing method, but a form of exhaustive 
mental and bodily training designed to make the student 
more efficient musically before the study of any special 
instrument is undertaken.] 
A CREATION OR A REVIVAL. 
Thanks to Praxiteles and other Greek sculptors of 
the glorious days of Athens we have saved to us in 
stone something of the wonderful grace and rhythm of 
a people who have never been surpassed in standards 
of intellectual and physical culture. In 
looking at many of the pictures of groups 
of students performing the rhythmical ex¬ 
ercises of the Jaques-Dalcroze method we 
are reminded first of all of those wonder¬ 
ful effigies of Greek dancers, bird-like In 
their lightness and exquisitely beautiful in 
their fluency. 
Inspired by Greek ideals and desiring to 
create something which would make those 
ideals more than the mere dreams of an 
aesthete, Emile Jaques-Dalcroze has devized 
a series of rhythmic exercises very exten¬ 
sive in number and far reaching in effect, 
which, taken together with many other 
educational advances, has come to be 
known as “Eurhythmies” in English and 
“Rhythmische Gymnastik” in German. 
Emile Jaques-Dalcroze was born July 6. 1865, 
at Vienna, Austria. His mother was of German 
ancestry, but his father was a Swiss, com¬ 
ing from St. Croix. In this manner he came 
by his artist name Dalcroze (of the cross), 
an Italian form of St. Croix. As a child he was 
brought to Geneva by his parents where he en¬ 
tered the very fine conservatory of that city. Latei „„ 
to Paris where he studied for a time under Delibes (com¬ 
poser of hakme and many delightful ballets). Finally we 
find him as a young man in Vienna where his masters were 
Bruckner and Fuchs. As a teacher and musical director he 
had many varied experiences among which was an appoint¬ 
ment as musical director of a theatre in Algiers where he 
became very much interested in the odd rhythms of the 
native^ musicians of northern Africa. After some time he 
’ o Geneva, settling down as a composer, teacher 
Many of his best known compositions 
-n’s songs and his most excellent violin 
concerto date from this time, as well as his orchestral and 
operatic works. In 1892 he became the Professor of Har- 
t the Geneva Conservatory. 
the person of Fraulein Nina" Gorter, who helped him 
constantly in the working out and in the demonstration 
of his methods. 
In 1905, at Sdlothurn, a public demonstration was 
given. Musicians, educators, psychologists and journal¬ 
ists present saw at once that the system was out of the 
ordinary. The idea of having music as an accompani¬ 
ment of physical exercise and dancing is not new, but 
the idea of having every motion the interpretation of 
certain rhythms—the artistic combination of different 
rhythms expressed by different members of the body— 
Jaques-Dalcroze has stated that at first he devized 
his method “as a musician for musicians." Later he 
realized that his work was of elemental importance in 
the training of the powers of expression and the ex- 
the way of Jaques-Dalcrofce. Knowing that to incur German 
enmity meant the loss of all his years of labor at Hellerau, 
he signed the protest against the destruction of the Rheims 
Cathedral. The Germans felt that this was unforgivable 
considering the artistic hospitality and lavish financial sup- 
port given to the method In Germany. A coterie of his 
friends followed him to Switzerland and asked him to retract 
but he was adamant and as a result he is now virtually 
.laazed from German educational life, and the splendid 
Hellerau is now being used a 
In 1913 Miss M. Carey Thomas, President of Bryn 
Mawr College, became very much interested in the sys¬ 
tem and arranged for its introduction in the model 
school for girls connected with the college. Accordingly 
Sefior Placido de Montoliu, a graduate of the Hellerau 
Institute and former teacher at the college, was en¬ 
gaged to introduce the work Senor de Montoliu was 
born at Barcelona, Spain, but has spent much time in 
Germany, France and Russia. The Etude 
is under obligation to him for much of the 
following specific information. 
Before considering in detail the nature 
of the work it may be interesting for the 
readers of The Etude to get an idea of 
the course of studies at Hellerau as they 
were conducted under Jaques-Dalcroze. 
After the war there can be no doubt that 
whatever Jaques-Dalcroze has accomplished 
will be valued by all the warring nations 
alike. First let us quote from Dalcroze 
himself. 
HOW THE METHOD STARTED. 
It was while engaged in this work that he wrote a 
series of Gesture Songs, which he found immensely 
popular with children who used them. In teaching time 
to a little girl he one day fell upon the plan of having 
her march in regularly spaced steps with the view of 
giving the child a more definite idea of metre and 
rhythm. Next arm motions were combined with the 
steps, then movements of the head, etc., so that many 
different rhythms were marked at one and the same 
time. 
The result was an elaborate system of rhythmical 
exercises demanding the finest possible mental discipline 
of the body. This was many years in the making and 
during this time Jaques-Dalcroze had an assistant in 
ternalization of natural emotions. In other words, it 
could, be employed by any student with the view of 
bringing a better balance between his muscles and nerves 
and his thinking powers. All pianists know how difficult 
it is to play three notes in the right hand while the 
left hand plays four notes. The student of Eurhythmies 
thinks nothing of beating three-four time with the right 
arm, four-four with the left arm, marching in five-four 
time and moving the head in eleven-four time all at 
the same time. The concentration this demands is, of 
course, most exacting. In 1910 Jaques-Dalcroze went to 
Dresden at the invitation of Harald Dohrn and Wolf 
Dohrn, brothers who had become enthusiastic over the 
method. There, in a suburb called Hellerau, a remark¬ 
able building was erected,—remarkable because of the 
very new type of architecture, and remarkable because 
of the large financial investment ($400,000.00) in an 
enterprise which many might consider visionary and 
impractical. 
THE INSTITUTE AT HELLERAU. 
the unusual activity attracted wide attention 
and stq^ents commenced to arrive from many parts of the 
,„A new form of stage with wonderful lightlnl 
that was simple and novel scenery,—scenerf 
,mo£e than freely flowing draperies—made 
Sivenbla«toea?r0du<iti0?. of great c'assic dramas which were 
efas a demonstration 0f the bodily and mental control 
of toe students. Evervthinsr nt FTpllpran tpoo 
flourishing condition until the outbreak of the present 
unthinkable war. Then a singular test of principle came* 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF JAQUES-DALCROZE. 
“The first result of a thorough rhythmic 
training is that the pupil sees clearly in 
himself what he really is, and, obtains from 
his powers all the advantage possible. This 
result seems to me one which should attract 
the attention of all educationalists and as¬ 
sure to education by and for rhythm an 
important place in general culture." 
“But as an artist I wish to add, that the 
second result of his education ought to be 
to put the completely developed faculties of the indi¬ 
vidual to the service of art and give the latter the 
most subtle and complete of interpreters—the human 
“We must from youth up learn that we are masters 
of our fate, that heredity is powerless if we realize that 
we can conquer it, that our future depends upon the 
victory whjch we gam over ourselves. However weak 
the individual may be, his help is required to prepare a 
way for a better future. Life and growth are one and 
the same, and it is our duty by the example of our lives 
to develop those who come after us” 
“I like joy for it is life. I preach joy for it alone 
gives the power of creating lasting and useful work 
Amusement, an excitement which stimulates the nerves 
instead of uplifting the spirit, is not necessary in the 
life of the artist. Of course one must often let oneself 
go, and I should be the last to defend the so-called 
moral discipline or a pedantic rule of monastic severity 
For a healthy active person the joy of the daily struggle 
and of work performed with enthusiasm should be suf¬ 
ficient to beautify life, drive away fatigue and illuminate 
present and future.. The condition of joy is brought 
about in us by the feeling of freedom and responsibility 
by the clear conception of the creative power within 
us, by the balance of our natural powers, by the har¬ 
monious rhythm between intention and deed” 
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m glves'an Foh‘rfJtiu^tpieture°ot^t^e^tmos^here 
•bool. All studen 
x'h pervades the 
e will willingly 
1 trouuie to help others who 
The moral and mental tone 
eautiful, indeed it could not 
It in itself is an inspiration. 
know less than themselves 
of the College is purea 
well be otherwise, for the worn, .u ~ --- 
The system of Eurhythmies as applied to music is 
designed to prepare the pupil before the study of an 
instrument is .taken up. Paderewski in speaking of 
this has said, “I feel confident that a time will come 
when music will be applied in the broader general 
sense to education, physical as well as mental, jaques- 
Dalcroze, for example is working along this principle 
and has followed a line of thought likely to be more 
fully pursued as time progresses, and pointing toward 
the general use of music as a developing factof. 
The course at Hellerau included many things be^de the 
rhythmical but ttat ™* ™. >"‘thod in 
|ach week : BWtol 'bSSTSSSSi 
Theory* 1 hour; Choral singing 2 hours; Exercises in 
3 lm.l_f.:“<i"ra- ntrol of the body. Piano study, voice study, 
ourse untri^MV^ ^e^tUh^wV^ac? gj 
Jaques-Dakroze -thofl^ntside &*&***$&££& 
Cvmnastips^ Ear Training and Improvization. 
S3«rrsvits ar-savaa its 
excellent foundation for a musical 
all instruments it fe.by.ono “t^eir.'fpScepUon, toe 
howthmany8tfea“tors there are in’modern Ufe to dull the wits. 
This age demands the specialist who can da one V 
beSaefr^e-spiidtld, broad-minded, well-balanced human being 
into a mere machine, an automaton. 
HOW EURHYTHMICS IS TAUGHT AT THE beginning. 
The following statement is especially remarkable, as 
it is presented with only a few slight editorial changes 
exactly as Seiior de Montoliu has given it to Ihe 
Etude. One year ago Seiior Montoliu was making his 
first efforts to learn the English language 
“Eurhythmies is a personal experience, says Jaques- 
Dalcroze. “It is an experience for the pupil and for the 
teacher. Every new class, every new is a new 
experience. Before really starting the methodical teach¬ 
ing of Eurhythmies the teacher ought to examine the 
rhythmic aptitudes of his pupils. 
“As a first exercise the teacher ordinarily lets the pupils 
walk, keeping time to the music. He improvises in the 
style of a march, changing the tempo gradually. The 
pupils must follow strictly in time, that is, they must 
represent by steps the ‘pulse of the music. 
“It is quite natural for us to walk. This function 
does not require any special care or concentration and 
it is the least complex motion to submit to the time ot 
the music. To keep time is apparently an easy matter 
But you will find musicians and dancers who are not 
able to keep time by walking in a slow 
‘tempo,’ or, if they keep time, they lose their 
balance or they walk in a quite ridiculous way. 
Others find trouble' in keeping time to quick 
tempos. The teacher’s eyes have to be 
trained to analyze the movement and to catch 
the defects and their origin. 
“A man whose mind and body are in a good 
condition will easily keep time by walking 
fast or walking slowly. The impediments 
which generally interfere with correct walking 
or moving in time are of different kinds. 
“1. Mental impediments. The mind does not 
tbo rlivieinn in nvnn nr PCHial beats, it IS 
“2. There are physical impediments. A defec¬ 
tive coordination between brain and muscles, stiff¬ 
ness of the joints, excessive muscular tension. 
“To examine the pupils more completely the 
teacher will let them move the arms or the 
head in time to the music, or. swing the torso; 
in one word, the teacher must examine every 
single joint separately. 
“Very often these defects are only apparent. 
Many people having a good sense of rhythm 
and the limbs in a perfect condition, get nervous at the 
moment they are required to move in time to the music. 
This anxiety makes their joints stiff and the movement 
is not correctly executed. In this case the teacher must 
persuade the pupil to let himself go, to let his sub- 
conscidus mind express itself spontaneously. At times 
we are all liable to do some movements incorrect be¬ 
cause we lose confidence in our subconscious faculties, 
because we forget that our limbs and our nerves very 
often know much better than our minds what they 
have to do. . 
“The attention has to be trained to obey without hesi¬ 
tation the commands given by the teacher in order 
to be kept continually awake. For instance: the pupils 
are walking forwards and at the command given by the 
teacher they are required to walk backwards, or stop, 
or jump, etc. 
mastering the body. 
The change In the movement has to be done strictly and 
on the right beat and just on the next beat following the 
command.8 These exercises are of the greatest importance 
and they are necessary to avoid the danger of killing the 
indenendence and the elasticity of our mental concepts. All 
the movements have to be done automatically sooner or later, 
but the mental attitude must be kept responsive, clear and 
all“Uy means1,of? these''exri'cises the teacher will be able to 
notice the right or the wrong condition of the pupil s mind 
and of his nervous coordinations. Some people understand 
quite well what they ought to do at the teacher’s command, 
but at the moment of execution they hesitate and the older 
given by the brain to the muscles comes too late. In othei 
cases, without hesitation In the mind s decision, the nerves 
transmit the order too slowly. And still in other lases 
the defective condition of tendons or of the muscles, a 
wrong position of the torso or an excessive muscular tension 
disturb the perfect execution of the movement at the right 
time. 
“When the pupil is able to follow the music, keeping 
strictly in time, he can begin the real rhythmic train¬ 
ing. The double time 2/4 measure composed of quarter 
notes is the most rudimentary form of rhythm. The 
value of the quarter note is represented by a single 
step and the arms act like a metronome, representing the 
beats of the measure. The emphasis on the first beat 
is represented by stamping the foot and by an increase 
in the muscular tension of the arms. Later on the 
pupil is trained to do the opposite; that is, walk the 
beats of the measure and represent by motions of the 
arms the values of the 
„. a rule every note’s value is represented by a step 
Our mind of » '»"« <fo"r 
an ~ee=ial » «► 
tal division of the time Ttarei* an Jf° 
SZ X'So'C: * £ & «ve, etc, par., 
SOME EXAMPLES OF EXERCISES. 
. feet walk a rhythm and the hands represent the 
rhvthm. . __ , 
“The rhythmic combinations and the coordinations of 
movements become gradually more and more compli¬ 
cated™ the ear is trained and developed, the power of 
concentration becomes increased to the highest grade 
and the brain acquires a control on the body more and 
ffl“For°rillethn exercises the teacher improvises the 
music and some of these exercises are executed in a 
form of what is termed a ‘realization that is, the 
pupil has to find out by hearing the kind of measures 
composing the rhythm, the values of the notes and the 
phrasing. Then he must execute the rhythm impro¬ 
vised by the teacher beating time with the arms and 
representing by steps the values of the notes. The 
‘realization’ receives a high grade of concentration. it is 
not enough that the mind catches the rhythm, but it is 
necessary to hold it in the memory and the body must 
execute it strictly in time and without hesitation, lhat 
is not possible at the beginning, but with the practice 
the ear is trained to listen sharply and to find out the 
rhythm; the rhythmic images in the brain become more 
and more clear ; and the body gets more and more re¬ 
sponsive to the brain. Thus after some months the 
pupil is able to ‘realize’ (execute) difficult rhythms 
with entire freedom. , , 
“Freedom is what this training by the rhythm gives 
us. The rhythmic combinations are infinite, and what 
we learn is not to execute one, two or a thousand 
rhythms, but we develop the mental aptitude for hear¬ 
ing precisely any rhythm played and the physical apti¬ 
tude to reproduce them spontaneously by movements 
of the body. Very few experiences in my life have 
given me so much delight as the performance of one 
‘realization.’ There is indeed an intense feeling of 
pleasure in letting oneself be carried away by the mag¬ 
netic power of the music, and at the same time becom¬ 
ing conscious that mind and body are working in per¬ 
fect connection. 
RHYTHMIC-PLASTIC SELF-EXPRESSION. 
“When the pupil knows and has assimilated a certain 
number of different measures (for instance, 2/4,3/4,4/4, 
6/8) and a certain number of notes (^ ® ®‘ ® *j’ iiiii) \ 
when the pupil is, above all, able to ‘realize’ rhythms 
composed of the elements he knows, then he must 
aspire to more elevated work. All he has 
acquired by the rhythmic training has to be 
used now as a means for self-expression.” 
a) . The pupil Improvises a rhythmic period 
walking the values of the notes and beating time 
with the arms. Then he executes the same 
rhythm hut Interpreting It with the feeling a“a 
style he wants. Afterward another pupil Inter¬ 
prets the same rhythm with another feeling and 
style. 
b) . The teacher Improvises a rhythmic period 
on the piano or plays a phrase of a composition. 
Then the pupil Interprets It by steps or gestures, 
or by both together, expressing the feeling of 
the music played. 
e). The teacher plays a rhythm in the style of 
a question. Then the pupil Improvises the 
answer plastically and rhythmically. 
d). A pupil improvises a rhythm by steps and 
gestures without any feeling but only In a decora¬ 
tive stvle 
A PERFORMANCE OF “ORPHEUS” AT HELLERAU. 
y . 
e) . A pupil sings a melody and makes a coun¬ 
terpoint to it hv gestures or steps in the same 
style and following the expression of the music. 
f) . A pupil Improvises a rhythm by gestures 
or steps, then another one Improvises on the 
niano following the rhythm improvised by tne 
first. 
g) . A pupil sings a melodv and represents by 
movements of the hands the line of the melody. 
h) . The pupil must follow the expression of the 
music only by walking, without using any gesture 
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THE first traces of a 
methodical system 
of musical educa¬ 
tion in Poland are found 
in the establishment of a 
faculty of music at the 
University of Cracow to¬ 
wards the commencement 
of the fifteenth century. 
This course was in the be¬ 
ginning—as in other cases 
—confined to pure theory; 
music was included in the 
“quadrivium” (the ‘‘four 
liberal arts”: Music, Arith¬ 
metic, Geometry and As¬ 
tronomy), but the profes¬ 
sors engaged in teaching 
this “mathematical science” 
had also been active per¬ 
formers in their profession. 
One of the most famous German composers, Heinrich 
Finck, who came to the court of King Jean Albert of 
Poland (about 1490) derived his musical education, 
according to the testimony of his nephew Hermann 
Finck (Preface to Melodias in quibus tnagna artis per- 
fectio est, composite ab Henrico Finckio) exclusively 
to Polish teachers in Cracow. 
The first manual of Musical Theory in Poland /Opus- 
culum musice) appeared in 1519 in Cracow. Its author, 
Sebastian de Felstin, a distinguished composer, had 
many pupils but was not a professor at the university. 
An article found in the Acta Rectoralia of the univer¬ 
sity informs us that the teacher in musical theory and 
composition at that time was a certain Martin de 
Krosno, who employed a manual very much used in the 
sixteenth century, entitled Ornitoparchi musicce micro- 
logus. This teacher could not have been very distin¬ 
guished since his name is known to us only through 
a complaint lodged against him before the rector of the 
university by his pupils “quia cos non perfecte composi- 
tionem docuit” (that he does not instruct us sufficiently 
in composition). In addition to the course offered by 
the university, which disappeared toward the end of the 
seventeenth century, Poland of the Middle Ages and 
of the Renaissance period possessed a number of 
Schools of Singing and Chapels belonging to the differ¬ 
ent dioceses, above all the chapel of the Cathedral at 
Cracow (The Romantists, in 1542). In the second half 
of the seventeenth century we learn of the existence of 
colleges and musical scholarships founded and directed 
by the Jesuits at Cracow and Lublin (licensed by King 
Jean Casimir in 1657) existing until the end of the 
eighteenth century. 
THE MUSIC SCHOOL IN WARSAW AT WHICH CHOPIN 
STUDIED. 
The modern school of music in Poland did not come 
into existence until the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. Its 'development is linked with that of the 
dramatic school established in 1810 as a preparatory 
course of the National Theatre of Poland founded at 
Warsaw in 1708. This school, conceived after the plans 
of the celebrated “Father of the Polish Theatre” Adal¬ 
bert Boguslawski, was reorganized in 1815 and increased 
by a new music section (two classes) directed by 
Joseph Eisner and J. Wejnert. To Joseph Eisner is 
due the great honor of having been the principal 
factor in reorganizing this school of music, which 
counted among its pupils the glory of Polish music, 
Frederic Chopin. 
Eisner (1769-1854), bom in Silesia, was conductor of 
the orchestra at the opera first in Lemberg, and then, 
after 1799, in Warsaw. He was appointed professor of 
music in 1815 at the school where he had only one object 
-that of creating a model school of music in Warsaw. 
Aided in his enterprise by the “Society of Religious and 
National Music” (formed in 1816) and employing the 
pedagogical principles of Pestalozzi completed by 
Pfeiffer, and the methodical rules of Naegeli, he 
arrived at the end of the year to inaugurate the reform 
of the dramatic school. The principal object of the re¬ 
form was the creation of a special course of music 
devised in three classes. The professors appointed were 
Charles Kurpinski (opera conductor and much esteemed 
composer) for instrumental music and theory, “to 
assist in piano study;” Valentin Kratzer for vocal 
music; Antoine Wejnert for classes in singing; Eisner 
as director. The course in piano and vocal music was 
arranged in three classes. 
Having inaugurated and completed his first project, 
Eisner at once commenced to make new plans. He sug¬ 
gested that the special course in music ought to be 
preceded by a course in elementary music so as to form 
a complete whole; then the institution of a “conserva¬ 
tory of music” corresponding to a secondary education; 
and finally the establishment of an advanced course in 
music to be added to the faculty of fine arts at the uni¬ 
versity. These plans, accepted by the Commission (the 
Minister) of Public Instruction and of Affairs of the 
Interior in the Realm of Poland (created in the Con¬ 
gress of Vienna 1815), were carried out in the year 
1820. The following outlines the system of musical edu¬ 
cation in Poland at that time: 
classes: 
Class 1. Voice and Plano; principal subjects, 
French, Italian, Declamation and Lessons in 
Dancing. 
Class 2. Advanced Singing; Plano (for con¬ 
cert playing) ; Practical Dramatic Course. 
III. Advanced Course, In conjunction with the Univer¬ 
sity as a section of the faculty of fine arts: 
Music from the aesthetic point of view; A 
course in practical composition; Study of the 
organ; practice in figured bass; The study of 
string and wind instruments (both woodwind 
and brass). 
The professors were: At the Conservatory, Kratzer, 
Wejnert, Fern Nade (advanced singing), Holpe (piano), 
Kudlicz, the very celebrated actor (dramatic art). 
At the Advanced Course In the University : Eisner (com¬ 
position), Wiirfel (organ), Brielawski, the famous violinist (string instruments), Winen and Barthi, an excellent French 
flutist (wind instruments). The appropriations for the en¬ 
tire school were fixed at 48,500 Polish florins. 
ELSNER AND CHOPIN. 
The engagement of an Italian “maestro” from Vienna, 
named Soliva as professor of advanced singing, an 
ambitious gentleman with a talent for intrigue, brought 
about in 1826 a division of the Advanced Course. This 
resulted in the establishment of a school for singing and 
instrumental performance under the direction of Soliva 
and a Central School of Music, always connected with 
the faculty of fine arts, under the direction of Eisner 
with a course of three years. This course comprised 
only the study of counterpoint, composition and piano. 
At this school Chopin became a student in 1827. A 
boy of fifteen, already admired as “the best pianist in 
town”—pupil of an old Viennese piano teacher, A. 
Zywny,—at the age of seventeen he had no more need 
to follow the course in piano playing. He then studied 
only counterpoint and composition under the direction 
of Eisner during the years 1826-27, 1827-28, and 1828-29. 
The interest taken in Chopin by Eisner increased in time 
to an intimate friendship, judging by the official reports, 
which read, at the end of the second year, “exceptional 
talent,” and at the end of the third year “exceptional 
talent—musical genius." Chopin never ceased to have 
the greatest confidence in Eisner’s counsels. The intelli¬ 
gence and breadth with which Eisner treated Chopin’s 
talent in permitting him to “follow out his own new 
and characteristic ways” and in instructing his pupil 
to “seek to surpass his teacher” may be regarded as the 
highest type of pedagogy. 
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FOUNDATION OF THE 
MODERN WARSAW 
CONSERVATORY. 
The political events of 
the year 1830-31 and the 
Russian reaction against 
the autonomy of Poland, 
followed by the revolution, 
put out of existence the 
most important institutions 
of the realm. The Central 
School of Music was 
closed on the thirty-first 
of December, 1830, “on ac¬ 
count of the reduction in 
governmental expendi¬ 
tures.” Not until 1835 was 
the conservatory partially 
reopened as a school of 
singing in connection with 
the theatre, only to be closed, however, in 1841. 
Eighteen years elapsed before the foundation of a school 
of music bearing the official title, “Institute of Music of 
Warsaw,” which continues to exist under that title up to 
the present time. The violinist, Apolinaire Katski (pro¬ 
nounce Kontski), brother of the celebrated pianist An¬ 
toine, collected sufficient private subscriptions to assure 
the institution a means of existence. The most famous 
national composer—after Chopin—Stanislas Moniuszko, 
was at once appointed professor of Theory and Compo¬ 
sition. The Polish insurrection of 1863 again arrested 
the development of the institution for a time. A re¬ 
organization after the year 1864, however, permitted an 
enlargement of the field of activity of the Institute 
through the fortfiation of new classes, including instruc¬ 
tion in wind instruments. A subvention obtained from 
the Russian government soon changed the purely Polish 
character of the school, which thereby became a semi¬ 
official institution. After the death of Katski (1829), 
and after a short term under the direction o"f Alexander 
Zarzicki, there were no more Polish directors until 1905. 
The functions of director were discharged by an admin¬ 
istrative committee composed for the most part of high 
Russian functionaries in Warsaw.* A pedagogic coun¬ 
sel, subject to the authority of the administrative com¬ 
mittee, were responsible for all questions relating to the 
details of music study. 
This system holds at the present time with the difference 
that in 1905 a change was Inaugurated in the appointment 
as director of musician, Ernst Mlynarski (now conductor 
of symphony concerts in Glasgow), who was followed by 
an excellent violinist, Stanislas Barcewicz. The develop¬ 
ment of the Institute has permitted the creation of a num¬ 
ber of classes, both principal and auxiliary. The subjects 
taught in the principal classes are composition (Including, 
harmony and counterpoint), piano, violin, violoncello, dou¬ 
ble bass, organ, all wind instruments and voice (solo). The 
auxiliary classes give instruction in theory and harmony 
for classes in piano, violin (and other instruments, string 
and wind), piano for violin classes (and other instruments, 
string and wind), History of Music, History of Polish Music 
and ensemble singing (obligatory for all students). There 
is also a class in Drama, Opera and a class for Military 
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PIANO STUDY IN WARSAW. 
The piano course, which is of course the most popular, 
is divided into four grades: preparatory, elementary, 
medium and advanced. The period of study, which is 
rarely less than six years, depends in length upon the 
general and personal qualities of the students. As part of 
the annual examinations, which take place in the month 
of June before a commission of the Pedagogic Council, 
there are at the end of each year public concerts given 
by the best pupils. The teachers of the preparatory 
and elementary courses are nearly all pupils of Michel- 
owski. The spirit of the conservatory method, how¬ 
ever, is not lacking in liberality; in the medium grade 
are teachers from other institutions, such, for instance, 
as Mile. K. Jaczynowska, an excellent pianist and pupil 
of Rubinstein. 
The most remarkable and representative of the 
younger Polish composers are nearly all pupils of the 
Institute of Warsaw, above all pupils of Noskowski. 
Among them may be mentioned Henri Melcer, eminent 
pianist of the Leschetizki school, composer of an opera, 
Maria, two piano concertos, and a number of smaller 
piano pieces including some transcriptions of the songs 
of Moniuszko; Rozycki, composer of two operas, a 
few symphonic poems and a great number of piano 
pieces; Gregory Fitelberg, an excellent conductor 
(conductor at the Imperial Opera, Vienna, 1912-13), 
composer of very attractive modern works, including 
two symphonies, two symphonic poems, Polish Rhap¬ 
sody for orchestra, and numerous tuneful pieces; 
Charles Szymanowski, perhaps the most gifted of all 
the “Young Poles,” at times too exuberant in his mod¬ 
ernity, but of indisputable masterfulness, composer of 
Preludes, Studies and two sonatas for piano, an opera, 
and smaller pieces, etc. Szymanowski was not a stu¬ 
dent at the conservatory, but was a private pupil of 
Noskowski. In spite of the fact that the conservatory 
of Warsaw had the honor to include I. J. Paderewski, 
we cannot consider him as a representative of the 
Warsaw school of pianists. After having left the city 
very young—though a teacher in the conservatory—he 
further pursued his studies for a considerable time in 
Vienna under Leschetizki, thereby establishing the 
world-wide reputation of his master. 
MIKULI, THE PUPIL OF CHOPIN. 
The traditions of Chopin as a piano teacher were 
not cultivated in Poland except to a certain degree by 
Charles Mikuli—a pupil of Chopin in Paris, 1844-48— 
who was professor at the conservatory of Leopol, and 
died in 1897. It appears that Mikuli as a pupil assisted 
.in preparing the “Method of Methods,” a pedagogical 
work projected but not completed by Chopin. The 
Conservatory of Leopol, where from 1858 Mikuli filled 
the double role of director and professor of piano-play¬ 
ing, was founded in the second half of the nineteenth 
century by the “Society of Music in Galicia.” After 
the death of Mikuli, who, especially as a piano teacher, 
enjoyed a great reputation but was unable to found a 
school in spite of the traditions he inherited, the care 
of the advanced piano class devolved upon the Tschek 
pianist Wilhelm Kurtz, of the Vienna school, and a 
new director was found in the composer Miecrslas 
Soltys. Stanislas Niewiadomski, a Polish composer 
well known by his melodies, is professsor of theory and 
Musical History. The Conservatory of Leopol, which 
gives instruction in all kinds of wind and string instru¬ 
ments, is subventioned by the Austrian government. 
A special commission of professors named by the state 
acts as an examining body, giving permission, how¬ 
ever, to study only music approved by the government 
(similar commissions exist in four other Austrian 
towns. 
The school of music founded by the Society of 
Music at Cracow in 1875 was changed by ministerial 
leave to a Conservatory in 1883. At this time, Ladislas 
Zelenski, having left Warsaw, was named director and 
professor of Theory and Composition at' the institution. 
Among the teachers who contributed principally to the 
development of the Conservatory of Cracow were many of 
first rank, including Joseph Adamowski (now in Boston) 
as professor of the violoncello; Boleslas Domaniewski, 
pianist, pupil of Rubinstein; and his successor since the 
beginning of 1900, George Lalewicz, pupil of Leschetizki, 
who in 1912 was nominated Professor of The Imperial 
Academy of Music in Vienna. There are also three classes 
in piano study, divided into three grades, lower, middle and 
upper, which have added very greatly to the high reputa¬ 
tion of the school. 
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Since Poland has not existed as a separate political 
government over a hundred years, it has unhappily 
been unable to participate for a long time as a State in 
the development of music study, and if in spite of a 
number of great artists of genius that Poland has pro- 
duced the general condition of musical culture leaves 
much to be desired, it is to be hoped that when political 
order is re-established in Europe, the future govern¬ 
ment of Poland will be able to conduct the study of 
the great art of music in a manner more favorable for 
the formation of a taste for serious music among the 
masses of the population, and for the development of 
The Smile that Wins 
Bv EVA HIGGINS MARSH 
All teaching is “line upon line, precept upon pre- 
cept.” Yet so earnest do we become in all our peda- 
godic duty that we neglect to refresh mind and body 
enough to be amiable. Repetition of “line upon line” 
does not always fall upon dull ears; it may be they 
are weary. Your tone may be dull or weary also, or 
your manner absent-minded. Old ideas must be re¬ 
clothed with each changing season, as well as an ample 
new stock added. 
A child whose chief fault was to stammer and to 
repeat needlessly in her playing was once taken in 
spirit from the piano to the doll house by a patient 
teacher. Together they planned the making of a doll 
dress, they studied the pattern, cut to fit; they pinned 
it in imagination onto a rose flower lawn and cut the 
outline faithfully; next came the firm, even stitches that 
fastened sleeves or other parts of the dress together. 
Long uneven stitches produced ungainly, sloppy results. 
The analogy is obvious. “Guess that measure was only 
basted in,” she said. She understood! 
The precept, “you can catch more flies with molasses,” 
is homely but apt. Reserve your most winning smile 
and cordial manner for that wayward boy. , Aim to 
make each lesson attractive. Let each pupil leave your 
studio with the memory of a happy hour with an 
agreeable companion. This does not mean not to be 
truthful and sincere, but it does mean that we know 
what outside interests a pupil has and speak on these 
subjects with him. . ... 
Cordial relations with the parents is also good policy, 
for it helps in establishing a necessary spirit of co¬ 
operation. To this end inaugurate “mother's day” or 
monthly talks or letters, dealing specifically with some 
topic, that the parents may better understand the 
teacher’s problems. Home and studio must be in sym- 
pathy. ... 
Sarcasm is poor policy, for its action is reflex, and 
it never adds to one’s teaching efficiency. To speak 
disparagingly of another teacher, his work or his pupils, 
is as unwise as it is unprofessional. There is the 
teacher who is too amiable, everything is “just beauti¬ 
ful” or “perfectly all right,” and there is the teacher 
who, with his wagon hitched to a star, never comes 
near enough to the ordinary pupil to give him real 
encouragement or personal interest. Do you need 
pupils? Study each one and make him need just you. 
Making Play of Music Study 
By the Well Known American Pianist 
ARTHUR SHATTUCK 
Eating, sleeping, work and play—these four things 
are the essentials of life and if you would have a 
happy life and a long one you must eat a little, sleep 
a little, work a little and play a lot. Not to be able 
to distinguish between work and play is to fail in the 
fine art of living. Everything is either work or play. 
Baseball is play, when engaged in for pleasure, but 
it becomes work when professional players earn a liv¬ 
ing on the diamond. 
We have men who are paid for reading books, for 
playing golf, billiards and baseball and then we have 
a very much larger number who do all these things 
for pleasure and who are glad to spend their money 
in order to be able to do so. We have men of great 
wealth who devote their time to the study of mathe¬ 
matics and science, who have neither the desire, nor 
the need for remuneration, and we also have whole 
armies of people who depend on acquirements of this 
description for their daily bread. Many men and 
women are musicians for pleasure; others follow music 
as a profession for profit. No matter what the occupa¬ 
tion, even gardening or carpentering—it may be either 
work or play. It is the prompting motive that dis¬ 
tinguishes between work and play. 
It often happens that little or no choice of work is 
offered to young people but they can all choose their 
pleasures. I wonder if it would not be a good idea 
to select for pleasure something that might be of use 
in the future. I do not for a moment suggest that if 
a man selects golf as a recreation that he should feel 
in duty bound, in case of financial reverses, to become 
a golf professional—or if he cultivates his musical 
bent that he could teach music for a living, but I 
do “believe that every game is useful in developing cer¬ 
tain faculties and that play may be as useful to a man 
or woman as devotion to serious study. 
A friend of mine who had passed a few weeks at 
the home of Anton Rubinstein told me that one day 
he surprised the great Russian pianist by walking, 
unannounced, into his study. Instead of finding the 
celebrated musician wildly struggling with the gods for 
inspiration my friend discovered him, with his back 
towards the open door, tossing three tennis balls in the 
air with the dexterity that a professional juggler might 
have envied. 
RUBINSTEIN AND THE TENNIS BALLS. 
The pianist’s whole soul was in his play for the time 
being. The tennis balls flew and were caught as if 
by magic. Every move and action was the personifi¬ 
cation of ease and grace. The spell was finally broken 
when my friend’s dachshund trotted into the room and 
tried to get into the game. The tennis balls fell on 
the floor and with some confusion the eminent virtuoso 
said: “As a boy I was adept at amateur jugglery. 
True, time may be put out at Better interest, in some 
pursuits than others and I presume some may have 
thought that as a boy I wasted a lot of precious time 
juggling with sticks, stones or apples, but 1 know it 
was the perfect independence, yet harmony of my two 
hands as a juggler, that made me successful as a 
pianist. Play, properly chosen, should be an assistance 
to, as well as a relaxation from, work. When my 
work tires me I become a juggler and when my play 
tires me I am again ready for work.” 
Many men engage in no form of recreation as such 
and this is deeply to be deplored. If a man cannot 
play baseball he can at least go out to the grounds 
and sit in the open air of the grand stand and “root” 
for one of the two opposing teams. Men who lead 
sedentary lives, when they retire from business usually 
break down in health unless they are open air cranks 
or baseball fans. This is especially true of those who 
retire on account of an age limit. As a rule these 
men live but a short time and the cause is that they 
have no resource—nothing to occupy their minds and 
their bodies. Poor young old men—they have never 
ru t^lat p*ay 's as important as work and they 
fall by the wayside when they should be still good 
for a quarter century run. 
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MUSIC FUNDAMENTAL. 
The elementary schools of the United States may be 
grouped into two classes, private schools and public 
schools. Private schools are administered by individ¬ 
uals ; public schools by the State. Private schools teach 
what they please; public schools what the law directs. 
Private schools sell instruction in such subjects as may 
be desired by the parents of a particular number, class 
or type of pupils. Public schools provide instruction in 
such subjects as the State believes best adapted to the 
development of its future citizens. Subjects taught in 
private schools may be fundamental; those taught in 
public schools must be. The fact that music is univer¬ 
sally included in the curricula of the public schools is 
conclusive evidence that the State regards it not as a 
superficial accomplishment, but as fundamental in the 
evolution of superlative citizenship. 
FUNDAMENTAL BECAUSE FUNCTIONAL. 
There was a time when the accumulation of infor¬ 
mation was accepted as the criterion of educational 
achievement. In those days the subjects of study to 
which the attention of the pupil was called were limited 
to the fewest possible number. Hence the proverbial 
three R’s—reading, ’riting and ’rithmetic, approximated 
*he sum of public school endeavor. To-day the end 
and aim of education is not the accumulation of infor¬ 
mation per se, but the development of mind-power, the 
ability to think rightly, clearly, and quickly. To this end 
many subjects of study are brought to bear upon the 
pupil instead of a few subjects. Music is simply one of 
the number. 
NOT NEW. 
Music is not new in the schools, the work having 
been begun in Boston in 1828. Other cities followed 
Boston, until to-day there is scarcely a place in the 
country making any pretension whatever to the main¬ 
tenance of good schools, where organized work in 
music is not included in the curriculum. 
It is the organization of instruction in the sight-sing¬ 
ing of music, which in any way is new; and one might 
question the application of this term to a department of 
an art with eighty-seven years of professional effort 
and practice to its credit, when we recall that the art 
itself, dating from the birth of Bach, the father of 
modern music, to the death of Beethoven, since whose 
time but little has been added in material, form or con¬ 
tent, can count but a hundred and forty-two years. 
CONDITIONS. 
In the discussion of music in the public schools it 
will be well to have clearly in mind the specific condi¬ 
tions under which the instruction is given. Let us as¬ 
sume a group of some fifty children averaging approxi¬ 
mately six years of age, assembled in a class-room in 
charge of Miss A., a duly trained and legally elected 
teacher, in a building containing perhaps many other 
groups of varying ages and grades, in charge of other 
duly trained and legally elected teachers, and all working 
under the general supervision of a principal. To such 
a group of pupils we apply the term school. While in 
many places semi-annual promotion instead of annual 
promotion is the practice, and while in the smaller 
towns and villages two or more grades may be assem¬ 
bled as a class in charge of a single teacher, the con¬ 
ditions suggested are fairly typical of those which 
generally obtain. 
These fifty children will come to Miss A. five hours 
a day, five days in the week for the forty weeks com¬ 
prising the school year. During this time they will be 
instructed by her in various subjects, including music, 
and be known as first-year pupils. The following year 
they will pass on to Miss B.’s room, remain and be in¬ 
structed by her for a year, and be known as second- 
year pupils. Thus for eight consecutive years they 
will pass from room to room and teacher to teacher, 
receiving from each instruction in various subjects, 
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always including music, and successively will be known 
as third-, fourth-, fifth-, sixth-, seventh-, and eighth- 
year pupils, theoretically entering the high school at 
fourteen years of age, where for four years they will 
be known as freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors, 
respectively. If the organization is a large city system' 
there will be, in addition to the primary, grammar 
and high schools, perhaps a normal school and a school 
of pedagogy for the training of female and male teach¬ 
ers, respectively. 
During these twelve years of school life, at least sixty 
minutes a week is devoted to sight-singing. In the first 
eight years, the sixty minutes a week is divided into 
five daily music periods of twelve minutes each. In the 
high school the entire sixty minutes are taken as a 
single hour period once a week. In the first eight years 
the instruction is given by the regular grade teachers 
in charge of the several classes working under the gen¬ 
eral supervision of a director. In the high schools, 
normal schools, and schools of pedagogy, the instruc¬ 
tion is given by the.director personally or by specially 
trained assistants. 
Working under these conditions, in many ways ideal, 
and in others leaving much to be desired, it will readily 
be seen that a course of study, determining exactly 
what shall be taught in each grade, is absolutely essen¬ 
tial. Furthermore, a director will be necessary, first, to 
prepare the course of study; second, to instruct the 
teachers in its application; third, to visit and supervise 
the work of teachers and pupils; and fourth, to unify 
the work of the several schools of a given town or 
city. Music, therefore, in the public schools more often 
than otherwise is taught by the regular grade teachers 
working under the general supervision of a duly trained, 
properly qualified, and legally elected director. 
During the eighty-seven years which have elapsed 
since the introduction of organized instruction in vocal 
sight-singing into the public schools, thousands of direc¬ 
tors working literally with millions of pupils have in¬ 
evitably discovered approximately what can and what 
cannot he undertaken to advantage with pupils of a 
given age and grade. Moreover, during this period, and 
under these uniform conditions, a method of procedure 
or way of working necessarily has developed; and while 
oftentimes there may seem to the layman to be as many 
methods as there are directors, there are nevertheless 
certain fundamental principles upon which the labors 
of all are based. These fundamental principles are as 
firmly fixed, as generally known, and as uniformly 
accepted as is the order of tones and semitones in the 
diatonic scale and the fingering of these several scales 
upon the piano. Furthermore, the practice of this firmly 
fijeed, generally known, and uniformly accepted way of 
teaching and supervising music in public schools is as 
much a.profession, requiring special training for the 
work and experience in its application, as is that of the 
pianist, violinist, or the practitioner in any other branch 
of the art of music or of teaching. 
STAFF-NOTATION. 
Among the few fundamental principles upon which 
instruction in vocal sight-reading in the public schools 
is 'based, stand preeminently the staff-notation and the 
Ionic relation of tones. Upon these two the • whole 
superstructure is erected. Tonic-sol-fa, Galen-Paris- 
Cheve, manual-signs, character-note, little-birds-on-a- 
tree, and the countless other so-called intermediary 
schemes which, at times, have blazed across the educa¬ 
tional firmament, do not obtain. Long hair, a walking 
stick, and speaking “mit a axent” have never beeen mis¬ 
taken by public school men for musicianship, and the 
charlatan and the faddist seldom have found the public 
schools a fruitful field of operation. 
The literature of music is recorded in the staff-nota¬ 
tion. No master yet has expressed himself in any other 
medium. If this literature is to be read, it is from the 
staff-notation that the reading must be done. All public 
school instruction in the subject, therefore, is based upon 
the' staff-notation. 
The thought is sometimes advanced by the inexperi¬ 
enced, that the use of an intermediary notation in the 
early stageg of the work easily leads to the staff. This 
fallacy is conclusively refuted by experience and by 
psychology, one of the first principles of which is that 
no Power of the mind can ever be developed except by 
the exercise of that power. The ability to deliver a 
given tone at sight of its representation upon the second 
line of the staff, for example, can never be developed 
by learning to deliver that tone at sight of the letter 
S, the figure 5, a little bird, on the second branch of a 
tree, or of the hand held in some particular position. 
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Public school music, therefore, not only means staff- 
notation, but staff-notation to the total exclusion of all 
others, and from the very beginning of the work in the 
very first grade. 
TONIC RELATION OF TONES. 
All music is conceived, written and executed in tonal¬ 
ity. All sound teaching must be based upon the tonality 
of tones. The pianist works by “feel,” the feel of the 
black and white keys as related to the particular tonal¬ 
ity in which he is playing. The violinist works by 
“feel,” the feel of the strings in their several positions 
as related to the particular tonality in which he is play¬ 
ing. All instrumentalists work by “feel" and properly 
so, for without such mechanical aid little could be ac¬ 
complished. No execution worthy the name is possible 
without it. Let the pianist seat himself at an instrument 
where the keys are all white and of the same dimen¬ 
sions, let the violinist add a fifth string to his instru¬ 
ment and tune to unaccustomed pitches, let the flutist 
add to or subtract from his instrument a single hole, 
and these executants, if they have been deluding them¬ 
selves that heretofore they have been playing by think¬ 
ing tones instead of by mechanical “feel," will readily 
chanical “feel,” and this is afforded by the tonic use 
of the Italian syllables, known in the vernacular as 
movable do. What the relative positions of the white 
and black keys are to the'pianist, are the syllables to the 
vocal sight-reader, when tonically applied. To the 
novice their use is doubtless as troublesome as are the 
keys of the piano to the beginner upon that instrument. 
No skilled performer, however, ever questions the utility 
of the one, and few experienced public school teachers 
of sight-reading ever question the utility of the other. 
Is it not a fair assumption that a practice, based upon a 
thousand years of experimentation, and fixed and ac¬ 
cepted throughout institutions organized, officered ana 
administered as are the public schools after eighty-seven 
years of daily application by thousands of teachers and 
millions of pupils, is as sound in Prmc.pie and as uc- 
cessful in operation as is the practice of any other 
branch of the profession? 
function three-fold. 
The function of music in the public schools is three¬ 
fold, to develop in the pupils a love'for and an apprecia¬ 
tion of that which is truly excellent in the art, the abil¬ 
ity to express vocally a prima vista with ease and 
accuracy the printed score, and to observe Re joices to 
a degree which shall insure to mature years instruments 
unimpaired by negligence or harmful practice. 
In the early days of the work the .first of these three 
was considered the most important, and sight-reading 
ability and voice conservation being regarded as more 
or less incidental. Subsequently, the pendulum of 
opinion swung somewhat to the other extreme and 
sight-reading ability became the criterion. To-day, 
however, the three are looked upon as of equal im¬ 
portance, and the work conducted upon this assumption. 
P During the first three years of the child s school life, 
the sight-reading work is confined largely to exercises 
upon the blackboard. When the fourth year is reached, 
the sight-reading ability of the pupils has so far devel¬ 
oped that it is impossible longer in this way to supply 
the number of exercises and songs necessary to further 
advancement. Books, music readers therefore, are 
placed in their hands, and from that time on they read 
from the printed page. These music readers or 
so-called courses, are published in sets and graded by 
years to meet the requirements of the work of tne sev- 
eral classes, a first reader being used in one class, a 
second in the next, and so on. 
MATERIAL. 
In the early days of the work these sets of music 
readers or courses, as they are called, were erroneously 
looked upon by publishers and directors as methods of 
instruction, and about their authors were loyally ranged 
most of the directors of the country, as sthdents and 
followers who, more often than otherwise mistaking the 
letter for the spirit of the law, endeavored to conduct 
the work in their several schools according to the 
dicta of one of these masters. 
Cliques, camps of opinion, method wars, word bat¬ 
tles and much imaginary bloodshed was the result. Pub¬ 
lishers were not slow to turn such a partisan situation to 
their own commercial advantage. Agents and representa- 
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tives of the several courses were constantly in the field 
preaching salvation only through the adoption _ 
of the particular course which each represente . 
book changes in the schools became so frequen 
last the law intervened, and statutes were enacte 
most of the states regulating adoptions and re^ir’nf 
book once adopted to remain in use for a specific 
ber of years before a change could be made. 
These militant days, however, were not altogethe 
days for the work, and the commercial activity ot tne 
publishers was not detrimental to the cause. Commer¬ 
cial activity always means improved commodities, an 
improved commodities always mean a general up i 
the requirements of the market The present ay 
ciency of public school music in no small degree is 1 
debted to the enterprise, efforts and achievements 
these publishers who, investing thousands of dollars in 
the writing, compiling and manufacturing of music 
readers, supplemented their original investments by th 
costly maintenance of a propaganda which otherwise 
would have been impossible of organization, a propa¬ 
ganda, which, while now no longer needed, served its 
day and generation more than well, and which unques¬ 
tionably advanced the development of the work by many 
vears. The day of their promotive labor, however, is 
over. No longer do publishers vend courses as methods 
of instruction, but rather as excellent material properly 
graded and conveniently bound to be used as such by. 
directors in connection with the method of instruction 
found by each best adapted to the needs of the particu¬ 
lar schools which he supervises; nor do the authors of 
them assume to dictate how they shall be used. Music 
readers in sets, for want of a better term, are still 
called courses, but they are written, compiled and manu¬ 
factured to meet conditions, not to create them. 
CULTURE THROUGH MUSIC. 
What the fragrance of the flower, the bloom of the 
peach, the aroma of the grape, is to their enjoyment, 
culture is to the enjoyment of education. A love and an 
appreciation of that which is truly excellent in music is 
developed in the public schools through the singing, 
playing and hearing of that which is typical of the best 
in the art. 
In the primary grades this culture work is necessarily 
confined largely to the unison singing of beautiful little 
songs taught by imitation, songs by American com¬ 
posers such as Bullard, Gilchrist, Page, Chadwick, 
Loomis, Hadley, Mrs. Beach, Eleanor Smith, Jessie 
Gaynor and others many of them especially written for 
the purpose, together with the simpler lyrics of the mas¬ 
ters. In the grammar grades part singing becomes the 
general practice and the representative Composers of the 
world are freely drawn upon for material. In the high 
school the work becomes broad and comprehensive, in¬ 
cluding part songs, anthems, opera and oratorio 
choruses, together with the smaller choral works of the 
masters arranged for soprano, alto, alto-tenor, and bass, 
studied and sung as they would be studied and sung by 
any male, female, or mixed body of singers of like 
character and number. Thus, during the twelve years 
of the pupil’s school life, in addition to the hundreds of 
exercises and songs used for sight-reading purposes, he 
participates in the vocal interpretation of from 300 to 
500 compositions—a repertory as large, varied and ex¬ 
cellent in its class as that of the average student of the 
art pursuing his studies under more ambitious auspices. 
ACTIVITIES. 
The musical activities of the average public school 
are many and varied, including assembly singing, class¬ 
room interpretive work, class-room instruction in sight¬ 
reading, orchestral practice, glee club and chorus work, 
occasional exercises and school music festivals. 
It is the practice in most public schools to assemble 
all the pupils of a building each morning for opening 
exercises and a sing. In the large primary and gram¬ 
mar schools of the larger cities with 1,500 or perhaps 
3,000 pupils in a building, these morning assemblies are 
necessarily held by floors, the sliding partitions between 
the half dozen rooms on a floor affording an audience 
chamber comfortably seating the five hundred or more 
pupils engaged. In the high schools the assembly is 
held in a permanent and well appointed auditorium 
provided for that purpose. 
As many of the schools maintain orchestras, glee clubs 
and choruses, Philadelphia having more than 300 such 
organizations in her schools. The work at these morning 
sings oftentimes assumes a character and importance 
rivalling that of many a chora) society, the annual per¬ 
formances of which are advertised and reviewed in the 
.■_* These assemblies are also held on special 
Elions such as Washington’s and Lincoln’s birthday, 
Arbor Day, Memorial Day, and many other times of 
, , or national significance. In two of the 
o^Llnhia high schools for boys the singing at these Philadelphia Ingh s by pipe organs of 
“d5 “iTanTworship, one . »o „d 
othe a three manual instrument, and both representing 
the latest and best improvements in organ construction. 
Think of it! Fifteen hundred young men gathered 
every morning, five days in the week, forty weeks m 
O^ vear for four years, to lift up their voices in song 
under such inspiring conditions. Surely a Maennerchor 
“intlm half dozen other Philadelphia high schools, the 
assembly singing is accompanied by orchestras number¬ 
ing from fifteen to sixty-five instruments. All this 
means that in Philadelphia alone there gather six 
hundred choruses, each chorus numbering from 500 to 
1 500 singers, gathered not for a limited season with a 
single final production in view, but every morning, five 
days in a week, forty weeks in the year, year in and 
year out; and what is true of Philadelphia is equally true 
of New York, Chicago, Boston and the other large 
cities of the country; and what is true of these cities is 
relatively true of almost every town or village with a 
high school of at least a hundred pupils. 
All the literature of music, however, is not vocal, and 
if a love and an appreciation of that which is truly ex¬ 
cellent in the art is to be developed in the pupils, oppor¬ 
tunity must be afforded them for hearing that which 
they cannot themselves produce. Fortunately, the last 
few years have seen the development of the piano 
player and the talking machine. What the photograph 
is to pictorial representation, the talking machine is to 
musical production. As we hang upon the walls of our 
class-rooms photographs of the art works of the world, 
so we bring into the buildings the talking machine and 
its records, thereby opening up to the pupils the hitherto 
undreamed beauty and wonder of the superlative forms 
of the art as interpreted by the metropolitan orchestras, 
the instrumental virtuosi, and the truly great vocalists 
of the world. What the perfection of the printing 
press has been to the general literature of the earth, 
the talking machine is becoming to the literature of 
music. Thousands of pupils to-day through intelligent 
listening to carefully and well selected records have 
acquired a real knowledge of many of the master works 
of the art, and a real appreciation of that which is truly 
excellent in form, content and interpretation. In a 
grammar school recently I placed a record upon a 
machine which, to my knowledge, none of the pupils in 
the room had ever before heard. When the music 
ceased and I asked, "Who is playing?”, several hands 
were raised and the pupil selected to reply correctly 
said, “It sounds like Hofmann.” In another room the 
pupils correctly named the singers of four selections by 
Melba, Caruso, Janet Spencer and Alma Gluck. In 
Philadelphia we have hundreds of these machines and 
thousands of records in daily use, and New York, Chi¬ 
cago, Boston and a thousand other cities and towns are 
availing themselves of this wonderful and superlatively 
helpful aid in the work. Through their assembly sing¬ 
ing, their chorus work, their sight-reading, the talking 
machine, the pupils of the public schools to-day are 
actually living in an atmosphere of music, unparalleled 
and unprecedented in all the world; and at a cost so 
small as to be almost unappreciable, ranging from per¬ 
haps five cents per pupil per year in the largest cities to 
not more than three or four times that amount in the 
smallest communities. 
IN CONCLUSION. 
If the statement of facts enumerated is not sufficient 
answer to the question, “What has music in the public 
schools accomplished?” it were futile to make further 
attempt. Had it accomplished nothing but the nine 
o’clock assembling of 18,000,000 voices for a daily morn¬ 
ing sing, the significance of the potentiality of that 
single achievement would be sufficient to tax the wildest 
flight of the imagination to a degree inhibiting the con¬ 
sideration of further eulogium until one shall have re¬ 
gained somewhat his mental equilibrium. Better were 
the question, “What will it not accomplish ?” I venture 
the suggestion that in another generation it will be dis¬ 
covered that the American Eagle is a bird of some con¬ 
siderable musical promise, that his wings will be ex¬ 
tended over a people whose love and appreciation of 
that which is truly excellent in the art will be acknowl¬ 
edged as second to none, and that daily living in an 
atmosphere of good music will be as common among us 
as good food, pure water, fresh air, and the universal 
enjoyment of God’s own sunlight. 
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[Editoe’s Note.—Possibly Mr. Johns hi 
subject because he studied archltectur- 
becoming an architect. Born 
1857, he_ studied ' 
_ a piano teacher 
rears. His songs are among the m 
ing of American composers.] 
__ Newcastle, Delaware, in 
_ _ Boston with J. K. Paine and 
Sherwood and in Berlin with Ruinmel, Kiel a: 
While watching the erection of a house, a sugges¬ 
tion has been made to draw the following comparison 
between house building and music building. There is a 
well-known saying about architecture and frozen music, 
but perhaps the comparison has not been applied in 
detail. 
When the germ of the thought first presented itself, 
it did not seem possible to compare two branches of art 
exactly, but by placing them side by side, they, appar¬ 
ently, could be built, step by step, from the foundation 
stone up to the roof, actually and metaphorically. The 
suggestion is only a fancy, and lias no practical value. 
An architect draws a design for a house—a composer 
writes a piece of music for the piano. The architect 
divides the interior of the house into rooms and con¬ 
necting, or separating passages, and covers the whole 
with a roof. The composer divides the composition 
into themes and passages, and ends it with a coda. 
Within the house are floors, and on different levels. 
A composition has divisions with different keys and 
varied rhythms. The architect imagines his design in 
his mind’s eye. While the composer imagines his com¬ 
position in his mind's ear. 
Consider now the practical side. The builder gradu¬ 
ally constructs the skeleton of a house. . The pianist 
plays through the whole composition, forming a gen¬ 
eral idea of it. The builder should prepare a good 
foundation, and then select various building materials. 
The pianist should develop a good touch, and be capable 
of expressing it in many ways. The builder mav use 
stone, brick, wood, concrete, etc. The pianist may use 
legato, staccato, legato-staccato, arm and wrist move¬ 
ments, etc. 
INSIDE THE STRUCTURE. 
The interior of the house needs great care, for in¬ 
stance: The builder must see to it to have the stairs 
easy, not too steep. The pianist must evolve well-bal¬ 
anced crescendos and diminuendos. 
The builder must provide heating apparatus with 
proper appliances for turning the heat on or off. The 
pianist must know how to use the pedals or dampers; 
when to put them down, or to let them up, according 
to harmonic and rhythmic laws. 
The builder must direct the painting or papering, 
choosing well contrasted colors on the walls or wood¬ 
work. The pianist must 
give decided character to 
each theme or passage, hav¬ 
ing each one well shaded. 
When the house has been 
finished and, for a time, has 
been occupied, flaws will 
still be detected; the roof 
may leak or the chimney 
smoke; a number of little 
things may need attention. 
When the composition has 
been mastered, technical im¬ 
perfections will still be 
found, and it will still need 
further practice to enable 
the pianist to overcome 
them. Finally, when the 
owner feels confident that the house is complete, inside 
and out, and well furnished, he may give a house-warm¬ 
ing, and invite his friends. Finally, the pianist having 
studied a number of compositions, he can arrange a 
program and give a performance of his work before an 
audience. 
From music and house building it would be possible 
to carry still further a comparison between classical 
music-form and classical building-form. Consider first 
the Sonata-form, the most important musical develop¬ 
ment the world has ever known. 
A COMPARISON WITH OUR CAPITOL. 
The Sonata or Symphony-form is very much like 
many a classical building. Take, for instance, the 
Capitol at Washington; by making one or two slight 
changes, the two forms are almost identical. 
By giving a synopsis of the Sonata or Symphony- 
form, and then drawing a diagram in outline of a 
classical building, it would be easy to draw a com¬ 
parison. 
Example of the Sonata-form: 
First theme in the tonic. 
Transition. 
Second theme. 
Conclusion; double bar or repeat. 
Middle, or looking-out part, varying the material of 
the two themes, the whole leading up to a climax, and 
return to the 
First theme, followed by the 
Transition leading into the 
Second theme in the tonic, developing a more 
elaborate 
Conclusion and Coda. 
AN ILLUSTRATION. 
At the bottom of this page is an illustration of an 
example of a classical building, showing a diagram, 
more or less, like the principal floor plan of the Capitol 
at Washington. 
The Left Wing contains the House of Representatives 
(A), from which a connecting passage (B) leads into 
the original House of Representatives (C), now called 
Statuary Hall, and thence through a passage (2) into 
the Rotunda (D), beneath the Dome, the main hall of 
the building. Passing from the Rotunda through an¬ 
other corridor (3) to the old Senate (E) now the 
Supreme Court, adjoining ante and committee rooms, 
and still beyond that, through another passage (F) 
leads to the present Senate Chamber (G), containing 
the Right Wing. There is a Colonnade over the centre- 
etid entrance of the Left Wing (1) and a similar Colon¬ 
nade over the centre-end exit of the Right iWing (4). 
After considering Classical Music-form and Classical 
Building-form in turn, the following comparison may 
be illustrated, as below: 
The First theme of the Sonata=The kouse of Rep¬ 
resentatives (A). 
The Transition=The passage to the original House 
of Representatives (B). 
The Second theme=The original House of Represen¬ 
tatives (C) (Statuary Hall). 
The Conclusion=The corridor leading to the Ro¬ 
tunda (2). 
(In the Sonata-form there is often a double-bar= 
what might be a double door, shutting off the Left 
Wing from the Main Hall under the Dome.) 
THE CENTRAL HALL. 
The middle or lookihg- 
out part of a Sonata (that 
being left to . the fancy of 
the composer) consists of 
an intermingling and devel¬ 
opment of themes in con¬ 
trast, reaching a climax, 
and leading hack to the 
First theme; this corre¬ 
sponds to the central hall 
of the building, the so-called 
Rotunda (D) under the 
Dome. This must also be 
left to the desire of the 
architect, but in any classical 
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building, like the Capitol, the central part should rise 
to a greater height than the other parts, whether it be 
a dome or only a pediment, like in the Public Library 
in New York. 
Having now led by a passage to the Repetition of the 
first part of the Sonata—A passage leading to the old 
Senate Chamber (3). 
The First theme—The old Senate Chamber (E). 
Transition=The corridor leading to the present Sen¬ 
ate Chamber (F). 
Second theme, in the tonic=The Senate Chamber 
(G). 
Conclusion and Coda=The exit under the Colonnade 
(4). 
If there should be an Introduction preceding the 
First theme of the Sonata-form movement, it would 
correspond to the Colonnade and entrance (1) of the 
Left Wing of the Capitol. 
Both the Sonata and the Classical Building may be 
elaborated by Episodes and Sections, in the case of the 
Sonata, and by Lobbies and Corridors in the Classical 
Building. 
The Synopsis of the Sonata and the diagram of the 
Building are only skeletons to be varied according to 
the desire or fancy of the Composer or Designer. 
In a lighter vein, a comparison might be made be¬ 
tween a Sonata or Symphony, and a Five Act Play. 
First theme of a Sonata-form movement=First Act 
of a play, having to do with the Hero. 
Second theme, more melodious—The Heroine of the 
Second Act, the heroine having been brought on during 
the Transition. 
Conclusion in the dominant=An introduction of an¬ 
other male character, foreshadowing complications. 
The middle or looking-out part, showing the inter¬ 
play of themes=The three characters beset by many 
difficulties, rising to a climax. 
Return of the First theme=The Hero striving to re¬ 
adjust previous conditions, and to reconcile the Heroine. 
The Second Transition leading to a further develop¬ 
ment of the Second theme in the tonic=Reconcilation. 
Extension of the Conclusion and Coda, both in the 
! tonic=The Exclusion of the other male character, re¬ 
sulting in a happy ending. 
The principal characters in a Play are related to minor 
characters, just as episodes and sections in Music, and 
in lobbies and corridors in a building are related. 
The above analogy might be'applied to a Sonata or 
Symphony of Haydn’s, or one of Beethoven’s early 
works=A Comedy of Shakespeare’s. 
RELATIONSHIP IN MUSIC. 
Reviewing this little essay, and comparing Music to 
Constructive Art, it is easy to see how closely allied the 
various branches of Art are, like different relations: 
parents, children, cousins, aunts and uncles, all having 
ancestors and descendants, evolving through the human 
race and synchronous with the earliest expression of 
Art. The closest relations, perhaps, being Music and 
Poetry, then Painting and Sculpture, going hand in 
hand with Architecture, and so on through collateral 
relationships. Enough has been said, however, to show 
these interconnections, and how they all may make one 
large family and, in their best expression, make a 
happy family. For the present: other forms of Art, 
not yet conceived and depending upon later manners 
am, customs, must be left to posterity. 
THE GENTLE ART OF COMPOSITION. 
Though the pundits may disagree as to the grammar 
of musical composition, the employment of consecutive 
fifths, use of the whole-toned scale or no scale at all, 
the rules regarding the rhetoric of music have changed 
little. Everybody knows them, of course, as expressed 
by Hans Sachs in Wagner’s Die Meistersinger, but 
here is a more ancient description of them as given 
by Thomas Morley in 1597, writing on the composition 
of the Madrigal. His quaint spelling has been retained: 
“As for the Musicke, it is next unto the Motet, the 
most antificiall and to men of Vnderstanding the most 
delightfull. If therefore you will compose in this Kind 
you must possesse your selfe with an amorus humor 
(for in no coposition shall you proue admirable except 
you put on, and possesse your selfe wholy with that 
vaine wherein you compose) so that you must in your 
Musicke be watering like the wind, sometime wanton, 
sometime drooping, sometime graue and staide, other- 
while effeminat, you may maintaine points and reuert 
them, vse triplaes, and shew the utmost of your varietie, 
and the more varietie you show the better shall you 
please.” 
THE ETUDE 
UNFINISHED.1 
Not all the great masters of music had the good 
fortune of Wagner, who managed to complete m 
Parsifal what he believed to be his greatest work before 
“the Master of all good workmen put him to work 
anew.” Beethoven completed his most colossal work m 
his Ninth (Choral) Symphony, but while on his death¬ 
bed he wrote to Moscheles that he was contemplating 
a Tenth Symphony, a Requiem, and music to Faust. 
He declared that the Tenth Symphony was “lying in his 
desk fully sketched,” but so far only a few scraps of 
it have been unearthed. Mendelssohn also left the out¬ 
lines of a symphony movement which was never com¬ 
pleted, and is published in Grove’s Dictionary. Beet¬ 
hoven almost in his last moments contemplated writing 
an Instruction Book for the piano, which was “to be. 
something quite different from that of any one else”— 
so he assured Moscheles. Strange to say, Chopin also 
contemplated writing a piano method, but his last illness 
prevented him from writing more than a few sentences. 
Bach of course completed some most valuable peda¬ 
gogical material for piano students, but he failed to 
complete the great instruction book on “The Art of 
Fugue” on which he was engaged before blindness put 
a stop to his efforts. The work consists of fourteen 
fugues, four canons and two fugues for two claviers, 
all on one theme. It closes with a fugue on three new 
subjects in the same key, the third being based on the 
letters of his own name—B A C H. .This is the fugue 
that was never completed; it is in the key of D minor 
and ends on the chord of A—the Dominant chord, the 
chord of expectancy that asks “what next?” The riddle 
will never be solved. 
The great "Unfinished,” however, will always be the 
Unfinished Symphony of Schubert, which though 
penned some years before his death, was completed only 
in two movements. There are a few fiars of a third 
movement, but that is all. This symphony, as Grove 
well says, is as marked in its departure from his previ¬ 
ous symphonies as the Eroica symphony of Beethoven 
is from the First and Second. Perhaps in one sense it 
was penned before he died—at least it marks the end of 
the exuberant, heedless Schubert of (he earlier years— 
for in it we detect the deep note of tragedy, which never 
afterwards left his major works. “All ttajre of his pre¬ 
decessors is gone,” says Grove, “and he stands alone in 
his own undisguised and pervading personality. All 
trace of his youth has gone, too. Life has become 
serious, nay cruel; and a deep earnestness and pathos 
animate all his utterances.” 
THE “ONCE-IN-A-WHILE” LESSON. 
BY EDNA JOHNSON WARBEN. 
To the pupil who only takes a lesson once in a while, 
encouragement and enthusiasm are the principal factors 
which are needed. These freely given by the right 
.kind of a teacher will do much to make the pupil do 
more and better work. A few new ideas to him or 
her, as the case may be, and corrections not too harshly 
given will be of far more value.than lessons taken 
once or twice a week with no heed paid to them. The 
student who comes for a “once-in-a-while” lesson is 
usually looking for all he can get for the money. The 
teacher having this kind of pupil will thereby get a 
real live advertisement which may bring other pupils 
of the regular kind. More talk is usually made from 
a novelty than from the regular routine along any 
line. The more talk, the more the teacher is adver¬ 
tised. . 
Many times, too, the teacher, by conscientious work 
at the one lesson, can induce the student to come for 
another lesson or take half-regularlv, so to speak. As 
these kinds of scholars are invariably of the most 
studious kind I fail to understand why teachers shrink 
from them. I have had a few each year, and have 
found that not over a fourth of the regular class will 
do as good work as the one who wants to know, and 
for various reasons is obliged to take lessons irreg¬ 
ularly. Perhaps many of the older teachers are too 
dignified to stoop to this class of professional work, 
but I would advise younger teachers, and particularly 
those located in small towns and cities to try (even 
to the point of advertising), setting aside one day 
each week for pupils who cannot take a scheduled 
lesson. 
SHORT CUTS TO SIGHT READING. 
BY CLARENCE F. S. KOHLER. 
Grasp More Than One Measure at a Time. 
Let your eyes cover at least three measures fol¬ 
lowing the one that you are playing The student 
who keeps his eyes glued on a s.ngle chord at a time 
with never a thought of what is coming must not 
hope to be a good sight reader. The eye must be 
trained to camera quickness in snapping a complete 
accurate picture of the contents of from three - 
Read New Music Daily. ... 
This is advisable except where music is selected 
for this purpose containing especially difficult pas¬ 
sages causing the student to halt or stumble. Read 
new music daily but select for this purpose music 
that is well within yOur grasp. There is a technic 
of the eye which is cultivated by continual and ap¬ 
propriate use. 
Ensemble Practice. 
Duet playing as well as playing with some per¬ 
former upon the violin, ’cello, or flute who is ac¬ 
customed to executing music a little more difficult 
than that you ordinarily play has the effect of making 
you see quicker and think quicker. Mistakes are 
detected at once and there is no tendency to forego 
the proper tempo when difficult passages occur. The 
writer knows of a young man who aspired to be a 
fine performer upon the drums but had no one to 
play with. He purchased a second-hand sound-re¬ 
producing machine and went to work with a zest. 
In a short time he became very proficient with his 
unique system of ensemble practice. Might not 
piano students try a similar plan where possible? 
Use the Metronome. 
The use of the metronome in sight reading is es¬ 
pecially helpful as it demands quick, sure playing and 
greatly concentrated attention. The metronome is a 
kind of gentle goad to the sight reader. If the player 
finds he is making too many mistakes let him lessen 
the tempo until he finds the speed at which he can 
proceed without any errors. 
Never Stop to Correct Mistakes. 
In learning to read one should never stop to cor¬ 
rect mistakes. The main thing is to keep up to strict 
tempo. Blunders can be corrected later. 
Don’t Expect Immediate Results. 
Many students declare that they can not overcome 
the difficulties of sight reading merely because they 
have not tried patiently enough. As in all things 
the technic of sight reading comes only after long, 
careful, painstaking work. 
HAYDN AND MARIONETTE MUSIC. 
The modern moving-picture show and other similar 
inventions seem to have done away with the marionette 
theatre, with its miniature stage on which puppets 
moved by wires and strings acted operas, plays 
and ballets to words and music emanating from behind 
the scenes. Puppet-plays of this kind go back to the 
fifteenth century, and from that period to the end of the 
seventeenth century Punch and Judy was the most popu¬ 
lar of all mimic dramas—so popular in fact as to inspire 
Addison, the famous essayist, with a Latin poem begin¬ 
ning “Machinae gesticulantes.” 
Of more interest to musicians, however, is the fact 
that Prince Esterhazy, the patron of Franz Josef Haydn, 
had a fantastically decorated grotto for his puppet- 
plays,” says Grove’s Dictionary, “with a staff of skilled 
machinists, scene-painters, play-wrights, and above all a 
composer, bis capellmeist'r Haydn, whose love of humor 
found ample scope in these performances. His opera 
Philemon und Baucis, so delighted the Empress Maria 
Teresa, that by her desire Prince Esterhazy had the 
whole apparatus sent to Vienna for the amusement of 
the Court.” 
Haydn visited London in 1791, as everybody knows, 
and on that historic occasion he was present at a per¬ 
formance of marionettes given in an elegant little 
theatre called Varietes Amusantes, belonging to Lord 
Barrymore and located in Savile Row. He was much 
interested, and wrote in his diary, “The puppets were 
well managed, the singers bad, but the orchestra toler¬ 
ably good.” 
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WEBER’S PERIOD. 
With the coming of Weber we witness a great 
and significant change in German art. Prior to 
that time the artistic and social life of the upper 
circles in Eastern Europe had been very openly 
influenced by art ideals coming from the Latin 
countries. We should think of Weber as living in a 
period comparatively recent. Indeed he was not born 
until after the British had evacuated New York City. 
It was just about this time that Napoleon received his 
first commission, and it is very clear to all those who 
have gone over the life of Weber very closely that the 
intense German antagonism to the Corsican, whose chief 
fame rested upon his success as a War Lord, had much 
to do with Weber’s own art development. Weber de¬ 
tested everything pertaining to Napoleon and held fast 
to everything German. For this reason he left nothing 
undone to create a truly German spirit in the opera of 
his country. Indeed, be is known as “the father of Ger¬ 
man opera.” Some years after Weber's death, when his 
remains were reinterred at Dresden, Richard Wagner 
said in his funeral oration, which took the form of a 
farewell, “There never was a more German composer 
than thou. * * * Britain does thee justice; the French¬ 
man admires thee! But only the German can love thee! 
Thou art his own, a bright day in his life, a drop 
of his blood, a particle of his heart!” 
Another outstanding phase of Weber’s accomplish¬ 
ment in musical art must be noticed. He is credited 
with being the founder of modern romanticism in 
German musical art. What, first then, is the meaning 
of romanticism as the instance of Weber defines it? 
When Dcr Freyschiltz was produced the critics tried 
to talk down the immense popular favor with which 
the opera was greeted by pointing out that it could not 
be regarded as a great masterpiece since it did not 
follow the prescribed formal lines accepted and em¬ 
ployed by the great masters previous to Weber. Here 
we divine the pertinent difference between Romanticism 
and Classicism. Classicism holds fast to regularity, 
pure beauty of line, evident symmetry, traditional 
formal outlines. Romanticism invites most of all the 
unexpected, the novel, the imaginary, the legendary, the 
strange, the mythical, the supernatural, the fantastic, 
the anarchic, the extravagant, the lawless. For such 
a reason then Wagner, Chopin, Schumann and Debussy 
might be regarded as Romanticists, while Handel, 
Mozart, Haydn and, in a broad sense, Johannes Brahms 
would be ranked as Classicists. 
WEBER'S ANCESTRY. 
One may find frequent references to tlie family of Weber 
comparing it with that of Bach. There is really small basis 
for comparison either in number or in talent. The first 
member of the family known to be musical was Johann 
llaptist Weber, made a Knialit or Freiherr in 1022, and thus 
becoming entitled to the coveted prefix “von” of which Carl 
Maria was so proud. Joseph Franz Xavier, b-other of John 
Baptist was known as a tine amateur. FridoBn, his son, was 
musically inclined and the son of Fridolin. also known as 
fridohn von Weber, was a violinist and singer. Fridolin had 
four daughters, Josepha, Alovs'a, Constanta and Sophie. 
Constanza became the wife of Mozart. Fridolin’s brother, 
z Anton von Weber, was the father of Carl Maria von 
Weber thus was a cousin by marriage of Mozart. 
1786—The Real Weber—1826 
"What L \s to Mankind, Music is to Art." 
WEBER'S YOUTH. 
Carl Maria Friedrich Ernst von Weber was born at 
Eutin in Holstein (Germany), December 18th, 1786, 
where his father was director of the town band. Weber 
did not at first show any signs of gratifying his father’s 
desire to have a son who might be a precocity. Accord¬ 
ingly the child was tried at painting, drawing, engrav¬ 
ing, etc., at none of which studies did he show any 
particular talent. During the boy’s early years we find 
the father obliging his family to follow the more or 
less precarious livelihood of the traveling theatrical 
company. This company in fact was made up in part by 
members of his own family. We find them jumping 
from city to city, now Vienna, now Meiningen, Cassel, 
Erlangen, Augsburg, Nuremberg and it is not hard to 
see why the boy’s musical education was more or less 
fragmentary. 
WEBER’S TEACHERS. 
Weber’s first teacher in music was his father, who 
was so irregular in giving instruction that the results 
were of little consequence. In 1796, on one of the 
family’s 'theatrical tours, they stopped in Hildburghausen 
where Weber received his first real lessons from an 
oboist named Heuschkel. Heuschkel was also an able 
organist' and pianist. His influence upon the boy was 
most excellent. During the following year Weber 
studied with Michael Haydn, (brother of Joseph), at 
Salzburg. Haydn was much interested in the boy and 
S birthplace. 
Web'r reciprocated this interest by dedicating his 
I first compositions to Haydn (six fughettas). 
Next-at Munich (1798-1800), Weber was fortu¬ 
nate enough to come under the instruction of the 
court organist Johann Neponmk Kalcher, who 
taught him composition, and also Valesi (real 
name Wallishauser), a fine singing master. 
In 1799 when the boy was thirteen years old he wrote 
his first opera Die Macht die Liebe und des Weins (The 
Might of Wine and Song). The manuscript of this 
uncompleted work was lost in a fire. While in Munich 
the youth became, much interested in -the subject of 
lithography, meeting the inventor Aloys Senefelder. He 
went so far as to acquire the skill to engrave his own 
Variations for Pianoforte, Op. 2, himself. Weber and 
his father saw a great future for this new industry, and 
some improvements in process the boy is said to have 
discovered induced the father to move to' Freiberg, 
Saxony, because, he thought that there were larger op¬ 
portunities for them in this new field. The venture, 
however, was not a success and the move served only 
to raise Weber’s interest in dramatic music. His next 
venture was an opera Das Waldmadchen, which at¬ 
tracted favorable notice when presented at St. Peters¬ 
burg, Vienna, Prague, Chemnitz and Freiberg. This 
probably enabled the family to return to Salzburg where 
Weber resumed his studies with Michael Haydn. A third 
opera now made its appearance, Peter Schmoll und seine 
Nachbarii. Note that Weber’s stage childhood made a 
very powerful impression upon his work. Living be¬ 
hind the scenes and associating with famous actors he 
came to know the craft of the theatre probably better 
than any other great operatic composer, not even ex¬ 
cepting Richard Wagner. 
In 1803 the Webers went to Vienna where the son 
studied with Abbe Vogler, who in turn secured the 
young man the post of Kapellmeister at the Breslau 
City Theatre. 
AN UNFORTUNATE EXPERIENCE. 
The Weber family passed through many curious and 
interesting vicissitudes. The old father,, who thought 
nothing of assuming the title of Major, went' every¬ 
where with his son and proved more of a burden than 
a help. In 1801 they tried hard to raise funds by 
selling their lithographic inventions to the publisher 
Artaria, in Vienna, but failed. Finally after the young 
man had tired of music teaching he secured an ap¬ 
pointment as Music Intendant to Duke Eugen, of 
Wfirtemberg. Then he became private secretary to' the 
profligate Duke Ludwig at Stuttgart. There in an 
atmosphere of dissipation, Weber tried to hold his own 
by philosophical studies. He enjoyed reading Kant 
and other of the great German thinkers, but the vicious 
life of the court was quite too much for a young man 
who had had, to say the least, a very irregular bring¬ 
ing up. The Duke did not hesitate to stoop to dis¬ 
honest means to keep up the income necessary for his 
carousals and von Weber was often put to it to see 
that the necessary revenue was forthcoming. It mattered 
little how the money came so long as it came in suffi¬ 
cient measure. 
On many occasions the Duke’s brother, the King took 
Weber to task for the shortcoming of his master. Once 
after a severe tirade, the composer left the royal 
chamber in a rage. At the door stood a laundress 
with a basket of soiled clothes. She inquired the way 
to the laundry. “In there,” shouted Weber, “there is > 
the Royal Laundress.” This incensed the King so much 
that he ordered Weber’s arrest but the Duke secured 
his pardon. However, when a servant planned to secure 
the Duke a loan through fraud the blame fell upon 
Weber and he and his father were arrested only to 
be banished perpetually from Wflrtemburg. 
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WEBER’S LITERARY INCLINATIONS. 
Little attention has been paid to Weber’s literary inclina¬ 
tions probably because they remained ungratified in the 
measure the world expects from an aspiring writer. We 
know that he aspired to conduct a musical journal, com¬ 
menced a musical dictionary, finished part of a musical novel 
called The Musician’s TAfe (Tonlciiwtler Leben) and often 
wrote long commentatory articles to the daily papers ex¬ 
plaining his purposes in presenting certain operatic works, 
Indeed, in appraising Weber’s work as a musician “ * ~ 
composer and director of dramatic music 
largest. 
WEBER IN PRAGUE. 
In 1813 Weber was appointed Kapellmeister of the 
National Theatre, at Prague, Bohemia. With charac¬ 
teristic German thoroughness he set to work to learn 
the Bohemian language and was soon able to talk with 
more or less ease. His work at Prague was so suc¬ 
cessful that he was called to Dresden in 1817 to con¬ 
duct the Royal Opera. It was there that he commenced 
and completed the work upon which his fame chiefly 
tests, Der Freischiitz. This opera embodied so many 
new and radical departures from the old Italian type 
of opera that it is often called the first German opera. 
There can be no question that it influenced Richard 
Wagner very greatly in his work. Weber employed 
a libretto written upon the theme of a novel by Apel. 
The opera met with immense and immediate success. 
It is interesting to note that Weber at one time thought 
of writing an opera on the Tannhauser legend. 
Fate was now favoring Weber in all hut one thing. 
With increasing duties his health commenced to run 
down and the way to the end was clear. In 1817 he 
married Caroline Brandt, formerly a soubrette in his 
companies. They lived very happily and devotedly and 
several children were born to them. Weber’s next works 
were the music to Preciosa, which was completed in 
three weeks, and a light opera, Die Drei Pintos. His 
settings of Korner’s Leyer und Schwert and Kampf 
und Siege struck a strong patriotic note which added 
to his increasing popularity. In 1823 his Euryanthe 
(revived at the Metropolitan, New York, 1915) was 
given in Vienna. It did not meet with the success that 
had greeted Der Freischiitz. 
Weber was now famous but after the fashion of all 
ages those who knew him best were the last to realize ’ 
that he was regarded with honor throughout the land. 
Indeed, when the manager (Intendant) of the Royal 
Opera at Dresden went to Berlin and found Weber 
greeted by rows of admirers, hats in hand, the Intend¬ 
ant exclaimed, “Sind Sie denn wirklich Berfihmt?” 
(“Is it possible then that you are really famous?”) 
WEBER IN LONDON. 
The unrelenting grasp of tuberculosis was now firmly fixed 
npon Weber. What might the world have reaped had the 
modern methods of the cure of this disease been known at 
that time! Weber went to Marten bad for rest and the 
waters. He also tried the faaaoue springs at Emms—all with 
WEBER’S FRIENDS. 
Mozart died when Weber was five years of age pnd 
it is hardly likely that the child got more than a fleet¬ 
ing picture of his illustrious cousin. Weber, however, 
did know many of the famous musicians of his time 
including Joseph Haydn, who took no small interest in 
his work. Weber admired Haydn and strove to be 
present at performances of his masterpieces. Strange 
to say, Beethoven did not impress Weber as it would 
seem to many he should have done. Weber said of 
Beethoven, “His fervid, almost incredible, inventive 
powers are accompanied by so much confusion in the 
arrangement of his ideas that his early works alone 
interest me; the later ones are to me a bewildering 
chaos, an obscure straining after novelty, lit .up, it is 
true, by divine flashes of genius which only serve to 
show how great he might be if he would but curb his 
riotous imagination. I, of course, can not lay claim to 
the genius of Beethoven—all I hope is that each separate 
stroke of mine tells.” Beethoven met Weber late in 
life and spoke favorably of his work. It is reported 
that when Weber’s Euryanthe was shown to Beethoven 
he turned it aside with the remark: “Nothing but a 
string of diminished sevenths.” Weber also knew 
Meyerbeer very well and at one time lived with the 
Meyerbeer family in Berlin. 
WEBER AS A PIANIST. 
Weber was accounted a very fine pianist. His hands 
were said to have been very large so that he had no 
difficulty in stretching a twelfth. Abbe Vogler gave 
him a very thorough schooling in the great master¬ 
pieces, but Weber was chiefly in demand for his own 
compositions for pianoforte, which were quite numer¬ 
ous. Some of the compositions became very popular, 
particularly the Invitation to the Dance. He was noted 
for one effect which astonished all who heard it and 
that was a remarkable crescendo. Starting with a 
hardly audible pianissimo he would gradually work up 
to a tremendous forte which at that time was greatly 
admired. Of Weber’s pupils, the best known was Sir 
Julius Benedict. Heinrich Marschner was associated 
with Weber at Dresden, but hardly' as a pupil. 
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APHORISMS BY WEBER. 
“Truth is really often stranger than fiction, and in 
the form of a poem would be considered absurdly 
credible; hut this is the peculiar bizarre proceeding of 
hfe that it passes by that vhich lies nearest and there¬ 
by stamps truth as a Hide. One m-ght almost say that 
not all is true of what really happened; or that there 
are things which have occurred but which when related 
become falsehoods.” , „ . . 
“Of what effect is this modulation? Ha! the modula¬ 
tion, consisting of three or four measures and perhaps 
only of one, taken out and preserved in spiritual alco¬ 
hol. Whence it arose, why it is so, and why it should 
occur at this particular place—these are matters of 
which no one thinks. It is somewhat as if one would 
cut out of a painting a single nose or a felicitous ray of 
lierht and exhibit them apart as rariries It is the asso¬ 
ciation, and not the isolated parts, which is of weight." 
“truth is the never-changing divine ray which pene¬ 
trates the soul-clouds and imparts to the prisms of 
fantasy its different colors. 
“Only the harmonically related tones cause the string 
to vibrate, awaken its inner life without touching it; 
a glass will break if the tone which is in consonance 
with it is too forcibly produced. So can also man’s 
heart be touched, moved, and, vibrating with emotion, 
break if you strike the right tone.” 
WEBER AS CONDUCTOR. 
Weber was a very exacting, painstaking, severe con¬ 
ductor. His singers, actors and musicians at first re¬ 
sented his attitude but when they saw his wonderful 
familiarity with every tiny detail of everything per¬ 
taining not only to the music but to the stage itself he 
won their respect. His “eyes were everywhere” and 
every costume, every gesture, every scene, every phrase 
was determined by Weber’s valuable artistic judgment 
so that the ensemble was historically fine. 
BOOKS ABOUT WEBER. 
There are few noteworthy books in English upon Weber. 
The best account is doubtless that of Dr. Philipp Spitta, in 
the Grove Dictionary. Sir .Tullus Benedict, who was a pupil ■of Weber, has written a volume, but this lacks tile fullness 
that one must look for in a good biographical work. 
A weber program. Grade 
1. Piano (Six Hands) : Der Freisch&ts. 3 
Arranged by Krug. 
2. Piano Solo: Invitation to the Dance. 7 
3. Song: When the Thorn is White  3 
4. Piano Solo: Rondo Brillante. 8 
5. Song: Prayer from Der Freischiitz. 4 
6. Piano Solo: Sonatina on Motives from Der 
Freischiitz . 3 
7. Violin Solo : Waltz No. 2  4 
8. Vocal Solo: Ocean, Thou Monster, from 
Oberon  7 
9. Piano Solo : Rondo Brillante Op. 62. 8 
10. Piano Duet: Oberon. 6 
Oberon. Euryanthe and Der Freischutz, 
are known to-day, and from the twenty- 
eight contributions to other dramatic 
works his music to Preciosa is now the 
only memory. In Germany three of his 
eight cantatas (Jubel Cantata, Kampf 
und Step, Natur und Licbe) are heard 
now and then. Ilis sacred music, in¬ 
cluding a Mass in E flat, is almost 
unknown. Weber wrote ninety songs, 
many of which had a guitar accompani¬ 
ment. These have practically disappeared 
from concert programs and perhaps de¬ 
servedly because outside of the vocal 
works written for the stage Weber 
seems to lose In charm compared with 
the masterpieces of Schubert. Lowe, 
Franz and Schumann. Some of his nine¬ 
teen part songs .for men’s voices have 
all that fine vigor which has made 
the singing of German MannerchSre In¬ 
spiring. Weber’s two symphonies were 
rarely heard, but his Jubel Overture is 
seen on programs occasionally. Weber 
wrote very little for violin solo, but 
bassoon, clarinet and the horn. The 
six sonatas for pianoforte and violin 
contain much that is interesting. Weber's 
pianoforte compositions are often very 
striking Indeed. Von Lenz relates that 
Liszt was very fond of these. Indeed 
the OoneerUtiiole in W mtom Fits m- THI WOLF’S GLEN SCSNS IK MS F1MSCHUTZ. 
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STIFF MUSCLES. 
“I have a pupil who plays well w 
slowly, but as soon as he attempts to 
tempo, his hand and arm become : 
exercises should I give to train him 
muscles?”—N. B. 
You should first look back and study the causes that 
have brought about this condition. There are those 
who are so physically constituted that they seem to be 
incapable of ever developing suppleness. It requires 
more than average experience on the part of a teacher, 
however, to determine whether this be the true state of 
affairs. Have you taught this pupil from the beginning? 
If so, have you allowed him to attempt rapid passages 
too soon, and without properly preparing the hand and 
arm, or watching to stop such work when the stiffen¬ 
ing began? Or did he come to you improperly taught, 
or has he been in the habit of playing in a go-as-you- 
please manner by himself for some time? You can 
only aid in overcoming the fault by securing his own 
willing cooperation. He must take up a series of 
simple finger exercises, securing motions that you are 
absolutely sure are free and flexible, playing them very 
lightly and gradually increasing the speed. This may 
require months of earnest practice, depending upon the 
seriousness of his fault, and the earnestness with which 
he tries to overcome it. Trying to play loud in rapid 
finger passages will cause stiffness of muscles. Only 
the accents should be relied upon to produce power and 
brilliancy in rapid passage work. Take the following 
passage as an exercise. Play very lightly with the 
fingers close to the keys, putting as much sensitiveness 
in the finger tips as possible. Let the wrist drop low for 
each thumb note, below the level of the keyboard; let 
it rise so as to be arched when the fifth finger strikes, 
and then down again for the thumb note. Keep up this 
oscillation throughout the exercise, which should con¬ 
tinue through a couple of octaves, and then turn and 
descend. When the fingers can play with a fair degree 
of rapidity, try with quiet wrist and see if the fingers 
are learning to do their work without involving the 
wrist and arm muscles in rigid conditions. When hands 
play together the motion will be reversed in the left; 
that is, the wrist will drop at the fifth finger, or lowest 
note. 
This may be caused by a lack of independent finger 
action, or because your span is too short. As to this, 
however, you give no clue in your letter. It is a fault 
that may require some patience on your part to over¬ 
come, especially if your hand is too small. If you 
have reached your growth, this latter is practically in¬ 
curable. There is no modem rack that will stretch 
the human frame. Meanwhile, your best plan will be 
to work to secure greater independence of action for 
the fourth finger. Place your thumb on D, and the 
fifth finger on B, a sixth higher. Holding these two 
keys down, at the same time trying to hold the hand as 
flexible as possible, strike B flat with the fourth finger 
eight times slowly; then A, followed by A flat, G, and 
G flat, if your finger can reach that far without strain. 
If you can do so, without straining the hand over¬ 
much, practice the same with the thumb and fifth finger 
striking the octave B. Practice each hand separately, 
placing the left first and fifth fingers on D and F, 
a sixth lower. Let the fourth finger work in same man¬ 
ner up to A or B flat. Next, place the right fourth 
finger on F sharp, holding it down steadily through¬ 
out the exercise, and play octaves, striking each G, G 
sha-rp, A, and A sharp eight times slowly. In the left 
hand place the fourth finger on A sharp, and work the 
octaves downward. These exercises will serve the 
double function of increasing the stretch between the 
fourth and fifth fingers, helping each to keep out of 
the way of the other, and to add to the independence 
of the fourth finger so that you can control it well 
enough to keep it away from the. keys when the fifth 
is playing with the first in octaves. Practice this a 
few times daily for a month. 
METHOD. 
“Ought a teacher to have a fixed method for all 
pupils?” M. B. 
The first thing a young teacher should learn, and 
the one who asks the foregoing question is just be¬ 
ginning her career, is that no two pupils are alike in 
temperament and taste, nor in capacity to learn. Some 
are very quick, anfl some exasperatingly slow. How 
are you going to have a fixed method for these two 
types? A definite method you should have; that is 
you should know definitely just how you wish to prp- 
ceed, and be able to modify it for various pupils, 
which you would not be able to dt> were it fixed. Some 
hands are supple, and some stiff and clumsy, being 
thus unkindly endowed by Nature. A fixed method 
cannot be harmonized to comply with both of these 
cases. Method being the manner in which a thing 
is done, you will need to change your manner of 
process frequently, if you have many pupils. We read 
much from those who decry method, but surely if 
there is only a hit-and-miss manner of going about a 
thing, no definite and good result is likely to happen. 
There is a definite line of work that all pupils have 
to follow, and the more advanced the pupil, the more 
divergence there will be found in the method of ap¬ 
plication. Elementary pupils must practice the same 
hand and finger formation, although you will have to 
develop skill in getting at them in order to induce them 
to work. Technical exercises lead along in a pretty 
definite manner, scales and arpeggios, for example, 
but it will be in these cases a matter of the amount 
of work that is assigned. This, however, is only the 
beginning of your work. 
If you refer to one of the many published “methods” 
in your question, of which the market is so full,' I 
can only say that every teacher will have to decide 
for himself whether he will use one of these, or make 
his own method from etudes, compositions and tech¬ 
nical manuals. This is almost impossible for a teacher 
who is totally without experience. To teach in this 
manner presupposes experience, and every teacher must 
gradually acquire this. The beginner, as a matter of 
course, has had no experience, and is therefore de¬ 
pendent upon that of others. It is to these that the 
published methods have the greatest value, in fact are 
indispensable. Not only this, but there are many able 
and experienced teachers who found their work upon 
manuals throughout their careers. Their contention is, 
and it is well taken, that the time allotted to a pupil for 
a lesson is necessarily limited, and that there are many 
routine exercises, and much routine information that 
can be found in a method, which all pupils have to have 
under all conditions, and that there is a great saving 
of time to the pupil in using the published book; that 
to write out the exercises in a blank book during the 
lesson hour takes a great deal of the pupil's valuable 
time. I have known many teachers who made a great 
plea of using no method, but writing out just what 
each pupil needed at the moment. I have seen many 
copy books that had been handed to pupils in this way, 
and upon examining them found nothing but exercises 
that the teachers had transferred from Plaidy. They 
would have' saved many valuable moments that might 
have been spent more profitably for the pupil, by in¬ 
dicating the page and number where any desired exer¬ 
cise might be found in the published Plaidy manual. 
It does seem like a blunder to attempt to teach scales 
in this manner, when their treatment is so ably classi¬ 
fied and clearly printed in James Francis Cooke’s Mas¬ 
tering the Scales and Arpeggios, to mention only one 
of many excellent manuals. Using a book of this sort 
leaves the teacher free to select etudes and pieces to 
suit the needs of individual students, and a couple of 
years’ experience will start any teacher in the accumu¬ 
lation of a suitable teaching repertoire. It is in this 
manner that a young teacher may best gradually develop 
his own method, which will wisely include a systema¬ 
tized manual for technical work. He will then have a 
definite idea of how his work should be classified and 
presented, even though he does not have a “fixed” one. 
SCALE FINGERINGS. 
“1. Will you kindly give 
major and minor scales V 
2. So many pupils practice 
spend «***“• - ^■i-i- mostnyo«Stime on their pieces. “How 
:ou advise dividing the hour?”—L. A. 
There is no rule for scale fingering that is of univer¬ 
sal significance, Iwil several exceptions are encountered 
as soon as there is any attempt to lay out such a rule. 
Under these conditions it is not advisable to ask any 
pupil to commit to memory rules and exceptions for 
scale fingerings. No such system of rules could be 
apprehended by any pupil before he had become tho¬ 
roughly familiar with all the scales, and by that time 
he has no need of them. The fingering of each scale 
should be thoroughly learned and made automatic to a 
certain degree as fast as presented. No player should 
be obliged mentally to think out the fingering of any 
scale, but it should become so much a part of himself 
that his fingers will find their way to the keys uncon¬ 
sciously. A classification of the scale fingerings is an 
excellent thing for the teacher’s reference, but, in my 
.own opinion, should be handed out to the pupil only 
scale by scale. In my own work I have found the fol¬ 
lowing plan all that was necessary. In learning the 
scale of C, place the right hand over five keys with the 
fifth finger on C. Show that the fourth finger should 
fall on the second step descending, and that the third 
must pass over the thumb to E, or the thumb will not 
fall on C. That any other passed over will not permit 
the fourth again to be placed on B. Also make them 
understand that the fourth finger is used but once in 
each octave. The pupil has now located the positions 
of the thumb and fourth finger of the right hand. It is 
more regular to speak of the position of the fourth 
finger as on the seventh degree, but do not forget that 
to the elementary pupil it is a task to figure out where 
the seventh degree is, while the second degree below 
the keynote strikes his observation at once. Proceed in 
same manner with the left hand, showing that the 
fourth finger comes on the second step ascending. Con¬ 
tinue through the sharp keys with the information that 
the relation of the fourth fingers to the keynote remains 
the same in each scale. On reaching B major, show 
him that the fourth finger will fall on F sharp, the 
lower of the three black keys. Call his attention to the 
fact that the right hand fingering is the same as the 
others, but that it is placed on A sharp, the upper of 
the three black keys, and incidentally remark that when¬ 
ever all the black keys are used in a scale, the fourth 
fingers fall in these same places, and tell him to there¬ 
fore form his own fingering for the key of F sharp on 
this principle. 
Starting in on the flat keys, in F major, the right 
fourth finger falls on B flat, but nothing need be said 
about the left as it still follows the principle already 
known. Continuing through the flats show that the 
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right fourth always falls on B flat in each of 
them, but that the left fourth falls on a different 
key each time, which is always the fourth step 
from the keynote. If you follow this principle 
you will have no trouble in dictating the scales 
to the youngest children, and they will not need 
to look at the notes. I do not consider it advisable to 
confuse the pupil’s mind with the minor scales until he 
is thoroughly conversant with all the major. When he 
begins the minor, however, he will find that the finger¬ 
ing of the sharp keys conforms to that of the sharp 
major, excepting F sharp and G sharp minor. Flat 
keys the same, except B flat minor and E flat minor. I 
am assuming that you teach the harmonic minor scales, 
leaving the other forms for more advanced study. If 
you desire a classification that you can directly refer 
to, you will find one in James Francis Cooke’s Master¬ 
ing of the Scales and Arpeggios. It is the clearest and 
simplest I have ever seen. 
2. The pupils who practice one hour a day are the de¬ 
spair of teachers, and yet it is a condition that cannot 
' be avoided, and both teacher and pupil have to make 
the best of it. I should say that ten minutes on scales 
and arpeggios, twenty minutes on studies, twenty min¬ 
utes on new pieces, and ten minutes on review, which 
practically means memorizing what has been finished, 
would be a good division. Out of your twenty minutes 
on etudes you may have to often take some time for 
work on special exercises. In your division of the 
hour you will often have to be guided by the nature 
and amount of work the pupil has in hand, as well as 
his advancement. Also pieces that are not finished, often 
need to be continued under the head of new pieces. It 
is not a good plan to tell pupils they must take a cer¬ 
tain piece over again, because it is not learned. Make 
them understand that they simply continue the practice 
until learned; that your function is to show them how 
to continue the practice to the best advantage, how they 
may improve their playing of the piece. 
MUSIC IN WARTIME. 
During the Civil War the great American pianist, 
Louis Moreau Gottschalk, returned from a South Ameri¬ 
can tour to give a concert in New York City. From the 
reports he had heard he expected to see the metropolis 
suffering from the pangs of war. Instead, he found 
everything proceeding very much as in times of peace. 
The success of his concert led him to Comment upon 
the fact that the demand to hear music indicated the 
human desire to find relief from the tension of the 
hour—a relief which music, perhaps better than any 
other art, can afford. 
After the first grim shock of war those who have 
been spared the agonies of battle rush to the things in 
life which make for peace of mind and beauty of soul. 
The musical activities of many European centers have 
been seriously interrupted, but by no means entirely 
discontinued. London has boasted of several concerts 
and opera is now being given in a number of German 
cities. 
The situation, indeed, should lead Americans, particu¬ 
larly those who cannot measure life save through the 
cash register, to a newer and higher appreciation of the 
real value of music to the individual and to the state. 
The immense sums given to the art by men of large 
affairs, such as Col. Higginson, C. M. Schwab, Harry 
Harkness Flagler, Joseph Pulitzer, Andrew Carnegie, 
to say nothing of the public spirited men in Philadel¬ 
phia, Boston, New York and Chicago who have given 
so generously to the support of opera, indicates that 
these big brained "hard-headed” business men see that 
music is one of the great essentials of life, akin to food, 
light and air—the common right of all. For the same 
reason, and no other, have foremost European munici¬ 
palities built opera houses from the public funds. Opera 
at a time such as this is by no means a luxury, but a 
psychological and sociological necessity. 
How meaningful the ancient jingle which runs: 
"Where gripinge grefes the hart would wounde 
And dolefulle dumps the mynde oppresse 
There music, with her silver sound. 
With spede is wont to send redresse.” 
While Haydn is usually credited with being “the 
father of the symphony,” we have the authority of 
Grove for stating that the real father of the sym¬ 
phony was the Belgian composer Francois Joseph 
Gossec. “His first symphony” says Grove’s Dictionary, 
“was performed in 1754, the year before Haydn’s first 
known concerted compositions.” 
THE ETUDE 
The Power of Encouragement in Music 
By MRS. MARY L. STUART BUTTERWORTH 
HOLD THESE THOUGHTS. 
Or all classes of students the musician first and fore¬ 
most needs encouragement. It has been the writer’s 
good fortune to be interested in a number of especially 
talented young men and women in music, singers, 
pianists and violinists, etc. There comes a time when 
a talk like the following serves to re-erect falling hopes 
and waning ambitions. Believing that many readers of 
The Etude may likewise be benefited, it is offered here 
in print. 
THE NEED FOR A BRIGHT OUTLOOK. 
Discouragement is the weight that has dragged down 
many a young artist. Keep your mind fixed solely 
upon the bright things ahead and aim straight and 
strong for them. If you happen to have worked for 
some weeks upon a Field Nocturne or a Bach aria and 
still “everything goes wrong,” don’t get discouraged. 
Know that your failure to progress is due to some 
natural, cause which you must study carefully and 
understand thoroughly before you can proceed. There 
are always days when even the most advanced artists 
are inclined to find things going wrong,—when it seems 
hardly worth while to go ahead. This is perfectly 
natural and we all have to fight it. How? By turning 
toward .the light and turning our backs upon the dark. 
We must climb above and beyond discouragement. That 
calls for will, but no one ever succeeded without will. 
Perhaps you have not mastered yourself enough to 
force yourself to concentrate properly. Concentration 
is not easy. Tremendous interest in the subject at hand 
is the best rule for concentration. Interest fosters 
acute attention. Your interest in music starts from 
your Sou',,—your conception of the big and noble things 
in music which first turned you toward the art. Work 
from your soul and you will surely succeed. Every 
truly great master has felt something within him which 
has been self-impelling. Whatever he has pleased to 
call it the real inspiration, the real voice is his soul talk¬ 
ing to him. This is particularly true in music. 
Keep on the right i*oad, abandon fear, work with un¬ 
relenting effort and the best in music in you will be 
brought forward. Most of the failures in music start 
with wholly unnecessary discouragement. All the fine 
zeal that impelled the student at the beginning is forgot¬ 
ten-abandoned in the ugly mood caused by some purely 
temporary disappointment. In later years the students 
realize, this and attempt to go back to the original pur¬ 
pose. Sometimes it is too late. In striving to be prac¬ 
tical they have forgotten the main thing,—the uplift of 
the Soul which defies discouragement. 
, Sometimes young artists who have adopted music as 
a profession falter from a very peculiar reason. They 
do not find sufficient honor given to music by the gen¬ 
eral public. Foolish, shortsighted, mercenary men and 
women groveling all day long in dirty money inoculated 
with the bacilli of the plague of the most sordid of all 
soul diseases, money grubbing, infer to the young 
musician that he is doing something trifling, something 
hardly worthy of the man or woman who aspires to do 
big things. 
Let the beginner in music who aspires to a profes- 
signal career think of his future work as noble and big, 
worthy of the best in any man or woman, because: 
First.—Music carries with it a message of beauty, 
nobility, consolation and joy. It never generates an evil 
atmosphere unless it is profaned. 
Second.—Music appeals to a universal audience. It 
is the broadest of all the arts. To people of all tongues 
music makes a similar appeal. 
Third.—Music develops' the higher qualities of the 
mifid and makes the musician eligible for the society 
of people of culture in the wider sense of the term. 
Fourth.—Music brings a satisfaction to the performer 
not found in any other occupation. 
Fifth.—Music is limitless in its opportunities for in¬ 
teresting study and advancement. There never was a 
true musician who ever reached the boundaries of his 
art. Not even Beethoven or Richard Wagner with all 
their marvelous accomplishments could exhaust the pos¬ 
sibilities of music for Beethoven did what Wagner did 
not and Wagner did what Beethoven did not. The 
beginner who starts to develop his God-given talent never 
knows at what age he may reach his highest develop¬ 
ment. It may be at an early age like Rossini or it may 
be with the years of silver grey like Verdi. Keep on 
climbing my young friend,—there is no end to music. 
Five reasons have been cited. There are a host of 
others if you stop to think of them. They should give 
you every reason to be proud of your music, to feel 
exalted in your art. If you do not feel this exalta¬ 
tion, this nobility in being a musician, far better say 
good-bye to the profession forever. If you are con¬ 
vinced that music is your life work you will gain noth¬ 
ing by letting yourself fall victim to fits of discourage¬ 
ment. “Be renewed in the spirit of your mind.” Keep 
moving ahead, never backwards, and success will be 
yours. 
If music helps you to lift but one person from the 
depths of sorrow you will find it a blessing. Music is a 
wonderful magnet for all people. 
Some to Church repair 
Not for the doctrine, but the music there. 
Indeed will not music have a far greater part than 
doctrine? 
In Sweet Music is such art 
Killing care and grief of heart. 
With the friction of our every day work comes the 
sod of the machinery of living. The poet knows this 
and tells us that 
"Music washes away from the soul the dust of every- 
day life” 
Is not then the art of the musician one of the greatest 
ot all the arts ? Should not the musician feel more and 
more encouraged to do better and better work all the 
time despite the obstacles that beset his path? The 
musicians sensitiveness often accounts for many of 
the injuries that to a business man would seem notuing. 
The Kind of Artistic Atmosphere to Avoid 
Some very good people indeed seem to feel that loose phere of a t «■• T 
iprals and high artistic productivity go hand in hand. seems alwav. ulevard cafe- In Pans the foreip 
seems always waiting for something to happen. 1 
s not at all surprising, since that is what the Fre 
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Because some very talented men have survived their 
bad morals is no reason for assuming that immorality 
is a part and parcel of genius. Mr. Francis Grierson, 
the unique American writer and musician, gives us a 
picture of the Latin Quarter of Paris, which would 
hardly invite any student to make it an abiding place. 
Indeed, the Latin Quarter is infamously dirty in some 
places, and the average American would not walk 
through a similar atmosphere in America without hold¬ 
ing his nose. In the Sunday Magazine, a short time 
ago, Mr. Grierson wrote: 
“Let us cpnsider what writers and artists call ‘local 
atmosphere.’ A great deal of this so-called ‘atmos¬ 
phere’ is an illusion in the mind’s eye. The much ad¬ 
vertised Latin Quarter of Paris is one of the 
depressing places in the world. Its history is one 1 
wail of disillusioned lives, and its actual influence 
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SERENADE-SCH UBERT-LIZST. 
In studying gems of the great masters it is of the 
greatest advantage to avail oneself of the precepts and 
advice of the great concert players. The series of 
“Master Lessons" appearing in The Etude from time to 
time has been inaugurated with this end in view. In this 
manner the student is brought into close touch with the 
ideas of the most accomplished artists. Madam 
Kathryn Goodson’s lesson on the Schubert-Lizst Sere¬ 
nade is a splendid exposition of this masterpiece. 
Grade 6. 
TWO SELECTIONS FROM HAYDN. 
The many excerpts from the classics which have 
appeared in The Etude at various times haue invariably 
met with favor. They are of great advantage in 
familiarizing students with the works of the masters, 
and serve as an introduction to the larger classics. The 
Two Selections appearing this month are taken respec¬ 
tively from Haydn’s Sonata in Bb and his “Surprise” 
Symphony. The Sonata in B b is probably the most 
popular of all Haydn’s Sonatas. The "Surprise” Sym¬ 
phony is very well known. It takes its name from the 
sudden heavy chord appearing in the slow movement. 
See note in. connection with the music. Grade 3. 
MAZOVIA!—TH. LACK. 
Until recently one seldom heard the name Masovia, 
but since the inception of the present European war 
the term has become rather familiar. One reads of 
great battles being fought near the Mazovia Lakes. As 
applied to the piece of music it designates a folk-dance 
peculiar to this district. It is somewhat in the nature 
of a mazurka. This piece should be played with plenty 
of fire but with strong rhythmic swing. Grade 3j4. 
MANUELITA—BY A. SARTORIO. 
This is one of the prettiest pieces in the Tango rhythm 
that we have heard in sometime. While it may be used 
for dancing it is to be considered rather as an idealiza¬ 
tion of the rhythm fpr drawing-room purposes. In addi¬ 
tion it will make a1 good teaching or recital piece. The 
rhythm will require careful study, and the whole com¬ 
position must be played in neatness and elegance. 
Grade 4. 
VIENNA WALTZ—BY L. SCHYTTE. 
This is a charming waltz movement in the true 
Vienna style, by the celebrated Danish composer, 
Schytte. Waltzes of this type are not to be played too 
rapidly. They are to be taken more in the deliberate 
and flowing style, but nevertheless with marked rhythm. 
Grade 3. 
NATURE’S WHISPERS—BY W. ROLFE. 
A graceful song without words or reverie by a well- 
known American composer. This composition should 
be played in the lyric style with considerable freedom 
of tempo and with much expression. Grade 4. 
MILL SONG—BY L. RINGUET. 
Players who delight in light and rapid finger work 
will find this composition j’ust to their liking. It is an 
excellent, piece either for study or recital use. As to 
its technic value it is decidedly melodious throughout. 
Grade 3. 
SUMMER WINDS-BY H. A. FARNSWORTH. 
This is another piece which will require agile fingers 
and a smooth even touch. It is quite different from 
the preceding, however, in musical content. It should 
be played in broad and vigorous manner with the vari¬ 
ous themes well contrasted. Grade 3]A. 
SLUMBER SONG—BY’ R. FERBER. 
A quiet and refined composition displaying smooth 
and careful workmanship. It will be noted that the 
principal theme appears first in the one hand and then 
in the other. This transfer of the theme from hand to 
hand must be managed very carefully in order not to 
interrupt the continuity of the melodic idea. Grade 3. 
SPINNING WHEED-BY L. NARICI. 
There are many spinning wheel pieces, in fact this is 
a favorite model with composers for characteristic, imi¬ 
tative writing. The example by Narici is an excellent 
one with many original harmonic touches. Grade 3J4. 
SONG OF THE METRONOME—BY C. FLORIO. 
This is another piece in characteristic vein, very aptly 
named. As suggested by its title it must be played with 
automatic precision. It will afford excellent practice 
in steadiness of rhythm and in light finger and wrist 
work. Grade 3. 
ALBUM LEAF—BY C. M. von WEBER. 
This is a posthumous composition by Weber, but it 
displays certain characteristics of his style of writing 
for the pianoforte. Although much easier, of course, 
it reminds us somewhat of his celebrated rondo, “per¬ 
petual motion” from the Sonata in C. Grade 4. 
INVITATION TO THE DANCE- 
BY C. M. von WEBER. 
Weber’s Invitation to the Dance may be regarded as 
the precursor of all idealizations of the waltz rhythm. 
It still holds its popularity. The simplified arrangement 
here given by Carl Heins merely gives one of the prin¬ 
cipal themes. The original harmonies, however, are 
practically unaltered. Grade 2. 
. ’NEATH OLD GLORY—BY K. RALPH. 
This little march will make an excellent teaching or 
recital piece. It is rather different from the usual run 
of marches in that it contains some original and effec¬ 
tive bits of modern harmonization. It is a parade 
march and should not be taken too fast. Grade 2x/2. 
KEEPING STEP—BY THEODORA DUTTON. 
This is another little march movement easier than 
the preceding, but very bright and characteristic. This 
should also be played in rather deliberate manner. 
Grade 2. 
STARBEAM-BY G. L. SPAULDING. 
A very easy teaching piece, but tuneful and express¬ 
ive. This must be played rather slowly, and it will serve 
as an excellent study in melody playing. Grade l]/2. 
THE FOUR-HAND PIECES. 
The two marches’by Weber will be found rather easy 
but nevertheless very interesting. Weber’s Concert- 
stuck is probably his best known piano piece. It is 
originally for piano solo with orchestral accompani¬ 
ment. The march movement is a1 sort of an episode 
occurring in the midst of the piece. It will prove very 
satisfactory in the present four-hand arrangement. 
The other March in C is taken from a set of original 
four-hand pieces by Weber. 
In contrast to the preceding classics we have an ultra¬ 
modern march movement, On the Stage, by H. Engel- 
mann. This is a jolly little military movement in dou¬ 
ble time. 
Editorial Note 
The attention of Etude readers is especially called 
to Miss Katharine Goodson’s lesson on the Schubert- 
Lisst Serenade, which appears on the following page. 
The Etude does not in any way represent that these 
Master Lessons can take the place of actual lessons 
given in person by the teacher. The actual presence 
of the teacher is always desirable for the purpose of 
correcting and criticising the work of the pupil, never¬ 
theless, we haie here an analytical lesson discussion 
of a great masterpiece by a famous virtuoso who for 
years has been charming large audiences by her art. 
Every word of this Master Lesson may be read with 
profit by any student or teacher if only for the purpose 
of investigating Miss Goodson’s ideas and methods of 
interpretation. Furthermore, The Etude believes that 
it is rendering the art of teaching and the art of 
playing the pianoforte a service of permanent value in 
recording the artistic advice, instruction and opinions 
of artists of the standing of Miss Goodson. 
After a long course of study at the Royal College 
of Muslo of London under the famous pedagogue. 
Oscar Bertnger, Miss Goodson went to Vienna, where 
she remained under the instruction of Theodore 
LeschetUky for four years. In mi she made her 
debut in London with huge success. Since then she 
has repeatedly made tours in different parts of Europe, 
playing as soloist with many of the great European 
orchestras. Her numerous tours of America have been 
invariably successful. In 1903 Miss Goodson married 
the well-known English composer Arthur Hinton, who 
has accompanied her upon her American tours, when 
both have been welcomed by many friends in the new 
GAVOTTE-MINIATURE (VIOLIN AND PIANO) 
—FREDERICK HAHN. 
Mr. Frederick Hahn has been represented frequently 
in our music pages as an editor of various violin pieces. 
He now makes his appearance as a composer. His 
Gavotte-Miniature ‘displays' excellent musicianship and 
much originality. That it is well adapted for the violin 
goes without saying. Good players will enjoy this 
number. 
ALLELUIA (PIPE ORGAN)—G. N. ROCKWELL. 
Mr. Rockwell’s Alleluia strikes us as one of his very 
best pipe organ pieces. It will make a splendid post- 
lude for Easter Day or for any other festival, and it 
should prove popular for recital use. On an organ of 
any size it should sound very dignified and imposing. 
The pedal part is not difficult, although it gives the 
player plenty to do. 
THE VOCAL NUMBERS. 
Mr. H. Wildermere’s Serenade is a very pretty waltz 
song, which should make a good teaching number. 
The Indian Cradle Song, by K. S. Clarke, is a novelty 
in pieces of the cradle song type. The humming re¬ 
frain is peculiarly effective. 
CLASSWORK IN THE RUDIMENTS OF 
MUSIC. 
BY MRS. A. M. COLVILLE. 
There can be little question that so far as the rudi¬ 
ments of music are concerned children can be taught 
better in class than individually. They seem to enjoy 
doing in class an hour a week what they hate to do 
for ten minutes at the regular lesson. The following 
methods have been worked out in class by the writer 
with considerable success and may be found helpful 
by others: 
In teaching Time Signatures and how they are to be 
counted, write a time signature on the blackboard. 
Make, the class count a measure in unison until that 
time is firmly impressed on their minds. Then put a 
measure of the same kind before them filled in with 
notes, dotted notes, and rests, and make the children 
count this over and over until it is perfectly familiar. 
Other note combinations can be filled in and counted 
in the same way until any combination of notes is 
perfectly understood. 
For Accent familiar hymn tunes can be used. A 
baton should be employed so that the children can soon 
recognize the difference between the up and down beat. 
If the time is at all complicated the use of the baton 
helps them to accent correctly. 
Phrasing may be taught by playing some simple 
melody with very pronounced phrasing and having the 
children tell where a phrase mark should be employed. 
After this has been done at two or three lessons, little 
slips on Which a melody is written are given out, and as 
the melody is played slowly and carefully, the children 
mark in the phrasing on the slips. 
The next matter for study is Scales. The children 
are taught to build one scale from another. The tetra- 
chords should be explained together with the number 
of tones and semitones and the necessity for raising 
and lowering the tones in order to keep the formation. 
Once scales are properly understood, the teaching of 
Intervals is easy. The children soon learn to distin¬ 
guish those that are consonant from those that are dis¬ 
sonant and why. With the writer’s class, the study of 
intervals came to be regarded like a spelling match as 
a kind of treat. The children would come and ask that 
they might be given some to begin the hour with. 
For the writer the class has been a source of real 
enjoyment, and if constant attendance and faithful 
remembrance of things learned are a good sign, the 
class was an equal pleasure to the children. One hour 
a week is not much in proportion to the good that 
comes out of it. I did not charge anything for it and 
have never regretted that I did not, as the regular 
teaching was made so much less of a drag by this 
class work. 
The beat (tempo) should never be like a mechanical 
restricting hammer beating over the player like a piece 
of machinery in a mill. It should rather be to the 
music what the heart beat is to man. There are no 
slow tempos in which there is not some passage where 
one is impelled to go a little faster. There are no 
Prestos that may not be relieved by more restful 
passages. C. M. von Weber. 
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Schubert-Liszt ! What an immeasurable vista of re¬ 
flection is opened up as one writes down these two 
names, a vista so broad indeed as to make it difficult to 
select the links wherewith to weld together the short 
chain of which this article must necessarily be com¬ 
posed. Surely never were there two beings, both des¬ 
tined to exercise such a great influence in their respec¬ 
tive spheres who were, for some remarkable reason, 
best known to herself, so unequally treated by Dame 
Fortune. 
SCHUBERT’S HUMBLE BEGINNING. 
Schubert’s father was a schoolmaster in very poor 
circumstances, and being thus poor, indulged in the 
questionable luxury of taking unto himself two wives 
and having nineteen children, of whom Franz was the 
thirteenth child of the first wife. If Schubert were at 
all superstitious it may have occurred to him that this 
thirteenth rung on the family ladder was not a particu¬ 
larly auspicious one from which to start on his climb 
to those unassailable heights which he scaled in such a 
very short time. These heights, be it said, were quite 
beyond the range of vision of the music-publisher, and 
this fact, combined with his excessive modesty, and lack 
of assurance in worldly matters, were no doubt the 
cause of his continuous financial difficulties. 
Schubert Is the lyric poet of music par excellence, and 
only his marvelous spontaneity led him occasionally—es¬ 
pecially in his larger works—to a prolixity which certain ex¬ 
tremists pardonably call “divine.'’ His lyrical genius shone 
out iu all its glory in his songs, of which those published 
number more than four hundred and fifty; of these, the 
“Serenade” was composed in 1828, the year of his death; 
it is No. 4 of the so-called “Schwanengesang.” Of the 
German “I.ied" as represented by the songs of Schubert, 
Schumann, Mendelssohn, Franz and Brahms, Schubert may¬ 
be said to be the actual originator. 
A STRIKING CONTRAST. 
As I have already said, there could be no greater con¬ 
trast to Schubert’s life and career than that of Franz 
Liszt. They were contemporaries, inasmuch as Liszt, 
who, after an initial highly successful appearance at the 
age of nine, was sent to study under Czerry Vienna, 
was introduced to Schubert at that time, the latter being 
twenty-four years old. From Liszt’s twelfth year, when 
he first appeared in Vienna, his genius as a pianist was 
universally acknowledged. Up to 1847 he travelled 
almost incessantly, giving concerts in many countries 
and reaping a rich harvest. In 1849 he became conduc¬ 
tor at the Court Theatre at Weimar, where he made an 
especial feature of producing new works. 
From his earliest youth, Schubert gave considerable 
attention to composition, and it is truly amazing, when one 
considers the enormous amount of his strenuous concert- 
work, in addition to his activity as a conductor, to see the 
extraordinary list of his original compositions in addition 
to all the arrangements, paraphrases and transcriptions 
which he made. Amongst the most famous of the latter 
are certainly to be numbered some fifty-seven songs of 
Schubert, arranged for Piano Solo. These, however, are 
but a drop in the ocean, so to speak, for besides a great 
number of other songs, there are endless paraphrases for 
pianoforte from a quantity of operas, and numerous piano- 
Unlike Schubert, who never even heard his two great 
Symphonies in B minor and C major performed, Liszt lived 
to see nearly all his published works produced and to re¬ 
ceive a great deal of homage and admiration as a composer. 
There has always been and is still some difference of opinion 
ns to the merit of Liszt to rank with the greater composers 
of the past, but there was never any question as to his 
remarkable genius—both technical and inventive—in ar¬ 
ranging or adapting any work, great or small, for the in¬ 
strument of. which he was such a master. In this art— 
for it is indeed an art in itself—he was facile princeps 
The operatic paraphrases were for the most part simply 
virtuoso pieces of purely ephemeral value to the executant 
of the period and are rarely played to-day. With the 
song transcriptions, however, it is different: these were 
handled with great delicacy and respect for the original as 
the present example will show. Here and there will occur 
a harmless ornamental addition, which the purist may 
stigmatize as an excrescence, but, as a matter of fact, in 
these song arrangements, there is shown such a marvelious 
amount of resource and fertility of invention as to make 
them a very valuable addition to the piano repertoire. 
SONG FORM. 
There is no limitation as to the form which a musical 
setting of words shall take; the composer treats the 
poem according to the poetic content. But in the set¬ 
ting of simple lyrics, one or two particular forms have 
predominated. The simplest of these is where, a song 
having several stanzas, the music is the same for all: 
national airs, Volkslieder, etc., are mostly of this type, 
as are also a large number of the smaller songs of the 
great composers: in the language of the text-book, this 
is called the binary form, the music frequently con¬ 
sisting only of two sentences, though sometimes of 
three or four. 
A second form of song, which is almost equally com¬ 
mon is that known as the simple ternary form: that is, 
where the first part or stanza is followed by a con¬ 
trasted middle section in a different key, after which a 
return is made to the music of the first part. 
These are two more or less stereotyped forms, each how¬ 
ever, capable of much variety of treatment. While there 
are many others, we need not consider them here, as the 
"Serenade" comes In the first of the two above-mentioned, 
although as we shall see when analyzing it, variety of effect 
is Introduced, as is required by the poem, by a short episode 
of eight bars towards the end. The original song is an 
exquisite gem, and the transcription by Liszt shows all 
the delicacy as well as fertility of Invention of which I 
have spoken above. 
THE STRUCTURE. 
This is of the simplest possible kind, for, with one 
exception, the whole song is composed merely of two 
eight bar sentences, each four-bar section of each 
sentence being separated and followed by a ritornel of 
two bars. The following sections will make this quite 
clear: 
A. The first sentence. 
B. The second sentence. 
C. Interlude. 
D. Second verse (containing A, B, and C). 
E. Third verse (containing A and B only). 
F. Episode of eight bars. 
Previous to A there are four bars of introduction, 
consisting of the figure, which it will readily be seen 
continues almost throughout the piece. The dots under 
the groups of eighth-notes should not be taken to indi¬ 
cate a crisp staccato, but only a slight separation be¬ 
tween each: this applies to this accompaniment figure 
throughout the piece. At A the first sentence of eight 
bars is interrupted at (1), after the first four bars, by 
a ritornel of two bars. It may here be explained that 
a ritornel—in the Italian, ritornello—signifies a repeti¬ 
tion and applies to an interlude which repeats part of 
what goes before. The ritornel was a favorite device 
of Schubert and occurs in many of his songs, though it 
varies very much in length and importance. This song 
shows an exceptionally beautiful and spontaneous ex¬ 
ample of his use of it. At (2) the second section of 
four bars commences, constituting, so to speak, an 
answer to the first four; this is again followed at (4) 
by the ritornel of two bars. The melody should be 
played with a gentle, but rather full singing tone, mp, 
excepting in the bars of the ritornel, where the tone 
should be p. Care should be taken to raise the pedal 
immediately on striking the last eighth-note in each 
bar: the simple modulation to the relative major at (3) 
will be noticed. At B commences the second sentence 
of eight bars, the second ritornel appearing at (S) as 
did previously the first at (1), only with the difference 
that the voice part in the song continues the melody a 
third below, with it; the same effect, slightly altered 
occurs again at (7). At the entry at B, there should 
be an increase of tone to mf, diminishing after the 
second beat of the following bar to p at the third bar 
from B; In the original song, there is a minimum of 
expression marks, a forte only occurring twice towards 
the end, and even then it is far from being a strenuous 
f. At (6) will be noticed the sudden and remarkably 
beautiful change, to the tonic major key: this sudden 
alteration of tonic minor and major is very character¬ 
istic of Schubert and is to be found in many of his 
works, especially in the songs, as, for example, in the 
Romance from “Rosamund,’ the Junge Nonne and 
many others too numerous to mention In his larger 
works equally happy instances constantly appear, as in 
the Trio of the G Major Fantasia Sonata, and again 
in the slow movement of the great C Major Symphony. 
At C commences the short interlude of nine bars; in 
Schubert’s original, there are only eight, but Liszt has 
added one bar for no very obvious reason unless it is 
to °ain a treater effect of diminuendo and to slightly 
retard the re-entry of the theme. The material of this 
is clearly derived from the third bar in the second 
sentence of the melody, i. e„ the third bar from B; 
the rhythm, however, is altered. At the end of this 
very simple interlude in the major key, in which only 
the chords of the tonic, dominant and sub-dominant 
are used, a return is made just as suddenly to the minor 
key as at (6) it was made to the major. 
SECOND VERSE. 
Now at D we come to the second verse, which 
in form is exactly the same as the first. For the sake 
of variety, however, Liszt has transposed the melody 
an octave lower, marking it quasi violoncello; the accom¬ 
paniment remains almost th.e same as in Schubert’s 
original. The melody here may be played with a little 
more fulness and roundness of tone, but the treatment 
in general will be very similar to that of the first verse. 
The short Interlude again appears, but this time with 
a slight Lisztian embellishment in the first and fifth 
bars: in this ornamental group the double notes, 
although dotted, should not be played staccato, but 
merely slightly separated. This Interlude has been in¬ 
troduced by Liszt a second time for the simple reason 
that, fertile in fancy, he wished to add a third verse 
(commencing at E) to his paraphrase of the song; in 
the original there are only two verses before reaching 
the episode marked F. It must be admitted that this 
third verse is extremely ingenious, seeing that the 
melody was capable of “imitation in the octave”—in 
fact, it positively invites it—Liszt has taken the oppor¬ 
tunity of making, so to speak, an echo effect which is 
both musically interesting and ornamental, while making 
also a very happy variation. The imitation is not 
strictly canonical—i. e., an exact imitation—as it is 
slightly irregular and also it is broken, as, for example, 
on the first beat of the second and third bars after E. 
It is very important, in this variation, to give especial 
attention the variety of tone to be used (1) for the 
actual melody, (2) for the imitation, (3) for the accom¬ 
paniment. The first should be mf with a clear singing 
tone, the second almost pp, but nevertheless clearly de¬ 
fined and with great delicacy, whilst the accompaniment, 
as throughout, should be p and not sharp staccato. 
lhe pedal must be used with discretion, to prevent any 
blurring or confusion of the two “voices.” At F there 
appears a short episode of eight bars—poco animato— 
which is indeed the only passage that disturbs the very 
even tenor of this beautiful song’s way ; the feeling here 
is somewhat agitato, hut calming down in the last two 
Dars: the mutation which appears at F in the first four 
bars, between the melody and the bass, occurs in the 
sonf between the voice and accompaniment. 
At (8) is a further repetition, this time in thirds, of the 
phrase frequently heard before and at (9) is the short 
Codetta of four bars: in the second and third bars of 
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LA SERENADE 
STANDCHEN 
FRANZ SCHUBERT. 
TRANSCRIBED BY FRANZ LISZT. 
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NATURE’S WHISPER 
. SONG WITHOUT WORDS 
Allegretto non troppo m.m.J =72 
WALTER ROLFF, 
J\h f/'- 
fr*1) 
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STARBEAM 
Andante REVERIE GEO. L.SPAULDING 
SLUMBER SONG 
Copyright 1914 by Theo. Presser Co. 3 1 
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MANUELITA 
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TWO MARCHES FROM WEBER 
MARCH FROM CONCERTSTUCK 
Maestoso m. m. J MARCIA C. M. von WEBER, Op. 3, No. 5 
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Allegro Vivace m. m. J = 120 
ALBUM LEAF 
ALBUMBLATT C. M. VON WEBER 
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VIENNA WALTZ 
VAtSE VIENNOISE LUDWIC SCHYTTE, Op.,2,,®, 
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THE SONG OF THE METRONOME 
Study for both hands in Wrist Staccato 
Moderato con moto m.m.J=90 
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SUMMER WINDS 
CAPRICE H. A. FARNSWOR T H, Op. 32 
British Copyright secure 
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THEODORA DTTTTOIM 
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Revised by the Composer. MAZOVIAT 
The Mazovians inhabit the wildest district of Poland, lying east of the Vistula,This is a characteristic provincial dance. 
Andantino M.M.J = 88 THEODORE LACK, Op. a 
Copyright 1904 by Theo. Lack. 
Copyright 1904 by Theo.PresserCo. 
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SPINNING WHEEL 
3-) Play the 6 andGt together 
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nr 
Registration (Gt: Doppel Flute,Gamb.i 8; Flute Harm. 4' 
Swell: Full 
Ped:16'and 8' 
Cuplers: Sw.to Gt.,Gt. to Ped., Sw. to Ped. 
ALLELUIA! 
“The strain upraise of joy and praise. Alleluia! 
To the glory of their King. 
Shall the ransomed people sing 
Alleluia! Alleluia! GEO. NOYES ROCKWELL 
British Copyright Secured 
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SOFTLY THE WIND SIGLLf TO-NIGHT 
Yalse Lento WALTZ SERENADE HENRY WILDERMERE 
THE ETUDE 
AN INDIAN CRADLE SONG 
ANON KENNETH S. CLARK 
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America’s Part in the Manufacture of Musical 
Instruments 
Any attempt to estimate the, musical 
advance of the United States by the 
amount of money spent on musical in¬ 
struments or the number of firms en¬ 
gaged in their manufacture must neces¬ 
sarily be crude and inaccurate. There 
are thousands of musical people in the 
world who are unable to play any in¬ 
strument and do not own one, and on the 
other hand there are thousands more who 
possess musical instruments who never 
play them, or employ them for music 
of little or no artistic value. Neverthe¬ 
less, the remarkable growth of industries 
connected with the manufacture of musi¬ 
cal instruments unquestionably indicates 
an entire change of outlook towards 
music on the part of the American pub¬ 
lic. Time was when our Pilgrim fathers 
looked upon music as of diabolic origin, 
while to-day there are few cultivated 
homes which do not contain a musical 
instrument of some sort. 
According to the last census of the 
United States (1909) it was estimated 
that there are no less than five hundred 
and seven establishments devoted to the 
manufacture of pianos, organs and ma¬ 
terials needed in their construction. This 
represents an investment of $103,234,301 
and the employment of an army of work¬ 
ers numbering 41,882. In 1869 the num¬ 
ber of establishments was 254 and the 
amount of capital invested was $8,203,161; 
it is possible to observe from these 
figures the enormous development of the 
musical industries in the United States 
in a period of forty years. Of course 
it must be remembered that the official 
figures represent a most conservative es- 
D’lndy’s Tribute 
No more fitting biographer of Cesar 
Franck, the composer of The Beatitudes, 
could have been found than Vincent 
d’lndy, who was a pupil, or rather a dis¬ 
ciple, of Cesar Franck from the time he 
first began to study composition with him 
until the great Belgian master was laid in 
his grave. Every page of d’lndy’s work 
shows his profound veneration for the 
man, and at the same time expresses, with 
bitter irony, his indignation at the neglect 
which Franck suffered at the hands of the 
French government and more particularly 
at the hands of his colleagues among the 
faculty at the Conservatoire. The follow¬ 
ing description of Franck’s appearance 
affords a striking glimpse of his person¬ 
ality : 
“Physically Franck was short, with a 
fine forehead, and a vivacious and hon¬ 
est expression, although his eyes were 
almost concealed under his bushy Eye¬ 
brows ; his nose was rather large, and his 
chin receded below a wide and extraor¬ 
dinarily expressive mouth. Such was the 
outward appearance of the man we hon¬ 
ored and loved for twenty years; and— 
except for the increasing whiteness of his 
hair—he never altered till the day of his 
timate, and that the figures for 1909 must 
necessarily have been affected by the 
panic of 1907, so that to-day the advance 
is probably even greater than it appears 
to be. 
The greatest manufacturing centers for 
pianos, organs and materials needed in 
their construction are in New York 
State, where there are no less than 184 
out of the 507. After that comes Illinois 
with 68, Massachusetts with 59, Ohio and 
Pennsylvania with 30 each. New Jersey 
with 18, Connecticut and Michigan with 
17 each, Indiana with 15, Wisconsin and 
California with 11 each, Maryland with 
7, Kentucky with 6, Minnesota 5, Iowa 
4, Maine 3, and “all other states” with 
18. “There has been a steady increase 
in the number and value of both up¬ 
right and grand pianos manufactured 
since 1899,” says the government report. 
“Of the total number of pianos reported 
in 1909, 97.7 per cent, were uprights_ 
Upright pianos show the greater per¬ 
centage of increase in number, but grand 
pianos show the greater increase in value. 
New York and Illinois were the two prin¬ 
cipal states in the manufacture of up¬ 
right pianos.In the manufacture of 
grand pianos, New York and Massachu¬ 
setts were the two most important states, 
reporting in 1909, 6,831 or 78.1 per cent, 
of the total number.” 
That the player-piano, or piano with 
player attachment, has not driven out the 
old-fashioned article, is evident from the 
statement that of the total number of 
upright pianos manufactured (1909), only 
34,495, or 9.4 per cent., were for or with 
player attachments. 
to Cesar Franck 
death. There was nothing in his appear¬ 
ance to reveal the conventional artistic 
type according to romance, or the legends 
of Montmartre. Any one who happened 
to meet this man in the street, invariably 
in a hurry, invariably absent-minded and 
making grimaces, running rather than 
walking, dressed in an overcoat a size too 
large and trousers a size too short for 
him, would never have suspected the 
transformation that took place when, 
fcated at the piano, he explained or com¬ 
mented upon some fine composition, or, 
with one hand to his forehead and the 
other poised above his stops, prepared the 
organ for one of his great improvisations. 
“Then he seemed to be surrounded by 
music as by a halo, and it was only at such 
moments that we were struck by the con¬ 
scious will-power of mouth and chin, and 
the almost complete identity of the fine 
forehead with that of the creator of the 
Ninth Symphony. Then, indeed, we felt 
subjugated—almost awed—by the palpable 
presence of the genius that shone in the 
countenance of the highest-minded and 
noblest musician that the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury has produced in France.” 
Mrs. Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler, the 
noted American pianist, who has always 
manifested a valued interest in The 
Etude, has written us regarding our 
Folish issue (February, 7975), stating that 
the list of famous Polish musicians given 
would have been better headed “Musicians 
of Polish Ancestry," as some of those 
mentioned were born of Polish' parents in 
other countries. She also notes that 
Moriz Rosenthal, born at Lemberg, De¬ 
cember 18th, 1862, should have been in¬ 
cluded. Those born in Silesia should not 
have properly been included with the 
Poles. This would have excluded such 
names as Baselt, Brosig, Eisner (teacher 
of Chopin), Forster, Gebel, Heinrich, 
Hollander, Panofka and Mrs. Zeisler. 
Another slip which deserves correction is 
the fact that the first paragraph of Mr. 
Stokowski’s article on Chopin was in¬ 
cluded in the editorial note which pre¬ 
ceded it owing to typographical error. 
We wish to thank our many friends who 
have written in high praise of the issue, 
the publication of which was surrounded 
with much difficulty, owihg to trouble in 
getting certain material through the Euro- 
UCH^jdj 
ra-Quality PlANOS 
and Player. Pianos 
No one, not even the 
veriest novice, can go 
wrong in purchasing the 
Kranich & Bach. Its 
extraordinary quality and unblemished reputation 
are recognized the world over. Many musicians are 
still using Kranich & Bach instruments, over forty 
years old, with the greatest pride and satisfaction. 
Write for Golden Anniversary Booklet 
KRANICH & BACH 
233-243 EAST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
JUBILEE PLAYER 
Price, $700 f.o.b. N.Y. 
The world’s greatest valu? in 
Upright Player Pianos 
MAKE YOUR OWN 
MUSIC ROLLS 
_ This unique machine is a scientific and prac¬ 
tical method of making your own Rolls. 
Easy to Learn and Easy to Operate 
Price $30.00 including all necessary supplies 
THE LEABARJAN MFG. CO., Hamilton, Ohio 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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A Tonic 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate taken 
when you feel all played out, can’t 
sleep, and have no appetite, refreshes, 
invigorates and imparts new life and 
energy. 
Get This Set of Three 
Calendars FREE 
These beautiful calendars are 
ideal decorations for your 
boudoir, library or den. They 
are^printed^in s^of t, artistic 
(Slze4^byl«)aVy ““ PaPer‘ 
Gouraud’s 
Oriental Cream 
The Ideal non-ftreasy toilet 
preparation, has been the fa¬ 
vorite for nearly three-quarters 
antee of its perfection. It can¬ 
not be surpassed for giving the 
complexion that clear, soft, 
pearly white appearance; try 
it and be convinced. 
FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON 
PROPRIETORS 
37 Great Jones Street, N. Y. C. 
19 St. Bride St., London, E. C. 
It n 
' Find it Instantly 
J^ON’T let your music become torn, 
worn and dusty; don’t search every¬ 
where for the selection you want. Keep 
each piece perfect and find it instantly bv 
filing it in a 
TINDALE MABIINET 
Beautifully finished cabinets for Sheet 
Music, Albums, Player-Piano Rolls, Phono¬ 
graph Records in graceful styles from $17.00 
up. Endorsed by leading musicians. 
Guaranteed satisfactory or money back. 
Write for Illustrated Catalog No. 31 
TINDALE CABINET CO., 
est 34th St., New York, N. Y. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
Developing the Fourth and Fifth Fingers 
Through the Chromatic Scale 
By ALMA COOTS FERRELL 
Music teachers who are in earnest Left Hand Ascending. 
about their , work not infrequently : 
aside a period of time for considering | 
technical problems, and evolving new 
ways and means for overcoming difficul¬ 
ties. It was during one of these “orig¬ 
inating hours” that the following idea oc- I 
curred to the writer. The need for I 
strengthening the fourth and fifth fingers 
has been much discussed and many reme¬ 
dies suggested. Apparently, however, i 
one has so far realised that a remedy | 
lies in the chromatic scale. 
MANY ADVANTAGES. 
Playing the chromatic scale is excellent I 
drill for that old warrior, the thumb, and I 
his close aides de camp, the second and 
third fingers, but in such practice the 
fourth and fifth fingers are idle and hang 
in mid air like aeroplanes. Why not, 
then, play the chromatic scale with the 
fourth and fifth fingers in addition to 
practicing with the first, second and third? 
By this means the weaker side of the 
hand is strengthened by a movement of 
muscles not often employed in piano 
playing. At the same time, the fingers 
will rapidly acquire wonderful agility and 
strength. The subjoined exercise, show¬ 
ing the fingering of the ascending and 
descending chromatic scale, beginning 
with the little finger of each hand, is the 
result of much study and practice which 
assures the writer that it will accom¬ 
plish the purpose for which it is de¬ 
signed : 
Supporting Grand Opera 
Grand Opera as we know it in America ence being that at Beyreuth, and at its 
s P o uced upon so gigantic a scale that more permanent prototype, the Prins Re- 
most every one now realizes the fact that genten Theatre in Munich, all of the seats 
rirh JrAu? .t lepatrnagc,,?f the VCry were sold at $s-00 and more, none for 
THsis nm newILT y mld no* ex,st m our great American opera Hits is not new, however, for grand opera houses. 
TlJjtTlSJnSeTS haS al™08t alwa.ys ^ may be some comfort to the man 
subsidy for its who sits in the last row in the top balcony 
(“one block from the stage” as Billy 
Baxter puts it) to know that if it were 
not for the wealthy patrons of opera he 
might not only be asked to pay $5.00 for 
-iv.,»«gU who scenic acces- admission to the opera house but indeed 
a?nthi<'Vd1Cth W°QU d seenJ spectacular even might not have any opera at all ’ 
at this date Singers likewise have al- Mr. James Huneker in a recent article 
ways demanded and received large com- h Puck oointc 1 V, 
pulsation. Porpora’s famous pupil, the Americans™ their ar isfic thiTsTs ^’ 
male soprano Farrinelli (1705-1782) was collecting paintintr, ™ thirsts by 
” <“h. *h' of Spain The"^“TC 
paid him 50,000 francs a year for ten buys a picture Wa * anf ^‘an who 
years to sing four songs nightly to her the man who buvs mimin' 6 k'ng’ tut 
morbid husband, Philip V. . memory o7 a u . Purchases a 
When the French government indicated large affairs, howler conthmall”11,,-0’ 
last spring that it would „ot |)e ,ble to cover that rhu.' oontnraaUy d,s- 
in "" Fr'“1’ °f ™““1 »“'■ "yf *» .ha°“l,o„b5 “da”"'; 
At Beyreuth, with seats at 25 marks, seatT rlgulariy^urcb116 m°St expensive 
grand opera was marketed for precisely and find sound reproducing^. SC°reS 
the same prices that Americans are asked ords to make a seri^uc^ / ?Cltne rec¬ 
to pay for the best seats, the only differ- they hear. senous study of the works 
The Idea Department 
In response to its request made in the 
January issue The Etude is in receipt 
of a great number of Idea Letters which 
have been submitted by our readers. 
Owing to the volume of contributions we 
have not as yet been able to select those 
which seem to promise to be most help¬ 
ful to others. It is very likely, however, 
that we shall be able to print a number in 
The Etude for April. We foresee, how- 
depended upon some v 
support. 
If we may be guided by antique engrav¬ 
ings _ the performances of Marc Antonio 
Cesti s IIP omo d’Oro were given c 
two hundred years ago with scenic « 
W’, that we shall be obliged to return n 
Z:f,uSiin^’7£‘i%:rT >° 
thank our readers for■ Vment We 
to thh appeal fo/bri'X'ff™ 
~P.ioe.ba 
THIRD 
PRIZE CONTEST 
FOR 
PIANOFORTE 
COMPOSITIONS 
Inspired by the success of two pr 
ous contests, the publisher of The Etuui 
makes the following offer, being convinced 
that competitions of this kind will 
awaken a wider interest in pianoforte 
composition and stimulate to effort many 
composers, both those who are known 
and those who are yet striving for recog¬ 
nition, bringing to the winners a desir¬ 
able publicity in addition to the imme¬ 
diate financial return. It seems unnec¬ 
essary to note that the fame of the 
composer will in no way influence the 
selection and that the pieces will be 
selected by absolutely impartial judges. 
SEVEN HUNDRED 
DOLLARS 
will be divided among the successful 
composers in the following manner: I 
Place I For the best three Con 
cert Pieces for piano solo 
offer the following prizes:— 
First Prize - - - $80.00 
Second Prize - - 60.00 
Third Prize - - - 40.00 
lace IT For the four best Par iass ii. lor pieces for piano w( 
offer four prizes as follows.— 
First Prize - - - $80.00 
Second Prize - - 60.00 
Third Prize - - - 40.00 
Fourth Prize - - 30.00 
Place Ilf For the four best t^iass ill. piano Pieces in Dance 
Form (waltz, march, tarantelle, mazurka, 
polka, etc.) we offer the following 
prizes:— 
First Prize - - - $60.00 
Second Prize - - 45.00 
Third Prize - - - 30.00 
Fourth Prize - - 20.00 
Class IV. For the best four Easy 
1 eaching Pieces in any 
style, for piano, we offer the following 
First Prize - - - $60.00 
Second Prize - - 45.00 
Third Prize - - - 30.00 
Fourth Prize - - 20.00 
CONDITIONS 
Competitors must comply with the 
following conditions! 
The contest is open to composers of 
The contest will close July 1st, 1915. 
„ All entries must be addressed to “The 
Etude Prise Contest. 1712Chestnut 
St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.” 
me and full address of th 
st be written upon the U 
isnuscript submitted. 
WSjs&:aii 
avoided. 
No re. 
length of 
ind pedantic efforts si 
is placed u| 
No composition which has been pub- 
lishcd shall be eligible for a prize. 
Composition* winning prizes to become 
the property of Thf Etvdk and to be 
published in the usual sheet form. 
The Etude 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Pubs., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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Department for Singers 
Edited by Famous Experts 
The Development of Overtones in the Singing Voice 
By RITA BREEZE 
If one inquired of the average singing 
teacher what the chief difficulty is in 
training a voice, he would reply; the 
blending of the registers. When ques¬ 
tioned what registers are, he carefully 
explains that they are divisions of the 
voice, characterized by differing qualities 
of tone. What causes these registers? 
They are, he says, natural divisions, and 
that, in order to make the voice smooth 
from its highest to its lowest note, these 
divisions must be blefided. 
Teachers do not agree as to how many 
registers a voice can have. Some say 
five; some three; and others only two. 
Occasionally one meets an instructor, who 
declares there are no registers, that all 
divisions are unnatural. Few use the 
same methods for equalizing the voice. 
One starts all his pupils on the lowest 
notes, intending to lay the foundation 
first, and, by adding tone by tone ascend¬ 
ing the scale, erect his structure upon it. 
To the uninitiated this theory may sound 
plausible, but, if it be pursued, the follow¬ 
ing results are obtained: the low notes 
grow strong, the medium weakens, and 
the head voice gradually recedes. With 
pe rsistence, the low notes become “chesty” 
and harsh; there is a break between the 
low and medium; and the medium itself 
is thin and “breathy,” The head voice 
grows still fainter, and the student uses 
it with extreme trepidation. 
TYPES OF TEACHERS. 
If the teacher be an observing person, 
he soon perceives the condition of his 
pupil, and, thinking to mend matters, at¬ 
tempts to draw the so-called “chest voice” 
up over the break between the low and 
medium; to a certain extent he succeeds, 
but in the course of this process, he only 
forces the break a little higher up the 
scale. It then usually falls between the 
medium and head voices, and, if the pupil 
has not already succumbed to nervous 
prostration, our energetic instructor tries 
to bridge over the difficulty in still other 
ways. Since it is impossible to carry up 
this kind of “chest voice” further than 
perhaps half way through the medium, 
he leaves that for a time to take care of 
itself, and starts on what is left of the 
medium tones. If he does not force them 
too heavily at first, they may recover 
sufficiently to be used, though always with 
uncertainty. The head voice by this time 
is a mere thread coming on feebly about 
the middle of the head register. 
My readers will at once recognize this 
as the worst type of teacher. Of course 
a voice which has been so abused, seldom 
regains its original beauty, and then only 
through years of patient hard work and 
radical measures on the part of the suc¬ 
ceeding instructor. 
There is another kind of teacher, who 
does not accept the law of registers with¬ 
out reservation, and who, guided by his 
innate love of beauty, has a clear con¬ 
ception of ideal tone quality. This kind 
of man will not hesitate to disregard 
precedent, but resorts to any original way 
which will further the development of his 
ideal. With such a teacher, the tempera¬ 
ment of the pupil exerts decisive influence 
on the methods he will employ. If the 
pupil has a naturally sweet voice, which 
a sensitive nature dictates should be used 
softly in certain places, then the teacher 
will probably exercise it gently in the 
medium, simply because the student sings 
there with greater ease than in any other 
part. Gradually he extends the exercises 
toward both extremes of the compass, 
and, quite unconsciously, both the teacher 
and the pupil bridge over the two dang¬ 
erous points, the break between the lower 
and medium and that between the medium 
and head voices. 
These few words suffice to indicate a 
process, which, if hindered even slightly, 
since neither teacher nor pupil under¬ 
stands the underlying scientific principle, 
may end almost as disastrously as the 
methods of the first man. 
A DEARTH OF VOICES IN FRANCE. 
The dearth of beautiful voices in France 
about fifty years-ago was so marked that 
the Secretary of the Department of Fine 
Arts was requested to appoint a special 
commission to investigate the cause. After 
experiments, which extended over a 
period of four years time, Manual Garcia, 
the Secretary of the Commission, made 
a complete and very learned report. His 
conclusion was that the head voice is the 
real voice. Let the student recognize the 
uper quality, which in sopranos is called 
the overtone and in tenors the falsetto; 
then let the teacher carry down this 
quality from the head through the medium 
voice. Up to that time Garcia had suc¬ 
ceeded with sopranos in carrying this 
quality down as far as F natural in the 
first space of the staff, but following this 
theory, it should be drawn down to the 
lowest note in any kind of voice. 
In a foot-note to this report, Garcia 
mentioned Dr. James Rush as the inspirer 
of his research. Dr. Rush was the author 
of a book called The Philosophy of the 
Human Voice, published in 1833, in Phila¬ 
delphia, now out of print. The theory 
advanced by Garcia is already given in 
this book, but based upon the principles 
of the speaking voice. Dr. Rush scientifi¬ 
cally proves the existence of the overtone 
and gives a system of notation, by the 
use of which it may be developed. Reci¬ 
tative, being but a step higher, is the next 
form to which he applies his theory, and 
thence to the art of singing. His con¬ 
clusions in the third instances are identi¬ 
cal to those arrived at by Garcia in his 
later paper. 
The writer had the good fortune, when 
in Chicago, to find in the library of a 
friend, a valuable old book of instruction 
written by Signor Domenico Corri, who 
was a pupil of the great Porpora (1685- 
1767). Porpora was the perfector of the 
Old Italian School, and this book by Sig¬ 
nor Corri incorporated his principles ad¬ 
mirably. The whole aim of the instruc¬ 
tion is to poise and develop the voice in 
a simple, natural way. Following are a 
few quotations from his book: 
FROM A NOTED TEACHER. 
“Too much exertion above or below 
the natural compass would be detrimental 
to the voice, and though not felt in yotfth, 
its injurious effect will soon be discovered 
when the constitution of the voice begins 
to relax. 
“If scholars in their practice do not 
themselves feel the sensation of pleasure 
at the sound of a single note, it must be 
attributed to an improper manner of prac¬ 
tice, or to the want of natural musical 
gifts. 
“From the instructions I received from 
my preceptor, Porpora, and from my own 
observations of almost all the best singers 
Europe has produced within the last fifty 
years, I find that the qualifications neces¬ 
sary to form a perfect ‘shake’ are equal¬ 
ity of notes distinctly marked and moder¬ 
ately quick.” 
These old singing masters not only 
trained the voice, but they taught sight¬ 
reading, and insisted upon the student’s 
having some knowledge of an instrument, 
preferably the harpsichord (piano). In 
their sight-reading they did not use the 
“Movable Do” system. That is quite a 
modern development. Wherever Middle 
C was written the “Do” was sung, for 
there was an underlying principle to this 
practice. In making this change we 
moderns have lost the main link between 
the Old School and the present one, if 
what we have can be called a school at 
all. When the syllables were first used' 
upon their corresponding notes, they 
were not placed there by accident, hut 
because each particular syllable brought 
out a certain desirable quality of sound 
from the note on which it was sung; in 
other words this stationary system of 
sight-reading was a means of focussing 
and placing the voice. 
The first retrograding step was made 
by a French musician by the name of Le 
Maire about one hundred and fifty years 
ago. He introduced the syllable, “Si,” 
in the gamut in place of “Ti.” This 
syllable falls on B natural, which is only 
a half-tone from C, the tonic, and needs 
a strong leading to the tonic. It is a 
softer sound and for that reason allows 
the tone to slip further back into th'e 
throat than the syllable “Ti” would. 
The last authority on this subject, is 
Davidson Palmer, an Englishman, who 
has written a small book entitled, The 
Rightly Produced Voice, published in- 
London in 1897. This gentleman tells 
how he discovered the theory of the • 
overtone, or falsetto (he was a tenor). 
As a hoy he sang in a Church choir; 
when his voice changed, he found him¬ 
self with a shattered remnant of the boy’s 
voice, and gradually grew to depend upon 
the new and unnatural chest quality, be¬ 
cause he thought the lighter tones 
sounded effeminate. After a time he 
studied singing with a gentleman, who 
developed the medium and then brought 
down the lighter quality to about the 
end of the medium register—the corres¬ 
ponding place where Garcia left off. 
DEVELOPING THE UPPER VOICE. 
Mr. Palmer, being of an experimental 
turn of mind, found he could sing with 
greater ease by using the falsetto entirely, 
and consequently adopted it. His voice- 
strengthened and improved in quality 
without exhibiting any unevenness. Af¬ 
terward he taught others with success. 
The following quotations are from Mr. 
Palmer’s book: 
Habit- 
ig a Luden’s , 
I when the head is . 
f “stopped up” or 
I vocal cords are 
I tired and strained. '1 
LUDEN’S 
cTndy1 Cough Drops 
i “Give Quick Relief” 
I from coughs, colds and throat irrita- 
1 tion. Luden’s are national “throat 
I easers.”— 
i “Luden’s Have A Hundred Uses”) 
TO SINGERS: 
If you contemplate Summer Vocal 
Study, Write to Me. I will send 
information that may particularly 
appeal to You. Every facility for 
investigating the work done here 
will be placed at your disposal. My 
Summer plans will appear in April 
GEORGE CHADWICK STOCK 
Vocal Studio, Y.M.C.A.BMg.,New Haven,Conn. 
Author of “Guiding Thoughts for Singers" 
*1 per copy, postage prepaid 
In New York This Winter 
GEORGE E. SHEA 
OF PARIS 
Teacher of Singing 
Voice Development, Style, Repertory, 
Gesture, Perfect French 
171 W. 57th St., (Mondays, Thursdays) 
Phone 268 Columbus 
410 Riverside Drive, Phone 4597 Morningside 
D. A. CLIPPINGER 
AUTHOR OF 
Systematic Voice Training 
will hold his Inatitute for Singers 
BEGINNING JUNE 28th ANI 
CONTINUING FIVE WEEKS 
The full course is a combination of privati 
lessons, class lessons, lectures and recitals 
His success with the head voice has brough 
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A PERTINENT QUESTION. 
The question has often been put, “Why 
does not the organ enjoy more favor as 
a solo instrument?” The query can be 
very easily expressed in a different way, 
•thus: Why do people flock to hear 
Hofmann or Elman, gladly paying any¬ 
thing from one dollar to five dollars, 
and stay away from even our greatest 
organists whom they could hear for 
twenty-fiye cents, ten cents, or nothing? 
To an extent an answer is found in 
the second form of the question, for 
as long as organists publicly proclaim 
that their performances are not worth 
more than twenty-five cents, or ten cents, 
or nothing (see numerous advertise¬ 
ments), just so long will the public con¬ 
tinue to accept them at their own ap¬ 
praisal. This is by no means a com¬ 
plete answer to the question, for the 
elements of Fashion and Hero-worship 
undoubtedly figure very largely, and 
not everyone that attends a pianoforte 
or violin recital by a famous artist does 
so for a purely musical reason. As yet 
there are no heroes in the organ world 
—no one who has made such a stir in 
The organ as a concert instrument 
has not yet come into its bwn, in this or 
in any other country, and while there 
have been notable examples of success¬ 
ful organ concerts, it would be ridicu¬ 
lous to claim that the measure of success 
attained at these present high-water¬ 
mark organ concerts is all that can 
reasonably be expected or desired. 
To begin at the proper place—Is there 
.anything wrong with the instrument it¬ 
self? No one can sensibly deny to the 
organ its tremendous superiority over 
every other instrument in its capacity 
for musical expression, and did any have 
the temerity to attempt this, they would 
be required to show that it was at least 
inferior to the pianoforte, on which in¬ 
strument so many have achieved fame. 
The organ, then, as ai vehicle for musical 
expression must be regarded as “safe.” 
COMPARATIVELY FEW ORGAN 
STUDENTS. 
It were well to remember that quite 
a considerable portion of the audiences 
at the concerts of famous pianists and 
violinists is made up of students of those 
instruments seeking not only a feast of 
music, but inspiration and instruction to 
themselves, and to whom the concert is 
as a personal lesson from a great artist. 
The problem of the possession of a piano 
or violin is one that is very easily solved. 
Not so the organ, which is a generally 
inaccessible instrument. Consequently 
there are comparatively few students, 
and still fewer organ “heroes” for them 
to be anxious to hear. 
- The organ, however, does occasion¬ 
ally get a hearing of a sort, but never 
at more than twenty-five cents per head, 
and most frequently at nothing per head. 
Let us face the situation with boldness. 
Where lies the trouble? If not in the 
instrument, is it not reasonable to sup¬ 
pose it must be, to an extent at least, in 
the player? On the assumption that this 
is so, let us indulge in a short period of 
self-examination, and endeavor to locate 
the short-comings with a view to cor¬ 
recting them, and by so doing place the 
art of tha organist on a higher plane. 
We have already granted to the organ 
first place as a musical instrument. Two 
conditions remain that stand out promi¬ 
nently: The Selection of Music; The 
Manner of Performance. 
To their great credit almost all or¬ 
ganists the writer has been privileged to 
meet have been men with a mission, no 
less than that of educating the public. 
The very last thing the public cares to 
know is that it stands in need of edu¬ 
cation, so while this ambition is in every 
way a laudable one, the employment of 
it should be effected with great discrim¬ 
ination and diplomacy. 
The basis of music is melody. Next to 
melody, and so close to it as to be 
scarcely second in rank, is concordance, 
whether in form, rhythm, or harmonic 
structure. These features are of para¬ 
mount importance to every musician, but 
most of all to the organist, he having 
an instrument on which it is very easy 
to render these great essentials of non¬ 
effect. This may be regarded as an ex¬ 
traordinary statement, and an explana¬ 
tion is in order. As a general rule the 
organ is played much too loudly, with a 
consequent loss of clearness of detail 
The full organ is magnificent in stately’ 
sustained chords, but becomes almost 
unintelligible when used in complex 
florid passages, especially if such pas¬ 
sages be contrapuntal in nature. 
SELECTING INTERESTING PROGRAMS. 
In dealing with the matter of selec¬ 
tion of music, has it ever occurred to the 
organist that the programs presented bv 
eminent pianists and violinists comprise, 
for the most part, works that might al- 
,b,C fSa'd to.be. antique? It would 
If RPYi a P'anist can give sufficient 
of Beethoven Brahms, and Chopin, with 
L27 Crtrlbution ^om more 
modern works, he has a repertoire to 
ber d t ^ llfetime- And be it remem- 
tW e’J I' rnVJar!ably the older works 
that seem to find the most favor with the 
audience. ^ Beyond question there is a 
“cent the S’ altlTgh one hesitates to 
Tit l ? ♦ resP°nsih'hty of pointing it 
It is a fact nevertheless, that the public 
yes even the musically educated, prefer 
to hear works more or less familial, and 
as the public is mostly to be reckoned 
with in the question as to the measure of 
favor accorded to the musician, it would 
be unwise to deny the most earnest con¬ 
sideration to this matter of selection of 
music. 
The foregoing remarks would seem to 
imply that the organist should give lib¬ 
erally of Bach, Handel, Mendelssohn 
etc., to the comparative exclusion of the 
more modem contributors to organ liter- 
ature. As a matter of fact large num¬ 
bers of organist’s programs are planned 
so as to form an excellent balance be¬ 
tween the old and the new—on paper- 
but in performance the beauty of the 
balance is frequently destroyed through 
the very evident belief of the organist 
that all contrapuntal music must be 
played fortissimo. Bach is certainly the 
chief sufferer in this respect, the pro¬ 
longed clangor in the racing about of the 
florid passages on the full organ being 
anything but conducive to an enjoyment 
of the work. One frequently hears the 
complaint that the music of Bach “has 
no tune to it,” when as a matter of fact 
the preponderance of melody is so great 
that it becomes bewildering in its com¬ 
plexity, and so is comparatively unin¬ 
telligible to those unacquainted with mu¬ 
sical form. Paderewski plays the A 
minor Prelude and Fugue to an audience 
(largely musical, certainly) in such man¬ 
ner that the veriest tyro present is able 
to comprehend. His enunciation of each 
voice is so cleverly accomplished that 
the particular voice that has the floor 
(so to speak) is clearly defined above 
the other voices, which, having had their 
moment, are now, as it were, perform¬ 
ing a secondary part. The only way in 
which this plan could be followed on 
the organ would be to distribute the 
voices over the different manuals, which 
would render Bach immeasurably more 
difficult to play. The one thing that is 
necessary above all else in the rendering 
of Bach is clearness and precision in 
part playing, and what is true of Bach 
applies equally to all music, and the 
moment one begins to use loud organ 
in quickly moving parts, that same mo¬ 
ment does the effect lose its silvery con¬ 
cordance, and become nothing less than 
a jumble of incoherent sounds. 
FAVORITE MASTERPIECES. 
It has been seen that as a rule lovers 
of music are much given to expressing 
the keenest appreciation for that which 
is more or less familiar to them. There 
are “favorites” on the organ just the 
same as on the pianoforte or violin. 
Musical history is full of examples of 
preference for certain works. It must 
be allowed, however, that at times this 
very fact works an injury to the cause 
of good music. To cite a familiar case: 
How very easy ’twould be to purge 
church hymnals of all that is forbidding 
a.nd trashy were it not for that condi¬ 
tion brought about by favoritism, and 
while this is an extreme case, and is 
a begging of the question, the rule still 
holds good in higher planes of music. 
There is always a demand for the repeti¬ 
tion of that which pleases. How true 
this is in kindred art. We gaze on a 
painting by Van Dyke or by Gains¬ 
borough, or on a Canova statue, and are 
much impressed. Are our artistic sensi¬ 
bilities satisfied with that one look? 
Not at all—we are anxious to look over 
and over again, and at each look we are 
able to discern something new, some 
beautiful feature that had escaped us be¬ 
fore. The same is true of literature, and 
of painting, and why not of organ mu¬ 
sic? Then why this incessant demand 
on the part of the organist for new mu¬ 
sic, for recital programs in which per¬ 
haps as much as three-fourths of the 
numbers are entirely unfamiliar. It is 
m 
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safe to say there is not an eminent pi¬ 
anist who would be venturesome enough 
to follow a similar plan, and if it is 
sought to gain for the organ that same 
measure of appreciation meted out to 
the pianoforte, surely we shall be doing 
well if we give heed to the conditions 
which have made the smaller instrument 
so popular with music lovers. 
Organists occasionally make use of the 
word “new” in naming certain numbers 
on their programs, and at times it would 
seem as if the artist attached very con¬ 
sider. i merit to the employment of the 
word, judging from the frequency of its 
use. It would be very interesting to 
know the reason for such usage. It has 
on more than one occasion been in¬ 
terpreted as a warning. 
The objection will doubtless be raised 
by some that if a reversion is to be made 
to the music of earlier writers, the de¬ 
mand for the music of present-day com¬ 
posers would decrease. A correct pro¬ 
portion, only, is sought. First of all, 
make the organ attractive and compell¬ 
ing by insisting that everything played 
upon it, whether new or old, shall have 
received a proper season of study and 
preparation. Let the so-called education 
of the public begin at the right end, 
which is in the organist himself. If 
great care be taken in the preparing of 
programs for organ recitals, the earn¬ 
estness of the artist will soon be re¬ 
flected in his hearers, and a following as¬ 
sured. In this way a good standard may 
be set and maintained, and the demand 
for organ music will grow, and ere long 
the organ will indeed begin to “come into 
its own.” A pessimistic view of organ 
playing should not be held. The desire, 
backed up by earnest effort, to effect an 
improvement will soon be followed by 
gratifying results, and we shall have 
people attending organ recitals the pro¬ 
grams of which contain a fair proportion 
of what is called classical music, because 
those numbers are to be performed, and 
not in spite of them. 
“HALF-BAKED” PERFORMANCES. 
The one great essential in presenting 
music before an audience is that it shall 
,be well done. All too often the or¬ 
ganist has belittled the standard of his 
art by performances which have been 
justly stigmatized as “half-baked.” The 
frantic chase for new music greatly ex¬ 
aggerates this humiliating condition. 
Supreme contentment can come to the 
artist only through the conviction that 
he has achieved a finished performance. 
The same degree of contentment can 
come to those who comprise the audi¬ 
ence only when they have the too un¬ 
usual experience of hearing music that 
has been diligently studied and fault¬ 
lessly rendered. It is better by far to 
have at one’s command a limited reper¬ 
toire which the organist knows he can 
play, than to have a make-believe reper¬ 
toire of which the only commendable 
quality that may be said of it is in rela¬ 
tion to its extensiveness. 
The organ is the grandest of all musi¬ 
cal instruments. Its many voices, to¬ 
gether with the mechanical means fur¬ 
nished for giving effect to them, give 
to the player an amazing opportunity for 
the interpretation of music that is not 
even remotely approached by any other 
instrument. This very fact at times 
tends to the undoing of the organist, for 
there are so many possibilities, and so 
bewildering an amount of detail, that the 
organist is seldom able to stay long 
enough in one place to permit of thorough¬ 
ness in any one particular detail. It 
would be embarrassing to be compelled to 
admit that the standard of the organist 
is lower than the prevailing standard of 
the pianist, when on giving due con¬ 
sideration to the matter from the point 
of view of the resources of the two in¬ 
struments, organ playing should occupy 
the premier position. It is true that the 
inaccessibility of the organ is largely re¬ 
sponsible for mediocrity in organ play¬ 
ing, and conditions are generally against 
the organist. The instrument he uses 
is perhaps in a church where a liberal 
use of the organ is possibly frowned 
upon, if not, almost entirely prohibited. 
KEEPING UP THE STANDARD. 
The standard of organ playing may 
be maintained at a high level, and still 
the artist may be performing important 
missionary work. It should never be 
forgotten that the great majority of 
those comprising an audience have but a 
very superficial knowledge of music and 
are not able to regard it from the same 
point of view as the trained musician. 
The artist at the top of the ladder loses 
nothing when he descends a few steps 
in order to assist others to a higher posi¬ 
tion. 
Much might be said of a Standard of 
Interpretation, although it is held by 
many that such a standard does not ex¬ 
ist, save only in so far as it relates to 
the purely technical side of music. The 
subject is too extensive to indulge in 
at this writing, and will be dismissed 
by quoting the views of an organist of 
eminence who said, “Deliver me from the 
man that hugs his metronome too 
closely.” 
Organ music should be the best in the 
world, and attract the most attention and 
favor from lovers of music, and the 
skilled organist should occupy an unas¬ 
sailable position at the very pinnacle of 
the art-mountain built up by the giant 
intellects that have made music the most 
universal and the most loved of all the 
arts. 
THE SECULAR USE OF THE 
ORGAN. 
Nothing in contemporaneous life com¬ 
pares in growth with the motion-picture 
idea. The figures as to the yearly increase 
are dazzling, and the end is not yet. 
There must be music for the movies, 
and there always is music—save the mark. 
Usually it is mediocre; too often it is 
unmentionably had; rarely it adds a mean¬ 
ing to the pictured sentiment. 
In the last year or two there has been 
a reaching out by the more progressive 
managers for something better, larger 
orchestra's, more carefully adapted music, 
until recently there was a large Broad¬ 
way production of a pictured poem, which 
was given with an orchestra of fifty men 
and a chorus of forty voices, and with a 
complete written musical score for every 
moment of the action. 
In the large opera house built by Oscar 
Hammerstein on the East Side of New 
York pictures have been mounted in a 
thoroughly adequate way. A large or¬ 
chestra under a capable and painstaking 
conductor, a three-manual organ of forty 
stops, and an ensemble of operatic vocal¬ 
ists rendered a musical accompaniment to 
the motion picture that is bound to attract 
an entirely new clientele. The interpola¬ 
tion of scenes from opera with scenery 
and costumes between the pictures was not 
only a delicious bit of characteristic 
audacity, but it stamped the entire enter¬ 
tainment with a dignity and bigness woe¬ 
fully lacking in the usual picture show. 
A brand-new field for organists! Only 
on an organ is it possible to properly reg¬ 
ister the correct musical illustration of the 
sentiment on the screen. Many pictures 
demand a closely adapted accompaniment, 
and no orchestra can possibly change the 
style of playing to suit the action nor 
modulate into another selection. Only an 
organist, and one of really first-class at¬ 
tainments, can do such pictures justice. 
The names of a few of the men who 
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Bine-jay, for 12 years, has kept 
some people free from corns. 
Now nearly Half the people who 
have corns end them in this way. 
They simply do this: 
Apply Blue-jay at night It is 
done in a jiffy, and the pain ends 
from that moment 
In two days the corn is loosened. 
Then they lift it out. There is no 
pain, no soreness, and the corn is 
completely removed. 
Pare corns and they remain 
ever-present Use old-time treat¬ 
ments and the corns don’t end. 
But apply a Blue-jay plaster 
and that corn will leave you. If 
it doesn’t, apply one more, for 
some corns are stubborn. 
A million corns a month go 
that way. Let yours be among 
them. Start today. 
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have been attracted from the church or 
concert field will indicate the trend and 
will help to make the organist who enters 
this field feel at home. Among the better 
known are Richard Henry Warren, Dr. 
Percy Starnes, Arthur Depew, Herbert 
Sisson, Granville Smith, H. Leslie Goss 
and Th. Musgrove. Many of these still 
maintain their church connections. Mr. 
Warren commutes weekly from Boston to 
direct the music at the Church of the 
Ascension. Mr. Warren’s work in Boston, 
while in some respects unique, is perhaps 
sufficiently typical for illustration. The 
Scoliay Square Olympia, where he plays, 
is equipped with a four-manual Moller 
of his own design, which is in many re¬ 
spects a wide departure from the conven¬ 
tional type of instrument. The organist 
is starred as the leading feature of this 
large vaudeville house and the organ, to 
use a theatrical term, is “circussed.” Mr. 
Warren’s chief number at each perform¬ 
ance is a sort of rhapsody, consisting of 
typical organ themes with perhaps a hint 
of a popular melody all worked up with 
original matter to constitute an effective 
and legitimate organ number, but planned 
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heard in the course of a picture. C °°' Pr°c“ 75 Cent, 
Organists of limited imagination, with-- 
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field. The musical requirements are se- . , . , , . , , 
vere, but the financial rewards are consid- ^ 01 Kv"d 
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ing to those who are fitted for it.—The V * i»“W 
New Musical Review. ‘lli mod cuHfoilr the pis 
in a way Ji»t U eadly understood and there i. nodi, &&, 
to display the special and unusual re¬ 
sources of his particular instrument, the 
object being to make the organ interesting 
every moment. How well he has suc¬ 
ceeded in this may be appreciated when 1 
is realized that his featured number has 
been in the bills of this one house for 
!en months with no diminution of its pop¬ 
ularity. 
Mr. Warren usually plays also for the 
one feature picture of the bill, and his 
method with pictures will repay the study 
of any organist. The invention of mo¬ 
tives for the different characters the 
picture, the adaptation of a theme and 
its musical elaboration, the illustration of 
dialogue, characteristic bits invented for 
special requirements of the picture and 
nt by (foie wl 
Sensible Names 
We all know that the titles given to 
many organ stops, while picturesque, give 
little idea of the tone quality or strength 
of the row of pipes thus designated. Who 
of the uninitiated could tell at first sight the 
meaning of terms such as the following: 
“Doppel-flote,” “Spitz-flote,” “Corno da 
Caccia,” “Flauto-inversa,” “Gambe,” “Na- 
sard,” “Cromorne,” “Dulcian,” ‘‘Fugara,” 
“Tuba-mirabilis,” “Armonia-aetheria,” 
etc., etc. ? While the original signification 
of the words is sometimes obvious, it is 
difficult if not impossible, to see their 
application or appropriateness to the organ 
stops which they embellish. True, as 
Sancho Panza says: “A man may call his 
house an island if he choose.” Still, I 
myself should be greatly pleased to see 
a uniformity of names adopted by all . 
manufacturers, not only for the sake of 
the composer and organist but for the 
for Organ Stops 
literature of the organ as well. I think 
that many composers like Mendelssohn 
and Saint-Saens often place their most 
valuable ideas out of the reach of the 
organist, and confide them to the orches¬ 
tral conductor, for the reason that they 
are surer of the proper rendition of their 
instrumental effects. I do not refer, of 
Price, $1.00 
FOUNDATION MATERIALS FOR 
THE PIANOFORTE 
By CHARLES W. LANDON 
This method let 
course, to those works which depend upon •““<»» » given <° rhythm, tin 
the wiaale-mnnnle of otj** n,rth.od. calcul- ed the iggle-waggle of fugue and counter¬ 
point for their chief interest, but to com¬ 
positions of the triore modern school. In¬ 
deed, it seems as though a large field 
were being opened to the imagination of 
the composer by the wonderful improve¬ 
ments which have been made by the 
organ builders of to-day, rendering pos¬ 
sible novel combinations and effects 
ort bCTsJa.d U[ML tfc 
colors hitherto unheard of.—Edgar Ns?,he valuable_ 
Stillman Kelley in Sharps and Flats. thJb^k 37««PT!^hie' 
method or courae of piano all 
LANDON’S PIANOFORTE 
METHOD 
EASILY GRADED FOR BEGINNERS 
Thiabook is by a practical teacher who has proven the value 
,he “■ri1*^hiyw^ ss&Tf--Tyt 
L-! • 1 * The teacher's Mason system of technic 
led so guide I 
re well wofll 
How THE ETUDE Helped the B Sharp Club 
■CLASS PINSI 
■ RINGS &MEDALsl_ 
IC.K.GROUSE CO. CATALQ6^» 
TNorthAttleboro Mass.Bqx 33-A 
By GRACE 
The “B Sharp Club,” composed of 
twelve of my pupils, aged from ten to 
fourteen, subscribes for The Etude. At 
each bi-monthly meeting we decide upon 
one especial topic for discussion at the 
next meeting. Each member is to report 
on some subject. If it is a broad one, 
like the Life of Beethoven, or the Use 
and Construction of Musical Instruments, 
the topic is divided, each member having 
one phase of it. If the subjects chosen 
are less comprehensive each member has 
a different one. 
In charge of the club “librarian” is an 
Etude card-index containing such sub¬ 
jects as History of Music, Harmony, 
Great Composers, Virtuosos, Opera, Musi¬ 
cal Instruments, Recitals, Games, Music, 
etc., all listed alphabetically. Under the 
head of Music, for example, comes Duets 
and Characteristic Rhythms particularly 
useful in our club ensemble work. 
The office of librarian is a coveted one, 
and is held in turn by the different pupils 
as a reward for some merit in the private 
lesson work. The librarian has the privi¬ 
lege of taking the most recent number 
of The Etude home for the first two 
weeks while she is classifying in the card 
catalog the subjects that are to be subse¬ 
quently used in the club work. The im¬ 
portance of this commission is duly ap¬ 
preciated and much pride taken in neat¬ 
ness and accuracy. 
BUSENBARK 
As teacher I am an “honorary mem¬ 
ber of the B Sharp Club, and mark the 
articles previously selected for their spe¬ 
cial interest and helpfulness in line with 
the general work planned for the year 
f only part of the article is applicable 
tor our stage of progress that is also 
marked. 
During the two weeks intervening be- 
Sninr,nf e*ch ™-nber consults the 
a e W on a THE E™s are kept on file with other musical books 
on low shelves in my studio and are 
bemySThe Lt'C<ieSSibnle t0 the club mem~ bers. The articles thus referred to for 
reporting upon are copied by each pupil 
into a note-book kept for that purpose 
T,tmg they are r«d aloud crith 
cisea and discussed. 
I have found that’this individual listing 
of desired information is popular with 
^ rd;%7s:IrPirtIy eniivens 
and play is thus readily accessible. 
I he very process of searching for and 
classifying engender interest in tL , 
themselves. I, sho™‘, "e j““ 
£"££ °h'T“ E"“ “me to 
subscribers !|™ become 
GUSTAV DAMM’S PIANO 
SCHOOL 
WITH ENGLISH AND GERMAN TEXT 
An exce-LMedihon of this widely used work, the popularity 
°t which may he judged by the fact that thcoiijioJ Germo 
IwUishet has issued no ess than two hundred ediioci of it. 
attire" B Somewhat larger tfuuynort others, so the note 
■deal edition fcrbtfhtei 
An Enlarged and Revised Ecition of 
LOUIS KOEHLER’S PRACTICAL 
METHOD FOR PIANOFORTE 
Opus 249; Volumes I mid U 
Revised by the Author’s daughter, 
. CLARA KOEHLER-HEBERLEIN 
1 hu 19 a work needing no introduction to tcachen. T1k 
— lor the AMERIt 
LEBERT AND STARK’S PIANO 
SCHOOL 
rk and who 
EarI h Elementary School-First Degree, $2 
• r* . ... uiumare value or a so-caiicu 
Endorsed by Liszt, Heller, Marmontd. Lochner, 
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE PROFESSION 
Published by THEO. PRESSER CO. 
1712 Chestnut Street, PhilaJelphii, Pa- 
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Selling a Violin 
Many people write to The Etude for 
advice in regard to selling their violins. 
Thousands of people have old violins 
which they consider of great value, and 
which may be so in a few cases. Hear¬ 
ing of the sometimes fabulous prices paid 
for Cremona violins they are naturally 
anxious to convert their old fiddles into 
cash. 
As a matter of fact a violin is one of 
the most difficult things to sell, and one 
of the most difficult things to buy to ad¬ 
vantage, unless one knows exactly how to 
go about it. The reason of this is that 
thoroughly competent judges of violins 
are so rarely found. Almost any one can 
give a pretty good guess, or thinks he 
can, at the value of a house and lot, a 
horse, or a suit of clothes, but to the un¬ 
initiated violins look pretty much alike 
and sound pretty much alike. Out of a 
crowd of vi’olins, good and bad, cheap 
and valuable, the average man whose 
knowledge of the violin is limited might 
pick out' a $10 factory fiddle in prefer¬ 
ence to a $10,000 Strad if given his choice. 
Then again a master violinist can make 
a $5 violin sound better than a priceless 
Cremona in the hands of a player who 
rasps like a saw filer. This being so, no 
wonder the public is completely at sea 
when it comes to buying and selling vio¬ 
lins. It is natural to assume that any 
good violin player should know how to 
select a violin, and to he able to judge of 
the value of a violin very closely. The 
fact of the matter is, however, that many 
professional violinists have a very limited 
knowledge of violin values, and are poor 
judges of violin tone into the bargain. 
In selling a supposedly valuable old 
violin, the owner should first take steps 
to find exactly what his violin is. In 
order to do this he must first submit the 
instrument to an expert for an opinion. 
If the violin is a comparatively crude 
affair, a violin maker or repairer can be 
found in almost any town, of any size who 
can assure the owner that his violin has 
little value. In case, however, that it is 
an artistically made instrument, it will 
often require the judgment of a profes¬ 
sional violin expert as to whether it is 
genuine or not. There are not a great 
many really competent experts in the 
whole United States, most of them being 
located in New York, Chicago, Boston 
and some of the other large cities. Such 
an expert usually charges $5 as a fee for 
making th'e examination, and will give the 
owner a certificate stating exactly what 
the violin is in his opinion and what its 
probable market value. Such a cer¬ 
tificate is naturally of great value to the 
owner in finding a purchaser. 
Now as to finding a purchaser. If the 
violin is to be sold to a violin dealer, it 
is not so necessary to have it put in per¬ 
fect playing order, for the violin dealer 
will buy the violin if he thinks he can 
sell it, just as it is, and have the restora¬ 
tion and repairs made himself. If, how¬ 
ever, the violin is to be offered to violin¬ 
ists and amateurs, it is of the greatest 
importance to have it put in perfect repair 
and in perfect playing order. I have 
known many cases of where people 
hawked their violins around for years try¬ 
ing to sell them and failing because they 
were in such bad shape that no one would 
buy them. Then again I have known of 
many instances of quick sales which were 
made because the owners were wise 
enough to have their violins put in per¬ 
fect condition by a master repairer. A 
comparatively inferior violin will sound 
much better than a much more valuable 
one if the poor violin is in perfect' play¬ 
ing condition and the good one is not. 
Almost every city of any size has violin 
dealers who will buy violins if they are 
really good, but the trouble is that they 
will not pay the full value for them. 
Dealers in old violins expect to make an 
enormous profit because old violins are 
of very slow sale, and it takes much time 
and negotiation to make a sale. These 
dealers send their violins to prospective 
purchasers all over the country on selec¬ 
tion, and a dozen violins may be sent, a 
few at a time, before a sale is made. I 
have known of cases where a New York 
violin dealer sent as high as twenty-five 
old violins in batches of five to a pur¬ 
chaser in some distant part of the country 
without making a sale after all. All this 
packing and unpacking and keeping the 
violins in repair takes a large amount of 
the dealer’s time, and makes him demand 
very large profits when he does make a 
sale. 
If the owner of a violin decides to try 
to sell the violin privately, he may be able 
to get a much better price than he could 
get from a dealer, but he will probably 
find that it will take up a great deal of 
his time. If he has a certificate and val¬ 
uation from a recognized expert, the prob¬ 
lem will be much simplified, because such 
a certificate amounts to a warranty. He 
can advertise the violin for sale in the 
local press, and may effect a sale in that 
manner, or he may advertise it in a 
musical paper of general circulation, but 
in this case he will be put to the bother 
of packing the violin and shipping it to 
prospective purchasers probably many 
times before he effects a sale. In this 
case also he runs the risk of having the 
violin lost or destroyed in transit, or in¬ 
jured by the party to whom he sends it. 
An excellent plan where the violin is a 
really valuable instrument is to take the 
violin and show it to the members of a 
symphony orchestra before their rehearsal 
hour. These men all have pupils, and if 
they do not want the violin themselves, 
they may be able to sell it on a commis¬ 
sion basis to some of their pupils. Violin 
teachers are often able to place good 
violins with their pupils, which they are 
glad to do for a commission. The violin 
may also be left at a leading music store 
to be sold on commission. 
Selling even a really valuable violin is 
often a discouraging business, and takes 
much time and patience. Many people 
will be found who would like to buy the 
violin if they could be really convinced 
of its value, but since they know nothing 
of violin values, they are extremely skep¬ 
tical. 
Large cities are the best in which to 
sell valuable old violins, since in the 
smaller places most people want violins 
for $5 or $10. In such places $25 is con¬ 
sidered a large price for a violin, and $50 
is considered ruinous extravagance. In 
the large cities there are many professional 
violinists and advanced pupils who are 
constantly on the outlook for good violins 
and who understand the immense impor¬ 
tance of having a good violin for solo and 
high-class orchestral work. 
FreeTrial 
10to30Days 
9 on any strictly high- 
grade violin in our 
k famous stock of rare in¬ 
struments. A positively 
^ free1 trial right in 
your own 
home. There 
are no strings 
to this lib¬ 
eral offer. 
Send in the 
coupon for 
details. 
A Request to Readers of this Department ATTENTION is called to the fact that 9,999 out of 10,000 
violins bearing the name of some old and celebrated violin 
maker are fakes pure and simple. The Etude is continu¬ 
ally besieged with inquiries about old fiddles but since we do 
not make examinations of any instruments our advice on such 
a subject would be worthless. It is enough to know that false labels 
were printed in great sheets like postage stamps and the foreign 
makers of fake violins thought nothing of sticking the lying labels in 
their instrument. Thus there are now thousands of violins of little 
more worth than kindling wood bearing labels of Stradivanus 
and others. Do not ask us questions about your violin s identity 
as only an expert of long training with the actual instrument in 
his hands can give any opinion of value—Editor of The Etude 
HAND DEVELOPMENT. 
There has been no more important 
development in violin playing in Europe 
within the past two or three years than 
that in systems of stretching exercises 
and hand development of all kinds for 
producing the movements required in 
violin playing, and increasing the "reach’ 
of the hand. There are a number of 
these systems, and while many of the 
exercises have been known td violinists 
and teachers for many years, their being 
grouped together into a system has made 
them more valuable and available to the 
student in violin playing. Some of these 
systems are winning recognition in high 
places. Prof. Ostrovsky, of London, who 
has won a European reputation with his 
system of hand gymnastics for develop¬ 
ing violin technic, was recently invited to 
lecture before the pupils of the Royal 
High School of Music in Berlin on the 
subject. 
Some of these systems are being intro¬ 
duced into the United States, and bid 
fair to have as great a vogue here as in 
Europe. 
The old Puritanical days of New Eng¬ 
land were sorry ones for the violinist. 
Fiddling was considered by the old Puri¬ 
tans to be a crime only a short distance 
removed from murder. Among the 
famous old blue laws of New Haven we 
find the following: “No one shall eat 
mince pies, dance, play cards, or play 
any instrument of music except the drum, 
trumpet, or jewsharp.” 
Think of a state of public opinion re¬ 
garding the musical art which put the 
drum and jewsharp above the violin as 
a sanctified instrument. 
dleman’s pro¬ 
fit*. We have 
34 year* of expert 
violin experience. 
Pick from our large, carefully graded «tock 
the violin o£ yonr choice. We will Bend tt to yon on free trial so that you may examine it ^ 
use it. Our Btoek comprises representative Instru- 
ments from the best of the foreign violin makers— Herman Todt, Joseph Corretell), Wilhelm Duerer, J. F. Straube, frranz ^eidler and^manyothers^lheM 
violins are honestly made and honestly sold. 
Rare Offers—Now 
Our instrument ie hand-made tone i uhu, Dvzid at exceptionally low 
For Only $8.80 
m, cash, we will send on approval, postpaid, a 
ienuine Pfretzschner Violin Bow 
Regular retail value, $18.00 and $20.00. 
■nrcrnarkable special sale^rice.^ TT,aW* 
Whig81catalog? Wzitefor it today. 
■ today and let us ship you this bow on sis days’ 
10 to 30 Days9 Trial 
Try any instrument In our stock before you decide to buy. We will allow you 10 to 30 days’ home 
trial free. We insist that you shall be satisfied and 
we will pay the express charges both ways on any 
returned instruments. Send the coupon today- now. 
Violin Book Free 
Write today for free copy of the new Lewis 
catalog of Violins, Cellos, Etc. Don’t think of buying 
Special 
j t F"d 5 e °h SsBiSiaKS 
Mail This Coupon Now 
Just fill out the coupon and mail to us at once. We will send you free and postpaid full description of 
our high-grade instruments. Don't delay - send 
the coupon now for our Free Catalog. If you are 
a teacher enclose your professional card. Jr 
Win. G. Lewis & Son (ESb0 ++**** 
w*r"£r, Coupoi 
Wm. G. Lewis & So 
-S Dept. 2293 
To°u. 225 S. Wabash Ave. Chicag 
Gentlemen: With no obligations what 
ever upon me you may send me free am 
• postpaid one copy of the new Lewis Catalo 
w and ful1 particulars of your great free trial offe 
on high-grade violins. 
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Ths Etude; fingers of the left lund, and , , 
A correspondent writ s , j a greater pressure of the bow arm l?' 
“As I have often read tha*^re ^ thc case \ 
good field for stringe in ’ . j neglected opportunity for the stJ '1 desirous of learning to playthe^.o^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ <*, < 
D° 7? Wn?thei Vam very fond of the both instruments, since by doing thiTT 
ment to learn? I am very to WOUId have "two strings to his if^ 
viohn, but t ereju-e best to could get engagements for either hJ? 
LT tart ^ » —- .o*™ j? •!•' <««... fct 
w;11 vou give me an idea as to ture of the violin is so ranch more J 
how many years it would take to be- plete than that of the viola I Woui4si 
come a fairly good viola player. Also vise the prospective viola player ,0 * 
give me a list of good studies for the mcnce by studying the violin. Iara,titf 
viola.” . \UrC .th.at V,°la Stud«* *h° Played 
The viola is a noble instrument, and the violin also, and worked through th( 
we think our correspondent would make splendid educational material which goes 
no mistake in learning to play it. Really to the development of an artist violin 
FIMP Of n VIOI IN<S good viola players are not plentiful, and player would advance much more ra* 
A 11 sjl_4 ULU V IVJLlltJ lhis fact is the more astonishing when than if he spent all his time with the 
On Easy Payments we remember that any violin player could more, limited material which offers lor 30 Dav» Free Trial learn the viola» if he were wiIling to go the v!o,a- Tt might ** wel1 ‘o study both 
.liow.d no matter where Tou lira t0 the little extra labor wbich !t takes instruments together, commencing *4 
mw°m^mhAT 0^SExr*ss»^Idn1 t0 master the viola clef. Having learned the violin and after a year, say, giving j 
b^SrsMiaiand'o^incmFaiJcMi Gefa to PlaY in tbe first position, the violin portion of the practice time to each in- 
OT«t»mtjMra*dSrJi“EtlEEI1At’1“ student does not hesitate to attack the strumenL I doubt if a viola student could 
Free* Magnificent second> third, fourth positions, etc., and is arrive at the highest artistic excelbct 
|t54j» 1 11 ‘ Catal * soon as mucb at home in them as in the without having studied the leading violin 
containing plrtraitn onE first position. It is not more difficult to works, the Bach Sonatas for violin alone 
*“ learn to play in the viola clef than it is and the leading violin concertos, 
romantic ?toi^of^ThFk“Yo? t0 master these different positions on the If our correspondent will make the via. 
S“toYoIuiSlE-^'otwiSSio^8a vi?hn. It simply “reads different.” For lin his principal instrument, giving a cer- 
CREMONA VIOLIN SHOP this reason it is strange that so many tain portion of his time to the viola also 
Dept C 596 Chicago violin players neglect to learn the viola. he will find that he will make greater 
-There are many opportunities for se- progress than if he confined his atten- 
curing profitable engagements open to the tion exclusively to the viola. The mas- 
viola player. The viola is used in the tery of the viola will cost him little more 
string quartet, as well as in many other time than it would to learn a few extra 
forms of chamber music. It is also one positions on the violin, 
of the most essential instruments in large The following methods for the viola 
orerfnroH T* asTsy*?ph°ny and grand are available: I'into Method, by F. David; 
opera orchestras In the case of a Fes- New Method, by H. E Kavser Pm- 
i^one^fCStra 1°f H6-men’ Wh'ch playcd tiral Viola Method, by H. Sitt ’ 
tiolas were°UusIdrgeTnC,tleS ?“ 13 A vcry lar«' '<* of exercises and viola 
o say five sL or sevTn me “d Piec« «" be obtained bv cot- 
f in small 
the number exceeds Teven'or Sht^the $* °f K"lte 
viola should, and usually docs hake a Jh'° n°L R°n' a"d °thcr simi'3r ™k place. e. a the Bach cello studies, transcribed for the 
Many good solo numbers for viola can T J* ,oktaincd’ ,hc *rca< 
be obtained, and a viola solo by a reallv !°S °f th* v,ol,n are not av3'llblt for 
good player always offers a pleasimr n - V*° a Pract,cc> unless the viola player 
elty on a concert program. The vi 1 S^10U^ work at them himself, by tran- 
simply an instrument slightly laro-Pr°.4,JS posinK tbeTn fron> the violin par;. A 
the violin, with strings reading A D C° kpowledRe of these great concertos is 
, corresponding to the E, A, d' G of Vrfy neccssar.v for achieving artistic ex- 
Tt? 1°' c ^ bow somewhat heavier ccbcnce on either violin or viola, 
longer strings116 ’S USed’ since the Tt 'S imPossibIe to say how long it 
heavy wire-wramW ^ th.lckness of the v/ould takc to master thc viola, when so 
weightier bow for a "T’, dc|,cnds on t,lc performer's talent 
the strings in vibrati e Pressure, to put fnd how much practice he gives to the 
It is my opinion that it ,. , instrument. A talented pupil might get 
for the student wishing t ?vou,d be best enough technic to play the viola parts in 
SB— , ; EU2 player to learn the viol;?, ecome a vi°la » symphony orchestra in- practicing three 
Obliged, on account of the War great similarity of the t &S -WC ' The bours a day for five or six vears. For 
makes the technic of bothV?de7rS-tr^mcnts easier parts would not take so long, 
requiring a little longer stretch"’ °n,Iy but in cascs of this kind no hard and 
g tfetch for tbe fast rule can be laid down 
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x„ fact ,Jhe AmeriCan Violinist's Opportunity 
EuroDera ?loIlnists are nefw fight[n Statcs as is a,rt'a<ly in I 
^s lzdfTLl" fa,,s ,for this comin« -«■ narafixm . 11<iS madp o . *V1 c**13 wiiunjc season. 
rate v;fti:ft?a5C,ty in ‘he ranks of fi"1' ''3S always been a harvest field for 
ments and1S-S t0 -American enra *** moUs fiddlers and the conceded fact 
whiehT hhe American violin^ ry 0f the Kreat E-opcando. 
b°ns. Onf of * n0t 1,ad genera T *° ,h° N< 
managers of conce^ ,.argest firms of h“gh.*®s ,he P°pu,ari,y ° 
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tCd v,r‘»°si are forgotten.” 
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L p_if, as you say, your present teacher 
not "well enough educated in violin play- 
inc himself to turn out good pupils, you had 
better change teachers without delay. Poor 
violin lessons are dear at any price, and it 
is better to take a Jew lessons from a really 
good teacher, than a great many from a 
Door teacher, for under the latter faults are 
acquired which it will be di&eult, if not im- 
Dossible, to eradicate later on, if the student 
wishes to learn the art of violin playing in 
a really correct manner. 2. The fourth 
finger is the "weak sister" with every violin 
olaver and constant practice is required to 
make this finger do its work passably well. 
Practicing trills with the fourth finger at 
first in very slow tempo, and increasing the 
speed later on is a very good method of 
strengthening this finger. Almost every in¬ 
struction book and set of studies contain 
sDecial exercises for developing the fourth 
finger. The Fifty Daily Exercises by Dancla 
have some good fourth finger work, also the 
fourth and twenty second exercises in the 
Kayser Studies, Op. 20. In more advanced 
studies the 9th, 15th, 17th, 18th and 20th 
studies of Kreutzer are invaluable for de¬ 
veloping the fourth finger. 3. Cannot give 
vou an estimate for adjusting a violin to 
improve the tone, without seeing the instru¬ 
ment. There is no "usual” fee for this 
work, as your letter states. It depends upon 
what has to be done. Any good instrument 
maker will .give you an estimate. 4. If you 
intend to invest only $50 or $G0 in a violin, 
a new one would probably be best. You 
cannot obtain a really good genuine old vio¬ 
lin for such a low price, except through a 
piece of luck. No regular dealer would sell 
you one at this price. 5. If you will write 
to Miss Maud Powell, in care of The Etude, 
she will no doubt be glad to furnish you 
with the information desired. 6. Violin les¬ 
sons in cities the size of Omaha would prob¬ 
ably range in price from $1 to $3, according 
to the rank of the teacher. 
C. S.—If at the age of fifteen you can 
play Kreutzer and Rode well you have made 
excellent progress, but it depends on whether 
you can really play them well. 2. How can 
I tell without hearing you play whether it 
would be advisable for you to make violin 
playing your profession? Go to a good vio¬ 
linist and get bis advice on the subject. It 
may save you years of misspent lnbor. 3. 
That you have learned the viola and mando¬ 
lin without the aid of a teacher would indi¬ 
cate that you have talent and ingenuity, but 
I would advise you not to waste your time 
on the mandolin. If you have the time to 
spare, you might give a portion of your prac¬ 
tice time to continuing your studies on the 
viola, and it would be an advantage to play 
tbe viola part in a string quartet, if there is 
one in your city which you can join. 4. 
Counting the time mentally would be a great 
help to you in learning to play in time. Get 
some very easy music at first, the easier the 
better, and learn to count it correctly, and 
then gradually take up more difficult music. 
without counting." 5. There are so many 
causes that might make your E string 
“squeak” that I could only hazzard a guess 
at the cause. Maybe there are several 
causes. Your E string may lie bad, your 
rosin poor, the hair in your how old and 
faulty, you may bow to far from the bridge, 
and there are many other causes which would 
act against your producing a good tone on 
the E string. A few lessons from a good 
violin teacher would dispose of many of your 
troubles, and set you straight on many of 
tbe difficulties you name in your letter. 
be studied from childhood. People studying 
the piano for the first time in adult life seem 
to be able to make some little progress play- 
ing with either hand separately, but when 
they try to play with both hands at once the 
case seems hopeless. 
J-,4: V—A good authority on the prices 
of violins gives the value of a Nicola Amati 
at $1,500 in 1890, and from $4,000 to $6,000 
at the present day. However, prices of Cre¬ 
mona Instruments vary greatly, according to 
state of preservation, quality and other cir¬ 
cumstances. The fact that your violin con¬ 
tains an Amati label proves nothing, as there 
are hundreds of thousands of imitation 
violin playing is 
above the first 
be reached ; seec 
•The object of the positions in 
i„ *—.fold. First, so that notes 
Ltion on each string can 
that certain passages 
both. Of c 
S.—The inscription in j i py doubtful^if leaving your 
. (a famous Cremona maker) in _ 
year 1813, at Budapest Schweitzer was one 
of the most famous Hungarian violin makers. 
W. J. M.—1. The list of works which you 
say you have studied are all excellent, but I 
suspect from your difficulty in being unable to 
Play fast passages, that you have not studied 
thoroughly, nor in the proper manner. If 
your inability to play a series of rapid notes 
lies in your bow arm, your trouble likely 
comes from not having acquired 
stroke. Some v1 
scarcely an effou, 
it very difficult,’u 
hands of a 1 ’ 
s they i 
k and file find 
lu teacn it. Many amateur violin players 
and students go through life without 'ever 
having mastered the wrist stroke. Try rest¬ 
ing your right elbow on a dresser or any 
article of furniture of convenient height, if 
you practice standing up, or on a table if sit¬ 
ting down, and swing your hand from the 
wrist, without holding the how. Then take 
the bow and try to use the same wrist stroke (really the hand stroke) on the oprti strings 
or the violin. The whole arm must be 
uexible. and at first no pressure should be 
exerted on the bow. It wonid be better still 
Lyu0UJ°,?Ia take a few lessons from . 
,°°3 vlo'ln teacher of whom there ar 
of ‘tLn Y?ncisco- U you could get i idea 
w‘Y wrist stroke alone, in half a dozen 
am wouW be «me well spent. 2. I 
lue piano 
in Rfx montbs, or six years for tnat .. ... 
waiter. The piano, of all instruments, must house in New York. 
fl MEuoRflNT 
THE GREAT PAGANINI 
d scratchy sounds; preserves 
rendered technically. „ 
extremely difficult in the 
be easy in the fourth posi- 
Very beautiful effects in 
passage might be 
third which would 
tion, for instance 
shifting and port 
tained by the us 
would be impossil_ „ _ 
the first position alone. 
A. K. J.—Sainton wps an eminent French 
violinist, who was educated in the Paris Con¬ 
servatoire. If your teacher was, as you say, 
a well-known pupil of Sainton, and you 
studied with him long enough to acquire his 
method, you evidently belong to the French 
school of violin playing, which is noted for 
brilliance and facile technic. Some of the 
most important solo violinists of the world 
belonged to the French school. 
wooden p-.. ___ _____ 
pipe for tuning the ’cello, with four pipes, 
giving the different notes. 3. If you wish 
to take up the study of the 'cello for a time, 
I do not see why it should injure your violin 
playing, but would advise you to make either 
” the other your principal instrument, 
"*■*"*• |H|'~ -- proficiency on 
r BOW-HAIR preparation that 
_is much superior to rosin be- 
' cause it produces tone by ad¬ 
hesion instead of friction—produces a 
pure, full, clear and beautiful tone, no 
matter whether the weather is dry or 
damp, hot or cold. 11 does away with 
all whistling of the strings, grating a 
and lengthens the life of the bow-hair and strings. 
Paganini's Tone Ameliorant jc will last five times as long as any ordinary 
rosin preparation, so that it is Jy really cheaper, besides giving you better 
'• ' ' ------ -:tes, the large” size in a unique, conveni- 
the standard size for 50 cents. Our 
guaranty of satisfaction is most liberal. Try 
:en days and if you’re not pleased, return it and 
your money back. Send us your order direct 
your dealer’s name, if you can't get it near by. 
AMELIORANT MFG. CO. 
108 NORTH CEDAR ST., OWATONNA, MINN. 
thing in taking lessons by mail, just as you 
can learn a good deal from good instruction 
books, but nothing can take the p 1-ace of per¬ 
sonal instruction by a good teacher. 5. You 
ought to be able to get a fairly good violin 
for $100 of you have a good judge of violins 
to pick it out for you. 
F. L.—1. If your violin has never been 
varnished or has had the varnish entirely 
scraped off, you had better take it to a good 
violin maker, and have him varnish it in .the 
proper manner. Do not trust it to a car¬ 
penter or cabinet maker, as the varnishing 
of violins is an art of itself. Just what the 
effect o£ the varnish is, on the tone of a vio¬ 
lin, is a much mooted question. Some au¬ 
thorities have not hesitated to ascribe the 
peculiar beauty of tone of Cremona violins 
to the quality of varnish used and to the 
method of varnishing, which is commonly 
looked upon as one of the lost arts. Other 
authorities claim that the varnish affects the 
tone only slightly, and is principally of value 
in preserving the wood from wear and from 
. .’ atmospheric changes. 2. It is 
,„„s— - unvarnished 
vould 
injure it, provided it were kept well wrapped 
up and in a good tight ease. 3. A violin 
stamped on the back with the name, “J. W. 
Banks,” is of no particular value on account 
of the name, although it may possess a fair 
tone, as is sometimes the case with occasional 
instruments by obscure makers. 
W. J. H.—Fine specimens of Joseph Guar- 
nerius, the great Cremona master, have been 
sold in the American market as high as $12,- 
OfiO. The late Henry Havomeyer, president 
of the Sugar Trust, purchased the “King 
Joseph" Gnarnerius at that price. There is 
probably not over one chance in 500,000 that 
your violin is genuine. 
Miss P. A. S.—You have copied the in¬ 
scription in your violin incorrectly. It should 
read, “Andreas Guarnerius Cremome, sub 
titulo Sanctaj Teresia?, 1036.” The inscrip¬ 
tion is in Latin, and means that “Andrew 
Guarnerius made this violin at Cremona (an 
Italian town) at the sign of Saint Teresa, in 
1036.” It is quite likely that your violin is 
an imitation of this maker, as originals are 
very scarce and of considerable value. 
J. M.—With the European training you say 
you have had it ought not to be difficult for 
vou to obtain a position with some school as 
teacher of the violin. You might advertise 
in the musical magazines which have a na¬ 
tional circulation, or you might register your 
name as an applicant for a position with 
some of the agencies which supply schools 
with teachers. As you reside in New York, 
yon can get a list of agencies from the New 
York City directory, or from any large music 
YOUNG PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF MUSIC 
By JAMES CARTWRIGHT MACY 
PRICE, $1.25, POSTPAID 
NEW AND REVISED EDITION 
WITH 
BIOGRAPHIES AND SUPERB PORTRAITS OF FAMOUS MASTERS OF MUSIC 
"Interesting as a Story" "Holds the Attention of Young People” 
"Is Not Dry and Tedious” 
"Tells all that is necessary in Plainly Worded Outline of Music-History” 
Many Teachers Use it as a Convenient Text-book for Young Students 
And it claims the attention of all, old or young, who have neither the time nor 
the opportunity to study the larger histories and encyclopedias 
“A revised edition of a volume which has deservedly won quite a position 
in the domain of pedagogics, and although designed for young people is so 
admirably written as to awaken the interest of older readers as well. In¬ 
valuable to teachers in schools having to do with music as part of the 
curriculum.”—Music Trade Review. 
1 SOME STACCATO NOTES FOR SINGERS 
^ By MARIE WITHROW 
Price, $1.00 Postpaid 
. l^!16 Platedal consists of short, concise paragraphs on matters connected 
with singing, technical, artistic and interpretative, the purpose being to help 
singers to attain artistic freedom and independence. “Staccato Notes” refers 
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This 
Some New Musical Games 
THE orchestra. takes Handel; the sixth having O, takes 
' a very noisy game and may Offenbach; the seventh having V, takes 
Children, Learn to Love Your Piano 
, . -w T asked the says, ‘Sir, you’ve got a fine instrument. 
“Do you love your piano? I asked ^ ^ bad,y neglectcd_run down «. 
httle neighbor next door. were.” How like the family physici' 
“Why, 1 dont know, sai • ^ when he says wisely, ‘You’ve a fine Coa. 
guess I do; I reaI1y JLrrilv stitution, but you’re run down.’ 
loving a piano, and she laughed merrily. 
“Well my dear, you should love your The little girl laughed loudly at this 
wen, my aear you ,rv and then I knew for sure that shew,, 
instrument, I said quite seriously. you . , , _ _ c "as 
must dust it and wipe off the keys, you 
must listen to the little creaks and noises 
that sometimes creep inside, these creaks >ivJj r_ ,vlj otuj 
and noises come from neglect and from heat and coid oh very> very ^ 
wear. Then again let me ask you this, you see it is fitted with many complicated 
Do you really know_ when your piano is ljttle jacks and SprjngS and screws; there 
out of tune?” are many wires large and small, there are 
“Oh, no, sir,” she answered blithely. a great number of pins and felt hammers' 
‘Mama attends to all that sort of busi- noWj my dear, to keep a piano in g00(j 
ness. I just practice.” form you must use it> play oftelli, 
“But, little girl, I think you should be- littie springs and jacks and wires limbered 
gin .giving your piano your loving care up every day. You know how much you 
right away; your Mama is busy; and iove to run and play and jump; well these 
your very own piano and jiot ,inle jacks and springs are the same’; ^ 
exercise and sometimes they need 
interested, so I went o 
THE PIANO IS SENSITIVE. 
“Now, my piano is very sensitive to 
besides 
hers. See how its polished case gets 
little time 
be played by any number of persons. Verdi; the eighth having E, takes Emma 
First of all the players must select their Eames; the ninth having N, takes Nevin. 
conductor, and the dignified appearance 
of the conductor may be enhanced by THE CONDUCTOR'S BATON, 
presenting him with a pair of spectacles Any number of players may take part 
to wear, also several badges and medals 'n this game. The Conductor is blind- 
may add an extra touch. folded and stands in the center of the seratched and marred! Just 
Seat yourselves in a circle around the room w!th a baton, which is made of from yodr Play and every 
conductor and pay close attention to his newspaper folded lengthways and tied ™oved by a flannel cloth or a chamois skin, 
directions; he assigns to each player a securely at each end with string. The }.Lou love to Polish your rinS> don,t y°u? 
musical instrument and shows in pan- other players, who call themselves the Why, I have seen you at it dozen of times, 
tomime exactly how it is to be played, orchestra then join hands and stand Jour pian° a.far more precious thing 
Now corfies the noisy part. When all round him in a circle, 
have been provided with their imaginary Some one plays a merry tune „„„ 
instruments, the conductor says, “Tune piano and the orchestra players dance 
up.” This gives a fine opportunity to around their Conductor until suddenly 
make all sorts of funny noises. the music stops; the Conductor takes the 
Now the conductor waves an imaginary opportunity of lowering his baton upon 
baton and hums a lively tune in which °ue of the members of his orchestra, and DON’T LET your piano catch cot 
the whole band of musicians join; each the one upon whom it has fallen must COLD’ 
player imitating with his hands the mo- take hold of the baton. The Conductor 
o you—see the keys how soiled and ___ 
tidy they are! A drop or two of alcohol 
i cloth will remove every particle of 
soil and dirt.” 
“Well, I really never thought of doing 
that,” said the little girl interestedly. 
it badly. I’ll tell you one secret, they hate 
to be pounded almost as badly as you do, 
If you could only know how they shrink 
and jump when the girl with the bad 
touch comes around.” 
“Do they!” she inquired. 
“Indeed, yes ! They resent it by giving 
out the shrillest and sharpest sound, just 
the sound you give when Johnnie hits you 
a fearful whack on your back.” 
“What do they say after a caress?” she 
asked. 
CARESS YOUR PIANO. 
‘‘Under a loving touch, they respond as ‘Then, too, see the piano now—it’s far 
necessary in performing upon the then sings a tune, any bit of classical worse *°r tbe piano to stand in a draft you do, no doubt; they give their best... 
real instrument. Every once in awhile, or popular song will do, the captive mem- than it is for.you to stand there your- sweet full tone, they know—yes, indeed, 
~~'c” they do. They use about the same 
methods as you use in your play—a blow 
for a blow and sweet response after a 
caress.” 
“How many strings did the first piano 
have?” She thought she had caught me; 
but I answered bravely, “One.” 
“One! How could that be; there 
wouldn’t be any music ?” she piped. 
“Yes, there was music! And I’m won¬ 
dering whether the primitive musician 
4 8U_ w*th one string stretched over a tortoise 
The sbeb d'dn’t get more enjoyment out of it 
FAMOUS MUSICIANS “““ piivaeciy cnooses an opera. ‘ —nttie case, he ‘llan somc of y°u youngsters with a piano 
FAMOUS musicians After the name of the opera has been de- “ th<= lid> presses down some kevs ,fiUed W“h five ln,ndrcd and one ™re « 
a SaT ^ reiqU‘reS Clded uP°n, the manager, followed by his °Pens the top and looks inside he shakes esss‘nnSs; I turned away disgustedly; 
good memory for famous players, company, crosses over to the other Opera bis head knowingly like the fpm'l u • but tbe bttle Rirl said seriously - 
singers and composers. One of the party Hot£c u.. f.’ llke the famdy P^ys.- "I'm going to take n,v ni.nno nut 
goes out of the room while those who opera_ 
remain decide upon the name of some 
well known musician; the 
the conductor pretends to play on a cer- her of the orchestra must imitate what- self  
tain instrument and the player to whom ever song the Conductor sings, if possible “Why?” she asked wonderingly. 
that instrument belongs must alter his imitating the instrument he is supposed to “Because you can move out of 
motions to those of the conductor, keep- represent. Should the Conductor detect the piano can’t ” 
ing time by wielding the imaginary baton who holds the baton, the one who is “That is so, isn’t it!” and she began tn 
n1l£ei^UCt0r 5668 ^ t0 aban~ rght HaS t0 be ^.Conductor; if not, look at the matter somewJa mo^ seH- 
ShouldXX; fail to take the con- ** ^ ^ °" Untl' ^ <*** ^ 
ductor’s place at the right time he must GRAND OPERA. JNo doubt your P>ano beckons and calls 
pay a forfeit. The company divides itself into equal ^ ?°th‘ng until the in‘ 
The real fun of the game depends sides. Each part of the opera company get wheezy and rattle in every joint 
upon the conductor, upon his humor and must have an Opera House in opposite .y°U mUSt remcmber, little girl, ‘the 
quickness in abandoning his baton for corners of the room. The two companies P‘an° catches cold> too, and you ca 
now retire to their own Opera Houses and ^ayS telt wben !t has bad no care, 
one company r tel h plano doctor comes with his little 1 
opens be H , < 
the instruments of his orchestra. 
up of as many letters as there a 
The company in the second Opera 
_as lnere are may. ^ouse raust try and guess the name of 
Beginning at one end of the circle, °pera' When they have done so they 
i each player is assigned a letter of the Ch aS ™any as.they can of the rival 
ccmpany before they reach their Opera 
n B me House. Those caught must go over to 
1 whose thC °ther comPany. and the game goes 
on until one company has won all the 
players. 
.. ..as lrt me room now t,The comPan>“ take turns in choosing 
returns and begins to question each of 1}ame, °f ,tle opfa' This gatne may 
the players in the order in which he is S° be p,ayed 0Ut of doors' 
told the letters of the name come. 
He must ask questions to which the 
answer “Yes” or “No” can be given c ?“ , - 
From guessing each individual chaS gWeLtoThehLd ^ ^ 
he gets one letter of the whole name WrsoutiLlrnf Tn™ J ^ 
until the entire name ;= nngers put a pair of dolls socks, the first . 
hnger must be padded at the toe to make Wlndmg. 
gested the name 
i gives the initial letter of'the cian when he feels your pulse™ K<>'ng to.take m>' Piano out for your pulse, then he ercise every single day, really I am.” 
character name, and then each player 
chooses another well-known person in the 
music world to impersonate, one  
name begins with the letter assigned t 
him. 
The one who has eft th i 
Riddles in Musicland 
noise than a girl at 
DANCING DOLLS. 
Take an old glove and cut the first two 
What makes more 
a piano? 
Two girls. 
When may the piano stool be said to 
When it can’t bear you. 
What is the key note to good appear- 
B natural. 
Why is a music box like ; 
Because it doesn’t ■ long without 
opera singer like , 
ice cream, (a f 
the »ame is begun Jgain ^ ^ ^ Z Why 
BeSethPoPv«i^mre’nine 
~. 
chooses Bach; the second having E, the fingers will appear as the doll’s^eg* Why does a nnnr • t. 
;ss Ss t.'ss sr.onroS'.a hahvr ”v; mal" 
Theodore Thomas; the fifth having H, one plays the piano. ^ C S°me fh e dro^ notes 
If an egg were to be found in the piano 
what poem would you think of? 
"The Lay of the Last Minstrel." 
Why is practice time like a French 
verb? 
Because it may be regular or irregular. 
Why are deaf people like opera houses 
abroad? 
Because you can’t make them here. 
Who was the first whistler? 
The wind. 
What did he whistle? 
“Over the Hills and Far Away." 
Because they are often looked over. 
Why is rag time like a house on fire? 
The sooner it is stopped the better. 
s every r, Name 
and which v 
word of four letters from 
take one and “one” remains? 
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Publisher’s Notes 
A Department of Information Regarding New 
Educational Musical Works 
new works. 
Advance of Publication Offers— 
March, 1915. 
Hnw to Plav Well-Known Piano 
Solos—Charles W. Wilkinson. . . 1 
How to Study the Great Composers 
—Thomas Tapper. Six biogra¬ 
phies, price complete . 
I ideas ' for ' Beginners—F. 
Marion Ralston 
Note Speller- AJ*' 
popular ““ 
Progessive Studies—L. A. Bugbee. 
Scale Studies for the Violin—H. 
Schradieck .. 
Showy Parlor Album for the 
Pianoforte  
Studies for General Use—Matilda 
Studies in Syncopation, Op. 1079— 
Sartorio... The Daughter of Jairus—Stainer. . 
Time Studies for Four Hands, 
Op. 824—Czerny. 
Victory Divine. Church Cantata 
for Lent or Eastertide—J. 
Christopher Marks. 
Wagner at H ome—Theophile 
What They Do in Wondertown— 
Ruth Alden. 
Easter 
Music 
Sleepest” and the duet “Love Divine.” 
In order to introduce this new edition 
we are offering single copies at the special 
price of 25 cents, postpaid. 
ted, and the average quality of the work 
was very high. In each case a number 
of new composers were uncovered. We 
look for a very large representation in 
the new Contest. 
We cannot make it too plain that this 
Contest is for all, and that any one com¬ 
poser may be represented in any or all 
of the classes by as many manuscripts as 
he may see fit to submit. There is no 
restriction as regards nationality. It will 
be noticed that there are 'four classes, 
fifteen prizes in all, aggregating $700.00. 
Studies for General 
Use. By Matilda Bilbro 
A collection of piano studies for the 
child. These studies are interspersed 
with short pieces containing words. The 
useful is mingled with the entertaining 
throughout the whole book. The studies 
are strictly in the first grade, and they 
are charming from cover to cover. They 
are made by a practical, talented, active 
teacher with a complete grasp of the 
subject. They will be a delight both t 
Mail Order 
Music Supplies 
Teachers and schools throughout the 
entire country are not aware of the con¬ 
venience and promptness with which 
their orders for sheet music and music 
30 books can be supplied by mail order un¬ 
less they have given this system a trial. 
The distance covered by the mail in _,_ _. 
15 twenty-four hours is almost unbelievable, the teacher and the pupil. We have yet 
An order sent from nearby towns one to find a set of juvenile studies better 
night often reaches the buyer the next meeting our approval. We thoroughly 
night. An order shipped on Monday believe in them. They almost make us 
night can be returned filled on Wednes- want to be a beginner again to enjoy the 
day morning to a radius of 400 miles, lich treat set before us. Our special in- 
15 and a few hours more at each end will troductory cash price in advance of pub- 
25 take care of a radius of 600 miles from lication is 15 cents, postpaid. 
2o Philadelphia. 
There are very few general stocks of Little Folks’ Song Book. 
25 s,heet Tsic anywhere in the country to- By Wm. H. Neidlinger— 
day sufficient to take care of the needs rfmrmind Roto Son{5s 
75 of the average school and teacher. This 67 Charming KOte SOngS 
means houses like ours are called upon Here is a genuinely unique book. 
20 to fill the orders of the dealers for all First of all Mr. Neidlinger is one of our 
their miscellaneous necessities. How best known American composers, but in 
much better it is to drop a self-ad- addition to this he also has a great repu- 
dressed postal card, supplied free by this tation as one of the foremost authorities 
We have already supplied hundreds of house, in the post-office or the post box, upon the psychology of the child. Mr. 
choirs with music for the approaching and have the music or books actually Neidlinger has worked with children for 
Easter, but it is as yet bv no means too delivered to you, in a great many cases years, knows what they want, what they 
late for leaders and organists to make more quickly than if purchased in your ought to have and how give it to them, 
their selections, and we trust that no per- own city, and far more quickly than if Every child ought to have a charming 
son actively interested in arranging a the most likely thing to ofccur does song book, just as much as a book of 
suitable musical service for Easter will occur, that is, that the local dealer has fairy stories, a painting book or a book 
overlook our offer to send anthems, solos not the desired music in stock, and re- abotd the wonderful things of Nature, 
or cantatas for examination. Our cata- orders it from one of the few houses The tunes are: simple yet denghtful,-ust 
log covers the complete range of practi- carrying publications of all composers the kind of tunes a child likes to sin, 
cal and effective material for the occasion such as we do. abou , the, housf, and whl<* thfe *dd 
and we are also fully prepared to supply To the above features of promptness should and would sing instead of mdis- 
the issues of all other publishers, always and completeness of stock must be men- criminate yelling, if the right mater.alwas 
a: the lowest prices and best discounts. tioned other advantages in mail order at hand. Mothers and little folks alike 
The following Easter solos have been music buying from the Theodore Presser will be charmed with the pretty rhymes 
recently added to our catalog: Christ’s Company. Not_ moM essential, but quite Kerens the first of the thirty-seven songs. 
Victory (3 Keys) Neidlinger; The important, the best discounts and terms 
Dream of Life (2 Keys) Avery; The obtainable. Perhaps of greater import- 
Day of Resurrection (2 Keys) Starr; ance, an “On Sale” system which for 
Death Is Vanquished (2 Keys) Neid- liberality and originality is not equalled, 
linger; Easter Triumph (3 Keys) Shel- but upon which all other systems have 
ley; Hail Thou Risen One (2 Keys) been based. 
Ward-Stephens; King of Kings (3 Keys) An order is the best trial. Catalogues 
Shelley. and information will be cheerfully sent, 
however. All we ask is an opportunity 
to prove our worth to the musical educa¬ 
tional interests of the country. 
'Said the gold fish in the globe, 
As he gently waved his tail, 
When I grow much bigger 
And become a fine big whale 
I’ll seek the Arctic Ocean 
And shall sit upon the pole 
For I’m getting mighty tired 
Of just swimming round this bowl." 
If you are looking for the hook to make 
the musically inclined child’s eyes brighten 
this is unquestionably the book. Our spe¬ 
cial offer permits Etude readers to get 
this work at the introductory rate of 40 
In order to afford all who may he i 
terested an opportunity to examine this 
work we are continuing during the cur¬ 
rent month the special offer on single 
copies at the rate of 25 cents, postpaid. 
Victory Divine. A Church 
Cantata for Lent or Easter 
Time. By J. Christopher Marks State £xactly 
Mr. J. Christopher Marks’ “Victory Wfrat a Remittance 
Umne is one of the best cantatas of its _ , 
kind we have ever seen. As in the case Ior H . c, j 
of all Mr. Marks’ church music, it is When our patrons send money and an WOW to Study tne 
melodious throughout, yet never com- order at the same time, we would ask that Great Composers, 
monplace, and always dignified and they kindly mention whether the money Ry Thos. Tapper 
ChTKork is just right for use at spe- 5 SSAffi 
nal musical'services, and it may be taken the letter simplyjeads,- Pg^find en- Resting lines, by an interesting writer. 
You Can Weigh 
Exactly What 
You Should 
-scientifically,, natural^, 
You Can Be 
So Well! 
how to breathf 
Nerv< 
our vitality—at 
tie I strengthen 
lch ailments as 
t. Torpid 
n,PEtc°n’ 
strength.” Another says: 
“Last May ^1 weighed^ Jj)0 
XA g£°d advantage by t,le averagC 2°Sed.a m ;L nf „;X«™lVnoVs and The first series will contain six of the 
CXrch Ch0lr'.th“'hglv a subscriotfon we find that ”n ^eat composers as follows: Mendelssohn. 
pl t all It is Schumann, Mozart, Schubert, Bach and 
many“ frJtMl Haydn. These are intefided for children; 
3 This kind of a mistake occurs almost in facb they are children’s picture books 
daily and if our patrons will only make it and the entire book is to be made and 
clear that the money which they enclose wr^“pbyJi]e „C“d' 
is to pay for an order already received PrB w’ rnrnl' The Daughter nf Toirns  . The e ill come an outside hack for 
Bv Tnhn J JairUS* or for an enclosed order, such mistakes tbe Yolume> and f envelope will contain 
By John Stainer ld be prevented. ab the material for binding the volume 
We are about to publish a new edition . v after the pupil has made the book. 
°t this standard church cantata. It is one prize In to a better idea of what 
of the best of all cantatas suitable for Contest S5 T-l be we wlI!„tabe ®ach s biography, 
general use and it is especially good for unrest ■: The title page will be How to Study 
performance at special musical services. In another column will be found an the Great Composers, then The Life 
The text is chiefly taken from the Scrip- extended notice of the Third Etude Prize of Bach.” “This Book is Made Up By 
Hires and from well-known hymns. The Contest for Pianoforte Compositions....” On the second page will 
music represents Stainer at his very best Our two previous similar contests were come a picture of Bach and that picture 
and it contains such well-known gems as highly successful in all respects. In each is to be pasted in the space on that page, 
the tenor solo “My Hone Is in the Ever- case there was a great deal of interest There is a large sheet of illustrations that 
lasting,” the chorus “Awake Thou That aroused, many compositions were submit- will go with each book, and these illustra- 
Susanna Cocroft 
Dept. 29, 624 Michigan Boulevard, Chic: 
Nadine 
Face Powder 
(In Green Boxes Only) 
uN Keeps the Complexion 
■ I Beautiful 
ind velvety. Money back 
- I entiiely pleased. Nadine 
heres until washed oiT Prevents^ullbnrn and 
return of discolorations. A million delighted 
users prove its value. Popular tints: Flesh, 
Pink, Brunette, White. 50c. by toilet counters 
or mail. 
I National Toilet Co., Dept. T. E., Paris, Tenn. 
A Rare Bargain 
Mail us two dollars and we will send you 
locket with adjustable neck chain, one <jf 
the most beautiful of our many designs. 
We guarantee this locket and chain to be 
gold filled; and ij not thoroughly satis¬ 
factory purchase price will be refunded. 
all of the latest stv'es ^iri jewelry. 
THE NEWCOMB COMPANY 
Box B 6. ATTLEBORO, MASS. 
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tions are to be cut up and put in the 
place marked in the volume. 
Next comes the house in which John 
Sebastian Bach was born. This space 
will be for the picture of the birthplace 
of Bach. Then comes a little description 
of the early days of Bach’s life. Then 
there is a little description about the 
Wartburg, and a picture is to be pasted 
in the place reserved for it of the Wart¬ 
burg, where the Tannheuser story is laid. 
So the book goes on, in a simple child¬ 
like way, giving the main facts of the life 
of John Sebastian Bach. There are at 
least twenty pictures that go with each 
biography. On page twelve will come the 
facts about the life of Bach. It is a 
sort of a review of the previous pages. 
Fifteen of these are facts, and five are 
questions asked. Then on the fourteenth 
page of the volume will come the story 
written by the child. The story of John 
Sebastian Bach, written by . On 
-(Date). The child signs his name to 
the sketch and binds up the volume as a 
book made by the child himself. It is a 
most excellent manner in which to ac¬ 
quaint very small-children with the salient 
facts of the lives of the great composers. 
The books will be gotten up in a very 
popular manner so as to make them valu¬ 
able to every class of pupils. We will 
make up an advance price on the whole 
series and also on a single one. Our 
price on a single biography will be 10 
cents, postpaid, and we will send the 
whole six for 40 cents, postpaid. 
Wagner 
Literature 
It is quite safe to say that no person¬ 
ality in the world of music has been the 
subject of as much writing as Richard 
Wagner; the enormous mass of pub¬ 
lished literature with direct reference to 
the composer or his works gives ample 
proof of the impression his vigorous brain 
has made upon the musical, dramatic 
and literary world. No great composer 
had more enemies, but now, little more 
than thirty years after his death, there 
are few, if any, who do not acknowledge 
his genius or who fail to note his vast 
influence on the art with which his name 
will always be identified. Vet even 
when his enemies flourished he did not 
lack a certain few discerning and en¬ 
thusiastic friends and supporters; among 
these was Judith, the daughter of one of 
France’s great poets, Theophile Gautier. 
Her book, “Wagner at Home,” is a 
charming and intimate account of a visit 
to Wagner at his retreat, Triebchen, on 
Lake Luzerne. The whole book reads 
like a novel with the scenes laid chiefly 
in Switzerland with a side trip to Munich 
at the time of the first public representa¬ 
tion of “Rheingold,” before the days of 
Bayreuth. Even those who know Wag¬ 
ner only through the strains of “Lohen¬ 
grin” and “Tannhauser,” will enjoy this 
book and will be encouraged to enlarge 
their acquaintance with the works of the 
great tone poet. 
Of this volume of 250 pages, of which 
the publisher’s price is $3.50, we have 
secured a limited quantity, and as long as 
they last we shall let our patrons have 
copies at 75 cents each, postpaid, if cash 
is sent with the order. 
Valuable Collections 
at Small Prices 
The details of this offer, including list, 
will be found in the January and Febru¬ 
ary issues. The offer will be continued 
during the present month with the excep¬ 
tion of the Grieg Albums, which are about 
exhausted. These volumes contain the 
very finest collections of English songs 
at very small prices. It would pay every 
singer to examinfe the list. 
Rewarding Those who 
Induce Others to Subscribe 
to The Etude 
Described and illustrated 
arc. a few of the mi 
The Etude gives t 
The Big Musical Mes¬ 
sage of the Times 
Hark back a thousand years and we find 
music chiefly as the pastime of monarchs. 
Five centuries ago the Meistersingers and 
their like made it the joy of the people; 
everyone who would, might make his own 
music. 
Today the foremost thinking men and 
women declare that: 
Music is Not Merely a Pastime, 
But One of the Greatest 
of All Human Needs 
The Etude has been fortunate in se¬ 
curing a remarkable series of opinions from 
men and women famous in many differ¬ 
ent and distinguished branches of human 
endeavor. 
t These opinions are invaluable to Etude readers, 
since they are far more convincing as far as the great 
public is concerned, than anything we might publish 
from poets, scientists, or the music-makers themselves. 
The world listens to the voice of the successful man 
of large affairs. We invite all of our Etude friends to em- 
ploy these messages as a means of making clear to all of 
their acquaintances that the study of music has a vitally 
important value in public life—a value so great that it 
cannot be measured by coin, and so practical that the big 
broad business man stops to tell the world of the wonder¬ 
ful returns music always brings for the investment. 
Look oyer the following list of the names of noted 
men and think for a moment what the force of their 
opinions must mean if you employ them to carry the 
: to others. 
THOMAS EDISON 
Hon. RICHMOND P.HOBSON 
ELDR1DGE R. JOHNSON 
DAVID STARR JORDAN 
JOHN LUTHER LONG 
i • atTHe °Pinions of ,these men and others who have 
kindly promised to assist The Etude in this work are 
P# u C?n!itant en<Ieavor to have the great public 
see that Music is something far more than mere technic 
key tickling, violin scraping,” etc. 
Never fear that The Etude will fall short In cro¬ 
wding an abundance of interesting, practical, “tell how” 
material, but at the same time, if you have read The 
Etude for the past years and if you will read it for the 
SZiyear8t Wii! 5nd that * teaches the big aspect o music, not through dreary and inconsequential arche¬ 
ological squabbles, but by presenting the living force of 
music in its most powerful terms. 
great gospel of n 
EDWARD BOK 
RUSSELL H. CONWELL 
DANIEL FROHMAN 
Dr. G. STANLEY HALL 
tides at wholesale prices, so that while called for a set ., 
are at. bberty to choose between a the second grade T^ul-16 satne line in 
thp *«. tills Set of Studies cash commission or a premium, greater t e study nieces tm s.et 
value will be found in the latter. Many o/thera arrltf ® Wlt.h 
cu e and ill strate on page 238 coov of S™ f°-r a Phase of technic. The “Crick^'to spe,cia 
few of the many attractive1 rewards Catalog” • if » Complete Premium a study in grace notes Thk “ii?arty i: 
Etude gives to those who influence SSufara * ™'te f°r 13 a study ® trio. Mermaid’ 
others to become regular subscribers. No Agents ” S 
profit is made on the premiums we offer ° 
They are manufactured by ourselves or Progressive Studies 
bought at wholesale prices, care being By L. A. Bugbee. * , -— u, ln.s special off. 
sw&ft ttys1/, s,; -jg * **°f - 
commission is applied pmchasinp 
c 6 13 cents> postpaid. 
of studies 
““'-mate wit exerciser 
fS"cTieSr-S 
n g? ”°& 7!» " e o 
through the book ThV’wm'1 S° T a11 
be the last month of thi edT ff Hkely 
therefore we o. spec,.al offer, and 
What They Do in 
Wondertown. By Ruth Alden 
This work is a descriptive one fo. 
children. It takes the children on a jour' 
ney through Wondertown and discloses 
to them most beautiful pictures withmus 
ical illustrations. The child interest ii 
awakened through works of this kind to 
a greater extent than most any other 
means. There is music enough in this 
work to last the child about a month At 
that time the journey is completed with a 
march called “Homeward Bound.” It ;s 
one of the musical novelties which » 
most welcome to every child. Our special 
introductory cash price in advance of pub¬ 
lication is 20 cents, postpaid. 
Studies in Syncopation. 
; Op. 1079. By Sartorio 
These special studies are very timely at 
the present when Tango rhythm is So 
popular. They are intended for the de¬ 
velopment of rhythm in general. They 
are very melodic and exceedingly interest¬ 
ing musically. We are sure of a genuine 
welcome for this set of studies. There is 
a place for them. Most pupils are defec¬ 
tive in syncopation and rhythm, and the 
special course which this work would give 
would strengthen every pupil. Don’t fail 
to have at least one copy of this work to 
examine for future use. There isn’t a 
teacher in the United States who hasn’t 
had pupils who need just the instruction 
that is given by these very studies. Our 
special cash price in advance of publica¬ 
tion js 15 cents, postpaid. 
Liberal Offers for Renewals 
to The Etude During 
the Current Month 
Subscribers to The Etude who renew 
their subscriptions during March can 
take advantage of any one of the three 
special offers noted below. 
Offer No. i—Add 15 cents to the regu¬ 
lar subscription price ($1.65 in all) or to 
the price of any magazine club, and we 
will send, postpaid, choice of any one of 
the following musical works: 
Mathew's Standard Compositions, Vol. I, 
Grade 1, to Vol. II, Grade T. (Any one 
volume.) 
Beginner’s Book, by Theo. Presser. 
onGzerny-Liebllng’ Books I to III. (Any 
Standard Organist; 43 pipe organ pieces. 
Standnrd Vocalist ; 50 songs for medium 
voice. 
Operatic Selections for Violin and Piano; 13 pieces. 
Offer No j>— Add 10 cents to remit¬ 
tance, $1.60 in all, and we will send, post¬ 
paid, choice of any one of the following 
lithographs, 22 x 28 inches, selling regu-- 
lady at 50 cents: Bach, Beethoven Han¬ 
del, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart Schu¬ 
mann, or Wagner. 
Offer No., j—Renew during March, 
no matter with what date your subscrip¬ 
tion expires, sending only the regular sub¬ 
scription price of $1.50, or the regular 
price of any club of magazines containing 
I he Etude, and we will send, postpaid, 
at no additional cost, a copy of the 
Kreutzer Sonata,” a beautiful reproduc¬ 
tion in colors of one of the most popular 
of all musical pictures, 21 x 10 inches, 
imitation oil finish. 
Scale Studies for the 
Violin. By H. Schradieck 
We are continuing during the current 
month the spetial introductory offer on 
tins standard work, which is to be added 
to the Presser Collection. There is no 
other work just like Schradieck’s "Scale 
studies. This book has been found al¬ 
most indispensable in violin teaching, and 
it is included in the curriculum of nearly 
every school and conservatory having a 
violin department. The special cash 
price for this work in advance of publi¬ 
cation is 15 cents per copy, postpaid. 
How ,to Play Well Known 
Solos. By Chas. W. Wilkinson 
There is a great demand for a descrip- 
•i?i wcl1 known piano solos, such as 
will be found in the two books of Edward 
Baxter Perry. -In this book the series are 
somewhat shorter, but they carry a larger 
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Theo. Presser Co. 
Publications 
Issued February, 1915 
*' PIANO SOLOS 
12195 The Little Brother, 
12884 One Pleasant Day, 
R. S. Morrison 3 
22182 Village Fiddler, 3 
22869 Two Gems frora0G\“ck’Gluck 3 
22876 Song Without Words^Op^ 2^, ^ 
12892 ^get^Notfop. 22a,rteft g 
12895 Amusette, Op. 23. F. D’Orso 3 
12155 On Moonlight Waters^ ^ 
12184 Song of Teaming ^ 
12186 Valse Bagatelle, ^ 
12190 Carillon, Op. I ___ _C. Heins 
Le Kangourou (Valse Char¬ 
acteristic).P. Wachs 
12877 An Indian Tale..C. Loewe 
12059 Prelude, Op. 23, No. 5, 
S. Rachmaninoff 
ohengrin’s Reproof to Elsa (from Wagner’s “Lohen¬ 
grin”)_Trans, by Fr. 
12862 Senta’s Baliad (from Wag- 
“Flying Dutch- 
number of pieces. The book was origi¬ 
nally published in Germany, but it is re¬ 
ceiving a thorough revision in our edition. 
Besides there will be a number of addi¬ 
tions and omissions by the editor, E. E. 
Hipscher. In all there will be over one 
hundred piano solos that will be treated 
in this book. Our special advance of pub¬ 
lication cash price is 50 cents, postpaid. 
3. F. Widener 3 % 
Liszt 
hy Fr. 
Chopin 8 12873 Polonaise.Fr. 
12872 Polonaise, Op. 63, 
Fr. Chopin 10 
PIANO, LEFT HAND ALONE 
12192 Valse D’Adele... .G. Zichy 7 
FOUR HANDS 
12139 In the Attic, 
G. L. Spaulding 2 
Garlands of Roses, 
G. L. Spaulding 2 
12193 Funeral March of a Marion¬ 
ette.G. Gounod 3% 
12868 Hungarian Dance, Op. 284, 
No. 3.F. Kirchner 4 
SIX HANDS 
12175 Meadow Queen, Op. 40, 
. Franklin 2-3 
VOCAL 
.....J. H. Adam - 
12181 The Man of Sorrows (L. 
V.).J. H. Adams 3 
12269 O Perfect Love, 
H. T. Burleigh 3 
_W. II. Neidlinger 3 
12750 The Courts of Heaven, 
T. B. Starr 3 
12783 The Lily and the Bluebell, 
H. Wakefield Smith 3 
12787 I Heard the Voice of Jesus 
Say.0. G. Spross 4 
12199 The Sweetest Song, 
W. E. Haesche 4 
12864 I have Lost My Eurydice, 
C. W. Gluck 4 
Rain on the Down, 
Nicholas Douty 4 
VIOLIN AND PIANO 
12177 Melody in A.H. Parker 3 
PIPE ORGAN 
12176 Cradle Song ..F. Schubert 3 
OCTAVO CHORUSES, MIXED VOICE 
10473 Perfect Peace and Rest, 
G. S. Schuler 
Spirit of God..J. R. Gillette 
An Evening Hymn, 
... Pease 3 
10482 The Lord Reigneth, 
T. D. Williams 3 
Guide Me, 0 Thou Great 
Jehovah.E. H. Pierce 3 
10491 Come Holy Spirit, 
10485 Ye Shall Go Out w 
10488 Pestival Te Deum in D, 
F. S'chaffter 4 
OCTAVO CHORUSES, WOMEN’S VOICES 
10477 Oh, for a Thousand Tongues 
to Sing. .. .John B. Grant 3 
Alleluia, Song of Gladness, 
John B. Grant 3 
10479 Guide Me, 0 Thou Great 
Jehovah.. .John B. Grant 3 
80 Jesus, Name of Wondrous 
Love......John B. Grant 3 
PART SONGS, WOMEN’S VOICES 
10481 Thine Eyes So Blue and 
Tender.E. Lassen 3 
10489 Woods in Winter, 
S. Thomson 3 
, PART SONGS, MIXED VOICES 
10486 Nymph and Swain, 
A. F. Andrews 4 
10484 The New Day, Op. 31, 
C. W. Zeckwer 5 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia 
Reducing the Cost of 
Renewal to The Etude 
By taking advantage of one of the spe¬ 
cial magazine combinations given in “The 
Etude Thirty-six Page Magazine Guide 
a considerable saving can be effected 
on your subscription to The Etude. 
These special magazine combinations were 
arranged specially for the benefit of the 
readers of The Etude. 
We give below a few of the more popu- 
...... , lar clubs taken from this catalog. All 
continuing during the current subscriptions are for one year; may be 
snectal intrndnrtnrv offer on ^ Qr renewa, and may begin with any 
issue. Magazines may go to different ad¬ 
dresses, except in the few 
Musical Ideas for Beginners. 
By F. Marion Ralston 
We 
month the p i o uc o y
this valuable elementary work. This 
book is the result of many years of ex- ■d7e7ses,‘7xc7pt'in'the“fe  cases stated 
penence in teaching and handling young otberwise. Canadian and foreign postage 
students. While it is not strictly an in- additional. 
struct,on book it may.be taken up to send The Etude, 
good advantage in connection with any _ , * 
elementary method. To-day’s Magazine and McCall s. 
In this work it is the intention of the F°r $1^°.we wiH send The Etude and 
author that technic and musicianship shall Modern Priscilla. 
develop hand in hand from the very be- For $2.00 we will send The Etude and 
ginning. Our special introductory cash Mother’s Magazine. 
in advance of publication is 30 For $2.25 we will send The Etude, 
per copy, postpaid. Modern Priscilla and McCall’s. 
For $2.35 we will send The Etude, 
Note Speller. Designer and Home Needlework. 
By Adele Sutor For $2.75 we will send The Etude, 
In this work it is the intention of the Mother’s Magazine and Pictorial Review, 
writer to make the best possible note For $3.00 we will send The Etude, 
speller with the addition of a great deal Delineator and Everybody’s (last two 
of other material for the youthful stu- mUSt go to the same address), 
dent. It contains all the good features For ^325 we will send The Etude, 
of any book of this kind with consid- Modern prjscjUa, Ladies’ World and 
erable added original matter. Our spe- p;ctor;ai Review. 
cial introductory cash price in advance of For $3.2S we wiu send The Etude, 
publication is 15 cents, postpaid. Woman’s Home Companion and Ameri- 
Do you realize hew much 
time is lost hunting for your 
music ? 
T1NDALE 
Music Cabinets 
Keep your music in 
order so that you 
can find what you 
want when you 
want it. A variety 
of graceful designs, 
beautifully finished 
in Mahogany, Oak 
or Walnut. Prices moderate— 
cash or convenient terms. Satis¬ 
faction guaranteed or money 
refunded. 
Cut out this advertisement, write 
your name arid address in the 
margin and mail it to us for our 
Illustrated Catalogue No. 1. 
Tindale Cabinet Company 
One West 34th St. New 1 
Popular Overture 
Album for Four Hands 
i Magazine (last two i 
same address). 
Additional combinations 
t go to the 
lin students. No pains have been spared 
to make this work superior in all re¬ 
spects. A special large note has been 
used throughout making the sight read- 
This collection will contain the best page 239 0f this issue. If the magazines 
and most popular overtures with the des;red are not included, ask for free copy 
most modern editing. It contains 0f “pHE Etude Magazine Guide.” 
such overtures as “The Raymond Over- 
,” by A. Thomas; the “Jubel Over- Advance of Publication 
.b7 C. M. von Weber; the “Merry offers Withdrawn 
Wives of Windsor,” by Nicolai, etc. It .  , .... 
is a most attractive volume throughout. The following four works which have 
Our special introductory cash price in been offered at about the cost of paper 
advance of publication i. « cents, port- »d pnn.mg *™«S« I>*»<«. j 
Pal ’ low price is withdrawn. The works will 
Time Studies for Four now be sold at the regular retail or pro- 
Hands. Op. 824. By Czerny JX'St &&*** 
This is a work of Czerny s that deserves jan tQ tbose wbo are interested, 
to be better known. It will be published 
complete in the Presser Collection. Origi- "Six Forest Sketches,” by F. Flaxing- 
nally it came out in three books. In the fgn fjarker, a set 0f short piano pieces 
Presser Collection the price will be less of more tban ord;nary musical worth, 
than that of any of the separate books. T1 are of medjum difficulty and very 
The beginning of the work is in the first « • as tQ mei0dy. Price 75 cents, 
grade up to about the tenth exercise, then 
■it gradually goes into the second grade, Sartorio’s "Studies in Second Grade, 
and proceeds in progressive order until Qp 1060„ Notw;thstanding the large 
at the end of the book about 2/4 grade number of piano studies put out by Mr. 
are reached, or very nearly the third £artorio there is not one of them that is 
grade in the scale of ten. -unsuccessful. This new set of second 
All these exercises are very interes ing de stud;es ;s intended for general use. 
in rhythm and melody. They are sharp T forjn excellent practice for rhythm 
musical compositions It1 a great many interpretation. The price is $1.25. 
cases it would be advisable to have the 
pupil play the bass part as well as the practical Method for the Young Vio- 
treble. This work would be excellent as Wf by K H Aiqoun{_ This work is 
collateral study, spending a short time at ^ ready ^ ^ special offer ;s here. 
each lesson on this volume. Our special witbdryawn. No better hook can be 
p *> - 
Showy Parlor Album 
for the Pianoforte 
Practically everyone who plays the ing very easy and there are numerous 
pianoforte should have at hand an illustrations and diagrams, illustrating 
album from which may be selected at the position of the player, etc., and the 
random and upon the spur of the mo- fingering for each string. This book is 
ment pieces which are calculated to in- -g0 ciear that it might almost he used for 
terest the casual listener, and at the same geif_jnstruction. Price $1.00. 
time display a certain brilliance of exe¬ 
cution. In the compilation of this new “Exercises in Developing Accuracy,” 
album the foregoing requirements have , Gustav L Becker. We doubt if there 
been borne in mind. While all the pieces . > afly persQn wh() wollld not be bene_ 
are of showy character ey y . bted by using these studies. They are 
means difficult, and aU of them are well ^ ^ ^ name ;m_ 
wffhm the^r g^J *roductorgy cPasb plies. Mr. Becker is fully_qualified to 
How's 
that Boy? 
Is he healthy? Does he 
show any interest in music? 
Do you know that the cornet 
1 hig'h.’fi™ chwti’ Playfng COTnetiiTot'only 
• le, but a healthy one. The 
York Home Cornet 
will help build him up physically and will furnish 
him and his friends many hours of happy and profit- 
Write for our booklet “A Hobby for Your ] 
J. W. York & Sons, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Your Music Is Torn! 
Multum-in-Parvo Binding Tape 
If your music dealer does not carry it, send to 
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
former. 
price 
postpaid. 
for "this "month will be 20 cents, know exactly what is needed for this 
purpose. Price $1.00. 
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Tone and Tone Control Two Victrola characteristics 
The Victrola tone is a wonderful thing. It is the tone of pure 
reality—throbbing with life and power. When you hear the world’s 
greatest artists on the Victrola, you hear them just as truly as 
though they were singing or playing right before you. 
Besides this true-to-lifetone there is incorporated in the Victrola 
the important feature of tone-control—the ability to play each in¬ 
dividual selection just as you personally want to hear it. 
These two distinguishing features demonstrate the perfection of 
every detail in the Victrola. It not only brings you the world’s best 
music in all its beauty, but enables you to enjoy it to the fullest extent. 
There *re Victrolas in great vari- Alway. n». Victrola. ■ 
ety from SIS to $250 and any Victor 
dealer will gladly demonstrate them 
and play any music you wish to hear. 
boards and a m p 11 f y i ng 
compartment of wood—pro- 
amplifying compartment, so 
Hr 
Victor Talking Machine C 
Berliner Gramophone Co., M< 
New Victor Records dt 
Abroad 
g|Sf|§ps 
present 
stairs and the accident induced concussion of 
^ one-act nm»ro rLo.tAn Werranti. by hrnin. Fortunately, however, he is re¬ 
ss 
u« - t opera entitled Guido Jrer anw* «/ the brai . t t l , r,  
van Etten Andrews was recently pro- covering and hopes soon to resume his n 
uted for the first time in Chicago. It is duties, 
funded on Oscar Wilde’s nlay, The Duchess , . . f Padua. P Berlin appears to be still very active in a 
musical way, the chief artists heard at the 
AtVVT1'' — be the « g 
THE 
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Do you FILE or PILE your music? 
Systematic 
FILING 
instead of 
Promiscuous 
PILING 
makes reference 
easy and pre¬ 
vents unneces- 
Sections for 
Sheet Music, 
Disc Records, 
Player Piano 
Rolls, 
bound volumes 
of sheet music, 
______ etc., may be 
sary wear. W stacked together PJ^^Music Room Sections 
Catalog of Music 
Room Furniture 
and Record^Filing Specialties con- 
detail. A. post card will bring ii 
Teachers will find it to thei 
THE death recently occurred In 
of Gregorio Verdi, a nephew of the great om 
poser. Gregorio Verdi was tor .““MgS 
an officer in the British Navy, and served wun 
the British fleet in the bombardment of Alex_ 
andria at the time Great Britain was at war 
with her present ally, Russia He a«ffwaras 
set up in business for himself at HjUifa ^ ^ 
8., where he passed away in his ninety nxs 
year. 
One of the first musicians to fall in J**® 
war was Alberlc Slagnard, who was snox 
while attempting to defend his house from the 
invading Prussians. Many in Paris are now 
preparing to honor the dead composer by giv 
ing a performance of his opera, Guercoeur. 
It Is also suggested that a street hitherto 
named after Richard Wagner should be named 
after him. Whether these plans will material- 
ct filing pri ncip.~ ... 
...* Unit” idea provides fo^ future growth 
SHEET MUSIC is filed vertically, classified alphabet, 
tr y’fi|etwecn gaKi<! cards—like letters in a modern, vertical 
It is reported that Raoul 
director of the Monte Carlo 
likes the German syllable at 
name that he intends to eha 
grad. If war .. 
man's qualitii 
less than Rur 
I finished Goldi 
Sections 
Look 
Alike 
When 
Are 
Closed. 
The Manufacturing Co. 
73 Union Street, Monroe, Mich. 
New York Office—75 John St. Catalog “H” and 3 
$1.00 A Year— 
Worth More, 
To a woman—almost 
any woman—The Mod¬ 
ern Priscilla is worth 
more than it costs. The 
woman who likes to 
embroider finds here 
instructions for all 
kinds of embroidery. 
She finds beautiful 
designs by the score, 
patterns for which 
she can easly obtain. 
The woman who likes 
sr magazine teaches: 
inds china painting. No 
The Modem Priscilla— 
With Housekeeping it is the same as it is with Fancy work: The Modern Pr 
lead in the Housekeeping field. Its popularity is steadily growing among Dr 
tj (0 reduce the cost of living without : 
customed comforts; how to make the dai.., „„„ 
housewife time for something besides housework; these an 
that our “Everyday Housekeeping” section is helping to sc 
price of a year's subscription 
tie practical problems 
ifc the February number of The Priscilla is worth the 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
Send $1.00 for a full year’s subscription—12 issues: 
or send 50 cents for a six months’ subscription. Add 
only 10 cents extra when ordering either a six months’ 
or a year s subscription for The Modern Priscilla and 
we will send you the stamped Linen, Embroidery Floss 
and the silk Ribbon necessary to make the daintv 
Jewel or Money Bag here illustrated. y 
THE PRISCILLA PUBLISHING COMPANY 
85 X 2 BROAD STREET BOSTON, MASS. 
Please mention XHE ETUDE when addreasing n„, Hdv«rtntr». 
r all 1 
But from the time she left New York, shortly 
after the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, her 
studio in Paris was a Mecca for artists, and 
she was almost as well known iu London and 
New York. Among her intimates were Mas¬ 
senet, Gounod, Liszt, Arthur Sullivan, and a 
host of others hardly less distinguished. It 
is said also^ that Sybil Sanderson and Mary 
in Paris to 1 
Felix Wei 
by the war. lie was to have conductedThe 
Boston opera as usual, but during the past 
season Boston has had no opera. Further- 
®<£e' the splendid field of operations that lay 
before him at Darmstadt, where he was to 
JST® hbeen director of the Court Theatre, has 
also been temporarily closed to him. He is 
certs in Vienna, and 
-§-""— t the 
„ London Times has fished up a letter 
g|£n 
Italy should in lts • ins,stence that 
who wilSb?ameTer°intthirtthe strtfe i e n r i  t irty years time? 
the place where one of the leading rifle ,S 
ammunition manufacturing firms does it, 
deadly work. Somehow the two statement! 
don't agree very well. 11 looks as if art anj 
__ conflict wn„ 
usual result that art gets the worst of it 
Birmingham has seen the premier of man; 
great choral works including Mendelssohn', 
Elijah, Gounod's Redemption and Ekar! 
Dream of Gernntius. 
Gunsbourg, the 
Opera, so dis- 
the end of his 
the most heroic of a 
been claimed by no 
ceedingly small sides to his character. 
The death recently occurred of H. Lane 
Wilson, the well known English composer and 
singer. The best known of his works pub¬ 
lished under his own name was probably 
Flora’s Holiday, a song cycle, but he was also 
very successful with his arrangements of old 
English Melodies. He also published many 
successful songs under the nom de plume of 
Robert Batten. As a singer he attained wide 
fame in England, and was also successful as 
an organist. 
If any American musician who corresponded 
with the late S. Coleridge Taylor has any 
letters that he believes would be of interest 
in a biography now being written by W. C. 
Berwick Sayers, the author, who resides at (15 Avondale Road, South Croydon, England, 
will be glad to receive copies of them. 
News comes from Paris that Fanny M. 
Reed is dead. This means perhaps nothing to 
present generation, for the singer strange 
Is it not probable, asks “Lancelot” in «5 
London Itejeree, that Continental composers 
of late have, perhaps unconsciously to them 
selves, been expressing the evil turbulent, 
which has culminated in the war? Certainl, 
it would be diiHcult to surpass tile suggestion 
of cataclysm that is found in some of their 
works. The tendency of such music is 
much the destruction of form, law, and order 
and all that makes for symmetry, balance and 
beauty, as the firing of Krupp’s guns, if ty. 
be so, it explains why the widest-minded 
musicians failed to see any indication of 
artistic development in works of such inco¬ 
herent and extreme dissonant character At 
any rate it will be interesting to observe if 
Continental composers continue to write in 
this manner when peace Is restored. 
Berxhabd StAVBNHAGEn, one of the most 
noted of the later pupils of Franz Liszt died 
at Geneva, Dec. 27tli, 1815. The cause of 
death was inflammation of the lungs. Staver. 
hagen was one cf the great leaders of musical 
progress in Switzerland. His fame was not 
confined to bis piano playing as he was also a 
most excellent conductor. He was bom at 
Greiz (Reuss), Nov. 25th, 1862. In Berlin he 
studied with Kiel and Rudorlf, winning the 
Mendelssohn prize In 18S0, thereafter studvine 
with Liszt at Weimar. Ilis tours of Ameifa 
and Europe were noteworthy. In 1901 te 
became director of the Royal Academy of 
Music at Munich but Int 
abode In Switzerland w ‘ 
success in his educatii 
at with great 
Word has Just been received from France 
that Martinus Everardus Christiaan Kriens 
has been killed at the front. Mr. Kriens was 
a noted composer and concert pianist, and was 
the only brother of Christian Kriens, the 
well known teacher in New York Citv.' He 
was a gold medallist of The Royal Conserva¬ 
tory in The Hague, and member of "The 
Society of French Composers." At the age 
of fifteen he conducted his own Symphony 
with his father's orchestra in Haarlem, Hol¬ 
land, and with other leading orchestras in 
Holland. He was the composer of many 
large instrumental works, and numerous 
songs, published by leading European booses. 
An opera of his pen was Just considered at 
The Grand Opera in Paris, when war broke 
out. Mr. Kriens was conductor of the French 
Opera in Paris, Boulogne, Cairo, and later 
in New Orleans, after which he remained in 
the United States for several years. He was 
a native of Holland, but lived mostly in Paris, 
and Joined “The Corps of Foreign Volunteers” 
and was the very first one shot, the entire 
company being entirely wiped out afterward 
by one shell. 
The British troops In France have signified 
a delight in mouth organs and accordingly an 
enterprising English contemporary, J/iiiicai 
Rows, started a fund for providing Thomas 
Atkins with his favorite Instrument. Ail 
went well, and an order was sent in for the 
instruments, but unfortunately at the last 
moment it was discovered that such instru¬ 
ments are made only in Germany. Attempts 
were at once made to procure similar instru¬ 
ments from Switzerland or America, but iu 
vain. The prospect of assisting the enemy 
by both aiding him in cash and relieving him 
of two hundred mouth organs seemed unpa¬ 
triotic. Fortunately It was discovered, how¬ 
ever, that the instruments wore purchased 
from Germany before the war. and rouse 
quently any further profits made on them 
must go Into English pockets. Thus J/rncct 
Aeica is Justified of Its patriotic act. 
What Others Say 
The Virtuoso*pZTTcT nadOTSed ^ MUSiC W°rkCrS ppn thnrmirehi^ A--x Tj. H&non, has — 
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contained therein 
mirably arranged.-! wt 
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have received an interesting letter from 
„ E composer regarding GUssandos in 
thirds which were spoken of in this depart- 
recently. It may serve to show With 
•ft; rf^TiiE Etude is studied abroad. We 
eppmda literal translation of the communi- 
■ cation: 
On US2P 926 between the questions, I find 
.newer about "Glissandos.” In the interest 
Sf vow journal I am sending you this addi- 
I J There are quite many double glissandos 
ii°nTistence in 3rds, 6ths as well as octaves. 
LTifzt KaooozkyMaroh; Liszt, Tadtentanz ; 
Uszt Concerto .in A major; Brahms, Him- 
,SS’» Dances: Beethoven, Concerto in O 
C* . Weber Concertstuck; Webei% Concerto 
,,u.Lr etc Mv new piano Concerto con- 
toto quite V few of these Glissandos. 
Referring to the chromatic glissando, I 
wenld like to mention that they are rather 
3?e and can be played with one hand in 
he following way :-you turn the hand baclc- 
wurd so that you have the nail of the second 
firmer An the black key and the third finger 
on tblcwhite key. The notes come out with 
o mathematical exactitude. Just try it In 
gliding slowly. In going backwards you put 
the hand in its natural position, stretch the 
first and second finger a little and the thing 
goes brilliantly with the thumb on the white 
and with the second finger on the black key. 
I use these effects since years in concerts, es¬ 
pecially in pp playing. In playing with the 
orchestra, and if both the hands are free you 
can naturally do the chromatic glissandos in 
3«ds, 6ths, octaves and lOths. With best 
greetings Yours truly, 
Emil Kronke. 
Ql Is there any State in the Union in 
which one has to qualify by examination 
established by law before one can set up as 
a Mijsfc teacher t—H. B. 
A. I may be wrong but I believe that no 
state has yet passed any law which forces 
such an examination. But there are several 
states in which an agitation for such a law 
is going on. I greatly doubt the feasibility 
of such a law. At all events in the older 
,musical countries, such as Italy, jfranee and 
Germany, such laws have not been called for, 
and England has not attempted any such 
legislation. In these countries the diploma 
of a good Music School, or, In the last-named, 
a degree of Mus. Bac., or Mus. Doc., stamp 
the elite of the profession. I hope that I 
shall not be mobbed for expressing an opinion 
upon a subject which is being debated at a 
white heat just now, in America. But we 
may yet learn that too much legislation is a 
dangerous thing. 
0. Is there any quick way by which one 
can learn to "vamp" an accompaniment to 
a song or violin piece?—C. D. 
A. Only a knowledge of harmony will 
help you to do this. A good knowledge of 
the chief chords of music will help you in 
the simplest melodies, but it requires a 
knowledge of melodic harmony to do much in 
this field. I mean that in listening to a 
melody the trained auditor attaches harmony 
to every note or group of notes, every tune 
ought to suggest its harmonies. I think that 
there should be more study of simple counter¬ 
point at the beginning of the musical course 
than there is at1 present. Nowadays the 
Pupil gets into the habit of adding chords to 
a bass part, and thinks far too little of 
melodic progression in his exercises. There 
ought to be study of melodic progressions 
and their combinations from the eariv stages ; 
that is some exercises in simole counterpoint 
should precede the study of chords a la Richter. f 
Q' t What is the difference between the 
trn time signs C and ft t 
'■ 1. When playing from D.C. to Fine, should 
meat marks be noticed or notf And if 
mere are two endings should one repeat or 
timply end on the second ending!—O. H. 
1 A- .1- TheC mark is not a letter C at 
Si!’ aRd the statement that it stands for 
Time" is utterly absurd. In 
mnsi^val times the most perfect rhythm in 
music was held to be a set of pulsations of 
22* Uyhat we to-day would write 3/2) be- 
TrhHt^ s m^as opposed to represent the Holy 
ana ty' This was called the “Perfectum,” 
rhviw3 slgned by a circle. When an even 
and raii^ats<‘mpl05'ea they broke the circle 
broken1!.!? ith!' rhythm “Imperfectum.” The 
and frnmr*!e. coks almost exactly like a C, 
• Irom this resembance the fajse definition 
’ 0f course the ft «iSn means 4/4 
fes it itUtth“ LS 1-hythni? ftutTt 
hSUeVta Ibo|tmtimetlttmt 
2/2 should he abolished and 4/2, 
aannot be mfstatn"^^ figUreS' 
2- Regarding repeat dots I would say that 
the public loved repetitions, and seem neve 
to have had too much of them. But the 
taste of the present is somewhat against the 
unnecessary repetitions, and therefore the 
teacher often cuts them out in the works of 
Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, etc. 
In sonatas the first repeat (the exposition 
of themes) is generally made, but if there Is 
a repeat at the end of the first movement it 
is almost always omitted by the intelligent 
teacher. After a “D.C.,” or “D.S.the 
repeat dots are not to be observed, ’unless 
the melodic structure seems wrong without 
them. In case of two endings, however, it 
is customary to make the repeats. 
In Beethoven’s works make all the repeats 
that are marked, for that master was very 
particular in this matter, and if he wanted 
repeats omitted he would mark “Da Capo 
senza replica,” or “Senza Repetizione.” Buc 
even in the Beethoven symphonies the great 
conductors nowadays leave -out the repeats 
unless absolutely essential to the shape of the 
music. Do not be too great a slave to repeat- 
Q. 1. Will you kindly explain what 
authority there is for saying that there are 
twelve sharps and flats! 
2. How would you write the signatures 
on the staff after reaching those of seven 
sharps or flats!—I. Me. G. 
A. 1. They are merely theoretical keys, 
although sometimes used temporarily. Eight 
sharps would bring us to the dominant of C 
sharp, that is G sharp. This would be the 
same as A flat, but would be written—G 
sharp, A sharp,. B sharp, C sharp, D sharp, E 
sharp, F double sharp, and G sharp. The 
next key, D sharp, would have two notes 
double-sharped, and would be the same as 
E flat, etc. 
In flats the next key to C flat would be its 
subdominant, F flat, which would be the same 
as E. Its major progression would be F flat, 
G flat, A flat, B double flat, C flat, D flat, E 
flat, F flat. The next key beyond it would be 
B double-flat, being the same as A major, and 
would contain two double-flats, and so on. 
2. If you wish to study r little modulation 
of this kind look at the second countertheme 
in the slow movement of the Sonata Pathe- 
tique, by Beethoven. The theme begins in 
A flat minor, which is the relative of C flat 
major. This key is usually written G sharp 
minor,. but the composer desires to show the 
connection with A flat major which has pre¬ 
ceded. But he modulates first to the re¬ 
lative major, C flat, and then to the sub¬ 
dominant major of that, which would be F 
flat major. But in order to avoid the double¬ 
flats, he changes enharmonically in E major. 
It looks like a very bold modulation if you 
glance at the many accidentals caused by the 
enharmonic change, yet it Is simple and con¬ 
ventional, if one continues thinking in flat 
keys instead of sharps. 
Some of the moderns have used these ex¬ 
treme methods of notation. I have even seen 
a triple sharp used, where a double-sharp was 
raised (accidentally) a semi-tone. But all 
these things are affected and merely theoreti¬ 
cal and had better be kept out of practical 
music and notation. 
Also, what is the meaning of the following 
terms, which are not in my dictionary, Car- 
rezando, Galantamente, Con estro paetico. 
Tolteyiendo!—-E. B. G. 
A. If the above is violin music the sign 
means an upstroke of the bow. The words 
above given are carelessly spelled. Carez- 
zando means caressingly or coaxingly, Gal- 
antamente means with elegance and courtli¬ 
ness Con estro poetica would mean with 
poetic enthusiasm, Yolteggiando would mean 
whirling or flying. 
' Q. What is the usual compass of voice in 
writing vocal music for children!—Vocalist. 
A. There has been a rather widespread 
error in this matter for many years. You 
will And hundreds of songs for children writ¬ 
ten from middle C to about two-lined D, a 
ninth above. Scientific Investigation has re¬ 
cently shown that the cjiiid has a "’;'w 
compass than this, and r 
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Who Kissed 
Peggy-Mary? 
Peggy-Mary Albright insisted that 
she was tired of being a bird in a golden 
cage —she was going to work! And 
to work she went. 
Everything was fine until she came 
home one night and astounded her 
doting uncle with “ Dubbey, I’ve been 
kissed.” 
“Yes? By whom?” ' 
“I don’t know. The office was 
rather dark. Ho’d been standing over 
by the door, and just as I went out — 
he kissed me and said ‘Girl!’ just 
like that.” 
"Terrible 1 Did you call for help ? ” 
“No; it wasn’t terrible at all I” 
Who do you think kissed 
Peggy-Mary ? 
The best way to find out is to read 
the first of the delightful short stories 
in Good Housekeeping by 
Kay Cleaver 
Strahan 
They are the brightest, freshest, 
most buoyant love stories you’ve ever 
read — why, it’s almost as if the author 
had written your love story. The 
fetching heroine is pictured by 
James 
Montgomery 
Flagg 
and you know what charming drawings 
he makes. Send for these stories to¬ 
day ; just clip the coupon at the bottom 
of this column and mail it, with a 
quarter, now, before you forget Good 
Housekeeping, the magazine that makes 
better living cost less, will come to your 
home for three months. These issues 
contain the opening of a valuable new 
department, “ Adventures in Girlhood,” 
confidential talks to young women. 
Good 
Housekeeping 
Magazine 
; attached to a novel. 
, aid the imagination in 
' nimitable 
The “Story of the Piece” 
By ARTHUR S. GARBETT 
Musical purists may contend that illustrations a 
music should The all-sufficient in itself, They served 1 
but nevertheless the majority of thp somewhat the — - 
people will continue to look for the."story illustrations of Tenniel have served 
of the piece.” Music at its best is so make Alice in Wonderland a real enti y, 
sublimated, so rarefied, that unless there or the wonderful pictures of Don Quixote 
is a story of some kind to hold it to earth, by Dore have served to fix Cervantes 
it is: 'likely '.to slip away beyond the reach hero in our minds. In these cases, had 
of the average listener. A legend will there been no novel there could have 
linger round a classic symphony, bringing been no illustrations, and similarly, had 
us into warm intimate touch with its there been no music there could have 
composer, just as the scent of lavender been no ’‘story.” With the development 
emanating from an old linen chest will of the Romantic movement, however, the 
make vivid the conception of a generation order was changed; instead of attaching 
that is passed. Haydn’s Surprise Sym- a story to a piece of music, a piece of 
phony would lose nothing of its grace and music was attached to a story. Liszt, 
liveliness, but much of its special interest, Wagner, Berlioz, Schumann and their 
if we were deprived of the story of myriad followers all adopted this plan, 
the pompous but hospitable Londoners Even Mendelssohn, the arch-classic, fell 
aroused from the slumbers induced by into line with the times, and gave us his 
the gentle slow movement (not td men- Midsummer Night’s Dream and Hebrides 
tion the post-prandial port wine) by the overtures, as well as his Italian and 
sudden crash in the sixteenth measure. Scotch symphonies. True these works 
Haydn’s Farewell Symphony is also the are in classic form, but they are roman’ic 
richer in interest for the story that clings in feeling, and indicate clearly enough 
t° h—indeed it is rarely performed even what manner of composer Mendelssohn 
to-day without the players silently depart- might have been had not his early envi- 
ing one by one as each comes to the end ronment proved too much for him. In 
of his piece, and we are reminded of the njodern times, the custom of writing 
gentle hint Haydn gave to his employer, music to fit a story or philosophic idea 
far advanced that in some cases it that yacation tiipe was at hand. 
It may be argued of .course that these 
two symphonies- represent musical "jokes” 
of Papa Haydn's -and do not 
sanction the naming of pieces 
of propping up a symphony with aUstoryJ 
That does not alter the fact that!’ these 
two symphonies are the more interesting 
because of the stories that are, associated 
with them. In any case Beethoven 
almost impossible to tell what the music 
intended to represent unless one has 
any way a program—indeed with composers such 
the idea as Schonberg, t Scriabine, and the like. 
rven a program fails to reveal anything! 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE STORY 
ELEMENT. 
But however tardy composers may have 
not jokipg when he named his Eroica been to accept the story element in their 
Symphony, and much interest attaches to larger and more profound works, thev 
the work by reason of the picturesque have been quick to see its value with re¬ 
incident which surrounds its dedication, gard to what is usually described as 
One can never hear the symphony with- “salon music.” What is probably the 
out thinking of the enraged Beethoven oldest known instrumental piece bears the 
tearing.the score to pieces on discovering title “Country Dance.” This work dates 
that his idol, Napoleon Bonaparte, was from about 1300, and a copy of it is in the 
of common clay. The fifth symphony Bodleian Library at Oxford. A collection 
owes much of its hold on the popular of pieces for the Virginal, known as the 
imagination by reason of Beethoven’s Fitswilliam (or Queen Elisabeth’s) Vir- 
allusion to “Fate knocking at the door.” ginal Book contains many short pieces 
The Pastoral Symphony, with its obvious with titles descriptive enough to indicate 
allusions to the cuckoo, the quail, and the the “story of the piece” to anybody who 
running brook,/makes an appeal to the is looking for it. Rameau (1683 17341 
story-loving element in mankind quite that extraordinary French genius nt 
apart from the intrinsic value of the only foreshadowed our modern system of 
mUS‘f- Moz4s Juptter Symphony is harmony, but also our modern descriptive 
probab y be tet known to the genera tendencies in music. His composition .^ 
music lover than any other symphony of Poule (The Hen) with - La 
the Salzburg genius, even including the theme:” 
E flat and the G minor, simply because 
“clucking 
i character all , the sonorous title gives 
of its own. 
In modern times, the Pathetic Sym¬ 
phony of Tschaikowsky is far more pop¬ 
ular than the Fifth, which preceded it, 
and yet many competent critics agree that is quite as near to the r i . 
the latter is the finer work of the two- Debussy’s Goldfish and ™ thmg a?’ sa>’- 
but there is no’story element in it ! The find it a great deal ™y- P?°ple wiU 
part a title plays in suggesting a story is bargain. • 6 musical into the 
even more obvious in the case of the Schumann was 
Beethoven sonatas. The Pathetique, The great masters to na w t lc ^rst of the 
Appasionata, The Waldstein, The Pas- ately and consistent^16 wf pieces deliber- 
toral, the one named Les Adieus, did it tentativeh ' Whereas the others 
I’absence et le Relour, and even the falsely mann frankly built u i'1’6”’ Schu- 
’ named Moonlight all live more readily in pieces hearing titles ^11^° 6 Series of 
the memory than they would if they were strictly related to t ‘, more or less 
not named. Everybody knows by this naval music °ther’ The Car- 
time that Beethoven is not responsible pieces mainl^ founded"™ ‘wenty-°ne 
for the absurd name Moonlight, yet one A S C H is tvniefl t Jhe four tones 
doubts very much if the work would be it may be ’found* ’a ? ^od. In 
as popular as it is if it were called simply story by anv impfor a connected 
Opus 27, No. 2! F„w L tUy ,maS>native-souled musician 
After Beethoven’s time the story any title, and^oDhfTS °f Chopin bear 
element in music was far m6re readily have felt any " t not aPPear to 
n stories had heen the i_, . . to 
attached t i piece of music much a 5 music i 
1 stories j 
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A SYSTEM OF TEACHING 
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„ text-book by an American for 
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on of chords are taught. The chord 
examples are set in phrases, showing 
proper approach and progression, thus 
forming good taste and habit in the 
THE FIRST YEAR IN THEORY 
By O. R. SKINNER 
Price, 75 cents 
One of the best text-hooks for the 
beelimer In theoretical study. 
By means of writing and ear-train 
lag exercises the student is taught to 
know the intervals, scales, key relations 
staff notation, all common chords ~~J 
the dominant seventh chord: also 
’’irlous cadences. 
A student mastering this work needs 
-i book on ear training, since by this 
method he learns to know the chords 
and progressions by sound as well 
woven, and it does not seem improbable by the titles? It would take a clever 
that he would have named them had he psychologist to answer the question, 
had any facility for inventing titles. 
George Mathias, a pupil of Chopin’s, 
has somewhere pointed out that Chopin 
i musician pure and simple. He had 
of the literary facility of Schumann, 
Wagner, Berlioz and even Liszt, 
PRACTICAL HARMONY ON A 
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By HOMER NORRIS 
nimf harmony, a .... 
mlnoiia. excerpts which Mr. Norris has 
introduced from many sources to prove 
ms stntements seems absolutely con¬ 
vincing. Even the “Altered Chords’ 
rle.treated rationally as simple domi¬ 
nant seventh chords. 
Practical Harmony Is published 
rwo parts. Part I deals only with con- 
SOpancte7;trtnd-harmony. 
,rt deals with dissonance, begm- 
diatonic seventh chords, and 
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widening path which brings the student 
the HM»t pronounced chromatic or «... time 
ts, *1.00 
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THE PEDAGOGICAL VALUE OF A 
STORY. 
The manifest interest Which the general 
public takes in music that has a “story” 
so great that enterprising modern pub- 
he any of the draughtsmanship which was lishers of educational music have realized 
possessed by Mendelssohn and our own that the story element can play a most 
MacDowell. He would probably have important part in developing a taste for 
named his pieces had it occurred to him music where none previously existed save 
to do so, and failing that, the public has in a crude form. If grown-ups want a 
gone to work and invented stories and “story” with the piece, ■ what of the 
titles for his pieces on its own account, children? To children, a story is the 
The Minute Waltz is so-called because it breath of life. Thus it is that practically 
.3 supposed to take a minute to play, every piano piece now . published has a 
This waltz is also known as the Dog’s title to it giving some hint as to the 
Tail Walts, because it is supposed to have nature of the music. Nay, more than 
been inspired by the sight of George that! Modern publishers are even taking 
Sand’s little dog chasing its own tail! care to have the cover of the piece de- 
Other Chopin compositions have been signed so as to illustrate the musical idea, 
named by a generous public, such as the Since this is the case, it behooves the 
Revolutionary Etude, the Butterfly Etude, teacher to be no less backward in employ- 
The Raindrop Prelude and The Military ing the story-loving element in child 
Polonaise. Mendelssohn seems to have nature. If the piece a child is studying 
had his doubts about naming his pieces, has no title to suggest a story to the 
The Lieder Ohne Worte were all given little pupil, it is surely up to the teacher 
numbers, and Stephen Heller is said to be to invent one. And if by chance there 
responsible for naming the most popular is a difficult passage in the piece which 
ones such as The Spring Song, the Bee’s the child revolts against practicing, a wise 
Wedding, etc. How much of popularity teacher will surely see that the most 
of these pieces and those of Chopin is interesting climax to the “story of the 
due to the suggestion of a. “story” offered piece” develops around this very passage. 
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which its energy, brains and a knowl¬ 
edge of. music are capable, regardless 
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or three truly artistic pianos of the 
World. Yet the prices are most rea¬ 
sonable — Uprights ?4S0, Grands 3675 
and up. 
What the Sohmer family knows about 
pianos .has been put in a booklet “The 
Pith of the Piano Problem” which will 
be mailed to any prospective piano 
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315 Fifth Avenue 
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New Musical Books 
Carillons of Belgium and Holland. “The time Mr. - can spare from the 
Tower Music in the Low Countries, by decoration of his person,” he observed, 
William Gorham Rice. With 32 illustra- “he devotes to the ne-lect of his duties.” 
tions, etc., 12mo., Cloth, Price, $1.50, Net. Stanford’s book is full of interesting com- 
Published by John Lane Company, New ments and stones concerning the world’s 
York leading musicians. 
The music of the bells is of exquisite Wagner as Man and Artist, by Ernest 
charm and is unfortunately too little Newman. Published by E. P. Dutton & 
familiar to the American public. We have Co., New York. Price, $3.50, net. 
not the gorgeous carillons in our churches “Some apology is perhaps needed from 
that are common to almost every city in an author for writing three books on the 
England, and certain parts of the conti- same subject,” says Mr. Newman, “I can 
nent Mr. Rice has written a singularly only plead that the subject of Wagner is 
fascinating record of his travels in the inexhaustible; and I am defiant enough 
Low Countries among the church towers, to refuse to pledge myself not to repeat 
A melancholy interest attaches to the the offence in another ten years or so. 
volume inasmuch as in not a few of the Mr. Newman’s works are not usually the 
Belgian cities the bells have been destroy- kind that need apology and the present 
ed bv the red flame of war along with work, while on a somewhat hackneyed 
the towers that sheltered them. We can subject, is absorbingly interesting. The 
well imagine that to the Belgians the . book is divided into an Introduction and 
alienee of the much loved bells will be three sections discussing Wagner, The 
more eloquent than their music has ever Man,” “The Artist in Theory” and The 
* Artist in Practice, In. discussing the 
paaes from an Unwritten Diary, by Sir man Wagner, Mr. Newman goes thor- 
Charles Villiers Stanford. Published by oughly into the erotic side of Wagners 
t Green & Co., New York, career, believing, as he says, that to 
P ' S $3 50 net know him thoroughly from this side is to 
Abook of reminiscences can be a terri- have the key to his whole nature. No¬ 
ble bore • it can also be a genuine mine where and at no time was a middle course 
nf Measure It all depends who does the possible for. him. It was all or nothing, 
reminiscing Sir Charles Villiers Stan- To that extent he was consistent: yet 
ford is a genial Irish composer who has viewed in detail he was a bundle of in- 
been in the forefront of English musical consistences,-at once a voluptuary and 
iife for many years. In that time he has an ascetic, a hero and a rogue, a samt and 
come into contact with a large number of a sinner always longing for death, yet 
neople-not by any means all musicians- always fighting lustily for his life, de- 
7l has laid up a store of memories that spising the public and pining for seclusion, 
must be a source of infinite delight to him yet unable to live anywhere except in the 
indeed they will be to whomsoever very centre of the stage and the full glare 
as , • book One of the most enter- of the lime-light.” Speaking of the artist 
tabling chapters is that dealing with his in theory, Mr. Newman concludes that “so 
'ences at Trinity College, Cam- far from the poet in him shaping and con- 
S wllere he was in residence at the trolling the musician, it was the musician 
• °Dr W H Thompson was Master, who led the poet where he would have 
‘What wonderful taste he has,” said a him go; so far from drama being with 
prta.in ladv speaking of Dean Howson, a him the end and the music the means, it 
nted oreacher “Yes, yes!” answered Dr. was music that was more than ever the 
Thompson “And unfortunately all of it end, to which the drama only served as 
very bad” The tart old scholar also means; and so far from Wagner being 
h°d J particularly scathing criticism to first and last a dramatist, the whole sig- 
“ „k. of a certain Don who was over-par- nificance of his work lay precisely in the 
ficular about his personal appearance, fact that he was a great symphonist.” 
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T Sop«*fion of other publishers, and are as low as those quoted by anyone. All 
cl°, ,re mven immediate attention. Prices are for subscriptions of one year. Sub- 
• tinns can'be new or renewal (unless otherwise stated), and can be for different 
Skesses. Remit by check, money order, express order or registered letter. 
Canadian and foreign postage additional. Canadian postage on THE ETUDE 
25 cents; on other magazines about SO cents. Foreign postage on THE ETUDE, 72 cents, 
on other magazines about gl.OO. Ask for the The Etude Magazine Guide-36 pages. 
These clubbing offers supply a ready solutiQn of the gift problem. 
An annual subscription to one of the magazines listed here makes 
a holiday or birthday gift that will be appreciated. 
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SEND ORDERS ONLY TO ASK FOR A ToPY OF THE 1915 “ETUDE MAGAZINE GUIDE”-36 PAGES. 
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IMPORTANT RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
PIANO TECHNICS AND STIIDIFS VOCAL METHOD AND STUDIES 
CONCENTRATED TECHNIC 
FOR THE 
By ALOIS F.LEJEAL 
MASTERING THE SCALES AND 
ARPEGGIOS 
ELEMENTARY PIANO 
TECHNICS, OP. 19 
By Dr. J. M. BLOSE 
THE VOCAL INSTRUCTOR 
By EDMUND J. MYER Price, $1.00 
STANDARD VOCALIST 
" S FOR 50 CENu n,—- — .t,j.
FOR THE ORGANIST AND CHOIR MASTER 
STANDARD ORGANIST 
-PIPE ORGAN 
ANTHEM OFFERING 
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“I’ll send 
this to you 
Free!” 
No Money Down 
A DAY 
Price So Low 
We Don’t Dare Quote 
It Except By Letter 
Rent Money 
Life Guarantee 
>py of our record-breaking 
full size commercial machine. ^ _ No Red Tape 
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Creative Plan 
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CANTHROX 
SHAMPOO 
Not a makeshift, but for head wash!™ „„1 
quickly dissolves and removes dandruff excess oil ir * 
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THE attractive piano shown here is our most 
popular upright model. It is an especial 
favorite with musicians and teachers, for 
while like every Ivers & Pond, it is of supreme 
musical excellence, yet in design it is simple and 
tasteful. _ . 
Half a century’s experience is woven into the 
Ivers & Pond of to-day. Used in over 400 leading 
Educational Institutions and nearly 60,000 homes, 
it occupies a unique position among America’s 
best pianos. Whatever your piano problem, we 
invite inquiry. 1915 catalogue showing all our 
uprights, grands and player-pianos (free) on request. 
How to Buy 
If we have no dealer near you, we can supply you from 
our factory as safely and satisfactorily as if you lived near 
by. We make expert selection and guarantee the piano to 
please, or it returns at our expense for freights. Liberal 
allowance for old pianos in exchange. Attractive easy 
payment plans. For catalog, prices and full information, 
write us to-day. 
Ivers & Pond Piano Co. 
141 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS. 
